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The Classicist at Large
TOWARDS A RENEWED ARCHITECTURE
By Richard M. Economakis

O

ne often hears attempts to sway public opinion
against a proposed classical building with the
claim that such buildings are not of “our time.”
The suggestion, somehow, is that if this library /
courthouse / town hall is built according to classical principles, derived
from a millennial tradition, then the activities within should only be
conducted while wearing togas, sporting periwigs, or writing with quill
pens. Yet no one ever seems to impute a similar anachronism to the
practice of democracy, the study of philosophy, or the use of rhetoric
—not to mention the writing of history, acting
of tragedies, or the application of mathematics
—though these are all equally historic fields of
human endeavour that owe their first flowering
to Classical Greece. Like all other traditions of
learning and scholarship, classical architecture
has been repeatedly buoyed by periods of resurgence and constantly reinvigorated by innovation and new knowledge.
Human beings, when they have thought
about it, have generally envisaged the path of
history as following one or other of two forms:
cyclical or linear. The rhythmic alternation of
Golden Ages with periods of darkness is a standard trope in the mythistory of ancient cultures.
Evidence for a cosmic clockwork was found by
the pre-modern mind in the diurnal rhythm of
night and day, in the waxing and waning of the
moon, and in the irresistible sequence of the seasons. Each cycle had, of course, its mythological justification, generally
associated with the deities of life, death, and rebirth. The onset of winter, for instance, was explained for the Greeks by Persephone’s periodic
return to Hades—drawn back to the underworld by the pomegranate
seeds she had consumed during her first visit. These deities were
central to mystery cults that led their initiates through cyclic rituals of
death and rebirth. The concept of renovatio (renewal)—perhaps
internalized through the popularity of mystery religions like
Mithraism—fuelled a belief that political rejuvenation could be
symbolized through architectural and urbanistic revivals such as
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Constantine’s emulation of Rome in his new imperial capital at
Byzantium. This core concept of the classical tradition, that there is a
limitless capacity for reinvention and rediscovery by returning ad fontes,
to the sources, is also illustrated by the numerous later attempts to lay
claim to the glory of Rome: from Charlemagne’s coronation in 800 AD
through the medieval notion of Translatio Imperii to the evocation of an
Augustan Age in Georgian Britain and beyond.
In the sixteenth century a circular historiographical framework was
applied by Giorgio Vasari to his account of the progress of painting,
sculpture, and architecture, so that the development of a style or artistic movement traced a
trajectory like that of the lifecycle of an organism—birth, youth, maturity, and, finally,
decay. This interpretative structure, founded
on a cyclical vision of history, endured in popular thought through the first decades of the
twentieth century as witnessed by the success of
books such as Oswald Spengler’s Der Untergang
des Abendlandes (1918) and Arnold J. Toynbee’s
A Study of History (1934). By then, however, a
linear vision of progress was already being
increasingly embraced, powered by the indefatigable twin engines of scientific positivism
and historical determinism. As the twentieth
century unfolded and the unimaginable
cataclysms of two World Wars came to pass,
this approach, replete with such fallacies as
the Zeitgeist, became so commonplace that by
1989 Francis Fukuyama could ponder if we had reached “The End
of History?”
The contrast between these two opposed interpretations of history
is crucially important. With a linear world view coming to
predominate in the twentieth century, it is not surprising that historians
of architecture increasingly explained the succession of styles and
theories of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries as simply so many
steps up to the temple mount of Modernism.
But the history of Western architecture, which has been suffused
by the koiné of the classical tradition, is unquestionably cyclical. Not just

the major Renaissance revival of the all’antica style—but also smaller
cycles and eddies within the larger tradition. In 121 AD, on Rome’s
birthday, 21 April, Hadrian renamed its celebratory games
the Romaia, ceremoniously renewed the boundary (pomerium) of the city
in conscious imitation of Romulus, and vowed his new Temple of
Venus and Roma. This ambitious building, on a vast platform
overlooking the Colosseum, deliberately recalled in its form the
peripteral temples of ancient Greece and particularly the sanctuary of
Olympian Zeus in Athens. For Hadrian, his Pax Romana was the Age of
Pericles reborn.
Similar acts of conscious revival can be observed echoing down the
corridors of history. In the service of Charlemagne’s explicit quest for
a Renovatio Romani Imperii (Renewal of the Roman Empire) his architect,
Odo of Metz, referred to the sixth-century masterbuilders of Ravenna
in designing the palatine chapel at Aachen. Six centuries later, Filippo
Brunelleschi turned to the proto-Renaissance forms of San Miniato
and the Baptistery as models for his Ospedale degli Innocenti to celebrate quattrocento Florence as the New Rome. Andrea Palladio (15081580) looked back not just to antiquity but also to the work of his
immediate predecessor Donato Bramante (1444–1514), crowning him

an ancient Roman reborn. In turn, Palladio provided inspiration for
Inigo Jones (1573-1652), then Lord Burlington (1694-1753), and
later, John Soane (1753-1837), C. R. Cockerell (1788-1863) and
Raymond Erith (1904-1973). Each of these, though sharing a wide
range of common sources, made the tradition notably their own.
Classicism is not eternally young or eternally old, but rather
constantly renewed. As the contributions to this eighth volume of
The Classicist demonstrate—from Schinkel’s nuanced details at the
Schauspielhaus and Blomfield’s advocacy of the “Grand Manner” to
Leonard Porter’s Christ in Majesty (2007) and Robert A. M. Stern’s
Jacksonville Public Library (2005)—this is a living tradition,
coruscating with creative energy and universally understood. What
better way to embark on the architectural challenges of the twentyfirst century? —RTJ

(opposite): C. R. Cockerell, Taylorian Institute, Oxford. Photo by Br Lawrence Lew, O.P.
(above): Temple of Olympian Zeus, Athens with a view of the Acropolis in
the background.
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Essays

Whitmore’s Palace
GEORGE WHITMORE AND THE PALACE OF ST. MICHAEL AND ST. GEORGE IN CORFU
By Richard M. Economakis

I

n a little-known episode in the history of Late Georgian
architecture, the Greek island of Corfu, capital of the
erstwhile Septinsular Republic (known also as the Ionian
Island Republic) was graced with a number of impressive civic buildings designed by a British military engineer, Lieutenant Colonel George
Whitmore [Figures 1 and 2].1 While representing the first essays in
Greek Revival architecture on Greek soil and displaying a number of
remarkable features, the fickleness of history has ensured that these
dignified Regency edifices should remain relatively
unknown to architectural historians, and largely
unappreciated in Greece for the cultural patrimony
that they represent [Figures 3 and 4]. History
books instead concentrate on the later neoclassical
works of German, Danish, and French architects
who followed the young King Otto of Greece,
second son of King Louis I of Bavaria, from the
temporary capital of liberated Greece in Nauplion
to the official capital of Athens in 1834.2
Most of King Otto’s appointed architects were
accomplished professionals who worked with
enthusiasm to transform Athens into a new center
of art and culture, and who were assisted by scores
of well-trained artists and artisans.3 By contrast,
George Whitmore could count on no formal education as an architect, lacked the advantage of precedent that his
Athenian successors could rely on, and was required to supervise a
polyglot team of Greek, Maltese, Albanian, and other builders and
tradesmen with little experience in the execution of classical designs.4
Furthermore, his principal client, Thomas Maitland, first Lord High
Commissioner of the British Protectorate of the Septinsular Republic,5
did not grant him the same kind of professional deference and financial assurance that would allow Whitmore’s future rivals to more fully
express their sensibilities. Whitmore’s oeuvre6 on Corfu is nevertheless
remarkable for its skillful synthesis of a broad range of Georgian
themes, from Palladian plan layouts and proportioning systems, to
Adamesque decorative schemes on the interiors, to Greek Revival detail
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and trim typical of the Regency period. Most extraordinary, however,
is Whitmore’s encryption in his buildings through devices like formal
architectural progressions, symbolic numerical associations, and carefully considered sculptural programs with hopeful references to the
nascent Ionian island state’s political ambitions and Greek cultural
self-awareness.
This essay, which builds on the research of Mr. Stelio
Hourmouzios and especially the scholarship of Dr. J. Dimacopoulos,
focuses on Whitmore’s most important Corfuote
commission, the Palace of St. Michael and St.
George.7 Aspects are here revealed of the Palace’s
original appearance and ordering that have gone
unnoticed or that have yet to receive scholarly attention; for instance, the recurrence of the number
seven in reference to the Septinsular Republic, the
use of Palladian ideal proportions in the principal
rooms, and the incorporation, originally, of a broad
awning across the front of the Palace at the level of
the piano nobile. Also considered are possible precedents for Whitmore’s choice of forms beyond the
work of Robert Adam and other eighteenth-century
sources. Finally, this article will attempt to interpret
the significance of the sculptural elements that
formerly crowned the building, which appear to
have comprised an allegorical reflection on the changing political situation in the region.
The picture that here emerges of Whitmore is of a highly sensitive
and inventive designer who drew on a wide variety of sources in order
to satisfy the often conflicting requirements of a grandiloquent British
client and an ardent Greek audience at a time of hastening national
expectations. While in many ways typifying early-nineteenth-century
eclectic attitudes, the formal nuances, complex organizational strategies,
and subtle cultural and political references that pervade Whitmore’s
work may be offered in riposte to the argument that Late Georgian architecture was compromised by rote copying, capricious application of
antique and Renaissance precedent, and a disinclination toward

analytical and metaphorical thinking. As this essay attempts to show,
the social and political intricacies of this age of expansion and enlightenment often prompted architects—consciously or otherwise—to fuse
rich layers of meaning into their designs, many of which still await decipherment and interpretation. In that sense, the Palace of St. Michael
and St. George is an open book—at once a testament to George
Whitmore’s creative talent and the cultural sophistication of his day.

Figure 1 (opposite): Portrait of General Sir George Whitmore in his retirement (Alan
Sutton Publishing).
Figure 2 (above): View of the Palace of St. Michael and St. George from the southwest,
with the statue of Sir Frederick Adam, the second Lord High Commissioner of the
Ionian Island Republic, by the Corfuote sculptor Pavlos Prosalendis.
Figure 3 (next page): View of the Palace of St. Michael and St. George from the southwest; oil painting by Joseph Schrantz, c. 1830 (©Crown copyright: UK Government
Art Collection).
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The Palace of St. Michael and St. George is situated at the edge of a
public park between Corfu’s eponymous capital city and the Old Fort
(Fortezza Vecchia), which was used by the Venetians from the thirteenth century until the brief French occupation of 1797 [Figure 5].8
Built of imported Maltese limestone in 1819,9 just four years after the
Ionian Islands passed into British hands, the building was designed to
serve as a combined seat of local government, ceremonial venue, and
residence for the Lord High Commissioner, who acted as Governor
when the Septinsular Republic became a Crown Protectorate.10
In plan, the Palace is a symmetrical, neo-Palladian assemblage of
structures centered on a three-story, U-shaped principal building, with
smaller pedimented wings that are connected by a long Doric colonnade [Figures 6 and 36]. This distinguishing stoa-like feature—which
is at once portico and passage—resolves on either end into curved
quadrants that attach to the building’s wings [Figure 35]. It was
conceived by Whitmore as a device to incorporate an older, existing
pawnbroker’s establishment to the west (the Monte di Pietá), which he
then mirrored with a smaller guest wing.11 Two massive archways are
embedded in the colonnade on either side of the Palace’s central
volume,12 which let into yards that are loosely enclosed by the outlying
structures.
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Originally the transition from the single-story stoa to the soaring
Palace façade was mediated at the level of the piano nobile by a
balustrade [Figure 3]—perhaps removed because of the incongruity of
its Italianate pot-bellied members in connection with the Greek Doric
order of the columns—and a massive awning, which contrivance,
though mentioned by Whitmore in his memoirs,13 has not been noted
as yet in the existing scholarship [Figure 7]. According to Colonel
Whitmore, this enormous, 2,250-square-feet rigging was destroyed in
a violent downpour and windstorm, after which no effort was made to
restore it by the British authorities. Judging from the colonnade’s depth
of about 15 feet—which was likely matched on the upper level by the
awning—the structure would have been about 150 feet (50 meters)
long and therefore spanned the length of the building’s elevation from
archway to archway. This conspicuous shading device—a kind of
feature that was increasingly fashionable in the Regency period14
—would have dramatically altered the Palace’s now familiar elevation
by reinforcing its already pronounced horizontal lines on the one hand,
and, on the other, softening the effect of the plain ashlar walls.
The Palace’s central mass is treated as a simple rectangular block
with sheer, undifferentiated elevations on its three landward sides that
are afforded some distinction by an Ionic cornice. The north-facing

courtyard serves as the principal source of light for the Entrance Hall
[Figures 6 and 8], which is accessed directly from the Doric colonnade. The Hall is divided by two rows of freestanding, unfluted Ionic
columns into a central “nave” and raised passages or aisles. From the
aisles one may enter the Corfuote Council Chamber on the west, and
the Parliament Hall on the east.15 Adding to the austerity of the Hall,
the alternating niches and doors into these civic rooms are surmounted
by chiaroscuro panels with scenes from the Iliad and Odyssey, copied
from Flaxman’s illustrations of Pope’s Homer.16 At the end of the
Entrance Hall, two Ionic columns frame the Great Stair [Figures 8 and
9] which leads up to a spacious Gallery on the piano nobile [Figure
10] by way of returning, symmetrical flights of steps. This barrelvaulted hall sits perpendicularly to the Great Stair, and is graced by
pairs of free-standing Corinthian columns on three sides.
From the Gallery one proceeds into the most architecturally distinguished room in the Palace, the Rotunda (Ball Room). With its
elaborate coffered dome, gilded plasterwork, blue Wedgwood motifs,
and statuary niches with copies of Canova’s figure of Vesta, this
impressive Pantheon-like space [Figures 11 and 12] is situated at the
center of the building’s façade above the Entrance Hall17 and overlooks
the Spianada, the public park that stretches to the south of the Palace.18
The Rotunda serves as a vestibule into the two most important ceremonial rooms in the Palace, the Halls of St. Michael (State Dining
Room) on the west, and St. George (Throne Room) on the east
[Figure 13]. Carefully fitted with satin wall fabrics and
delicate Adamesque motifs, these grand spaces were normally reserved
for state occasions, including the induction of native islanders and
others who served the Crown into the new Most Distinguished Order
of St. Michael and St. George.19 On the same level and occupying
the east and west sides of the Palace are the residential quarters where
the Lord High Commissioner and high-ranking members of his
retinue dwelled.
Work on the Palace commenced on St. George’s Day, 1819,
on the orders of Maitland. Whitmore had been appointed to design

Figure 4 (opposite): View of the Park of the Spianada with the Old Fort on the left, the
Maitland Monument in the center, and a residential arcade on the right; oil painting by
Joseph Schrantz, c. 1830 (©Crown copyright: UK Government Art Collection).
Figure 5 (top left): The Palace as seen from the Old Fort.
Figure 6 (above): Plans of the Palace of St. Michael and St. George.
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“a future residence for the Lord High Commissioner, for so bad was
his present one that the dining room windows looked into a house of
ill fame and the ground floor was the public jail!”20 The building was
also intended to house the Treasury of the new Order of St. Michael
and St. George and the Septinsular Republic’s Council Chamber.21 The
“official” purpose of the edifice as seat of a Royal institution justified
its designation as a Palace, which appellation would have suited
Maitland’s notoriously autocratic personality.22 In cultivating the allegiance of the prominent local families, this new chivalrous Order performed a similar function to the earlier Venetian practice of bestowing
titles and inscribing the recipients in the vaunted Libro d’Oro.23
What first strikes the visitor to the Palace is its strongly residential character. Its picturesque setting in a landscaped park—complete
with romantic monuments and freestanding pavilions24—reinforces the
impression of an aristocratic estate [Figures 3, 4, and 5]. Contributing
to this effect would have been the great awning that stretched across the
façade on top of the Doric colonnade [Figure 7]. In his memoirs,
Whitmore acknowledged the incongruity of the Palace’s domesticlooking exterior and ceremonial purpose, contrasting Sir Thomas’s
sober assessment of the state’s available funds with the Corfuote
Council’s fervent calls for an “imposing structure.”25 Though Maitland
gradually relaxed his “parsimony” in funding work on the Palace,
Whitmore nevertheless expressed his dissatisfaction with the procedure, complaining that it would have “materially influenced the whole
design had I from the first foreseen the subsequent latitude.”26 Whether
or not Maitland, who appears to have favored a grand residential look,
felt inconvenienced by Whitmore’s ambitious civic vision and desire
for greater monumentality, and therefore intervened to temper the
building’s effect, is hard to say with certainty. He did nevertheless
extract from his architect a design that could pass for his own stately
home, a grand sprawling edifice that was in the same league with any
one of the great mansions that graced the British countryside.
The Palace’s marriage of Greek and Palladian themes make it
something of a throwback to the late-eighteenth-century eclecticism of
Adam and Wyatt before Hellenic purism—or what J. Mordaunt
Crook calls Greekomania27—gripped Britain in the first decades of the
nineteenth century. This might seem all the more curious considering
Figure 7 (top left): Sketch view by the author of the Palace from the southwest, showing
the balustrade and awning atop the façade colonnade as originally realized by
Whitmore.
Figure 8 (center left): View of the Palace’s Entrance Hall looking toward the Grand Stair.
Figure 9 (left): Detail of the Grand Stair.
Figure 10 (opposite left): The second-floor Gallery viewed from the Grand Stair.
Figure 11 (opposite right): The Rotunda with one of four reproductions of Canova’s statue
of Vesta.
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the location of the building on Greek soil; however, as Mordaunt
Crook reminds us, “the Greek Revival was never wholly Greek,”28 and
“there was at no time a complete embargo on the use of Renaissance
precedents.”29 At the Palace, for instance, Whitmore incorporates
Italianate features like balusters, engaged columns, broad cantons at the
exterior corners, Palladian window surrounds, and bracketed cornices
alongside typically Hellenic details. Where columns are needed, he is
careful to employ Greek orders, but arranges them in canonical succession as specified in the Renaissance treatises,30 beginning with the Doric
entrance colonnade, continuing into the Ionic Entrance Hall, and
concluding with the Corinthian Gallery on the piano nobile.31
Despite their Renaissance sequencing, Whitmore ensured that the
Palace’s orders were adapted from the most venerable ancient Greek
monuments—Parthenon for the Doric, Temple of Athena Polias at
Priene for the Ionic, and Monument of Lysicrates for the Corinthian
order32 [Figures 1, 8, and 10]. The progression also works chronologically beginning with the Periclean fifth century, continuing into the
Hellenistic fourth, and, if one counts the astylar Rotunda as part of
the sequence, ending in a space evocative of that first Greek revival
of the second century AD, Hadrianic Rome. The precedents were no
doubt selected for embodying the most admirable qualities associated
with each columnar type and intended to invest the building with
predominantly Hellenic qualities.33 The exception in this regard is the
base detail of the Athena Polias Ionic order [Figures 14 and 8], which,
despite the elegance of its capital, comprises two diminutive scotiae set
back awkwardly beneath an exaggerated torus.34 This strikingly
uncanonical model is likely to have been chosen for adaptation
by Whitmore over the more graceful examples of the Erechtheion or
Temple of Athena Nike in Athens because of Priene’s location in Ionia,
a fact which underlines the toponymic association—relished by the

locals though entirely coincidental—between the Ionian Island
Republic and this ancient Greek region in Asia Minor.35 The desire to
bestow a predominantly Ionian character to the Palace is probably also
what led Whitmore to crown the exterior of its main volume with a
denticulated Ionic cornice [Figure 1]—dentils being particular to
Ionia, and, with the singular exception of the Caryatid porch, atypical
of the Ionic buildings of Periclean Athens.
A subtle device employed by Whitmore, likely to commemorate
the creation of the Ionian Republic, was the symbolic numerical referencing of the seven Greek islands comprising this small Mediterranean
state.36 The Republic’s emblem was a seven-pointed star;37 which
integer is a key to deciphering Whitmore’s approach to the layout of
the Palace [Figure 15]. Seven is the number of intercolumniations
along the aisles on either side of the Entrance Hall—and two times
seven are the freestanding Ionic columns in this space, including the
couple that flank the approach to the Grand Stair. Seven are the intercolumniations in each curved quadrant of the Doric colonnade on the
building’s south elevation. Between the archways, there are twenty-one
additional intercolumniations in the central part of the colonnade. Of
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these, the seven central ones lead to the
stepped landing of the approach from the
Park of the Spianada, leaving seven on
either side of the landing, respectively.
Furthermore, there are seven public
rooms in the Palace: The Entrance Hall,
Council Chamber, and Parliament Hall
on the ground floor, and the Gallery,
Rotunda, Hall of St. Michael (Dining
Room), and Hall of St. George (Throne
Room) on the piano nobile. Finally,
seven mahogany doors open from the
Gallery, which acts as a spatial distributor
on this floor level.
Dr. Dimacopoulos has discussed the
Palladian aspects of the Palace, which are associated chiefly with the
building’s plan, especially its dominant central volume, symmetrically
disposed pedimented wings, and colonnaded quadrant corners.38 These
features are characteristic of a number of well-known country residences by Palladio—for instance, the Villa Mocenigo on the river
Brenta, and the Villa Badoer at La Frata [Figure 16]—buildings which
exerted a strong influence on the eighteenth-century neo-Palladian
movement in Britain. Although it is tempting to think that Whitmore’s
Palladian references were meant as a deliberate nod to Corfu’s Venetian
history and cultural connections, a number of objections come to mind.
First, the Venetian buildings on Corfu have more in common with the
work of Sanmicheli39 and later Baroque expressions than they do with
Palladio, something that the Colonel is certain to have realized
[Figures 17 and 18]. Secondly, there is nothing in the Palace’s layout
and architectural themes that could not have been derived directly from
eighteenth-century British neo-Palladian examples [Figure 19].
We know from his memoirs that Whitmore did not visit the
Veneto before 1830, which was eleven years after beginning work on
the Corfuote Palace.40 When he finally had opportunity to inspect
buildings by the Italian master, his commentary is brief, and surprisingly critical. Pointing to Palladio’s use of balconies, for instance, he
notes that “when they advance before the columns or pilasters they

Figure 12 (top left): Coffered ceiling of the Rotunda.
Figure 13 (left): View of the Hall of St. George (Throne Room).
Figure 14 (above right): Detail of a column from the temple of Athena Polias at Priene in
Ionia, as erroneously reconstructed by the Society of Dilettanti in the first edition of
Ionian Antiquities, 1769 (vol. I, ch. II, pl. II), and adapted in the Palace’s Entrance Hall.
Figure 15 (opposite left and center): Plans of the Palace showing Whitmore’s use of the
number seven in reference to the Septinsular Republic.
Figure 16 (opposite top right): Palladio’s Villa Badoer at La Frata, as shown in the Quattro
Libri (Ware, pl. XXXI).
Figure 17 (opposite bottom): View of the sixteenth-century Venetian Loggia dei Nobili in
Corfu (the second floor is a later addition).
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sadly injure the general effect.”41 In the Colonel’s estimation, even the
famous Teatro Olimpico “is but a model of a better thing—the proscenium is too broken, and the fixed scene representing the streets of the
city is a childish invention to produce a trifling effect at great cost,
which effect is destroyed in proportion to the advance of the actor
towards the distance.”42
Clearly, Whitmore felt no particular obligation to Palladio’s
legacy—and his disinterest is further borne out by the fact that he
makes no reference at all in his memoirs to Palladio’s treatise, the
Quattro Libri. Nor is there anything that would suggest the influence of
someone in Whitmore’s circle who might have cultivated a particular
interest in Palladio. On Corfu the Colonel consorted with a number of
cultured members of the British establishment and the Lord High
Commissioner’s own entourage, all non-architects43 who would have
been more interested in the most contemporary trends—especially the
Greek Revival—than in sifting for inspiration through the pages of a
sixteenth-century Italian architectural dissertation that had seen its day
in Britain, and whose influence in Corfu is nowhere apparent, save
remotely perhaps in the seventeenth-century Church of San Giacomo
[Figure 20]. We may therefore confidently attribute Whitmore’s
Palladianism to older, lingering Georgian attitudes, gleaned by himself
from available eighteenth-century publications like Campbell’s Vitruvius
Britannicus and Adam’s Works, and his familiarity with the recent classical traditions of his own homeland.
The neo-Palladian inspiration of the building—which is to say its
British references to Palladio’s work, i.e. oblique rather than direct—
is borne out by closer analysis of the building’s plan [Figure 6], which
is organized around a linear colonnaded hall of the sort associated with
well-known Georgian residences like Holkham and Kedleston Halls.
The formal affinities of the Corfuote Palace with Kedleston, especially
as delineated in the earlier version by Paine before Adam’s alterations
[Figures 21 and 22] have been noted by Stelio Hourmouzios44 and one
is indeed struck by its similarly proportioned Hall and axially
situated Rotunda—a spatial pairing that is replicated at Corfu, albeit
on separate floors and linked by a Grand Stair. Furthermore, unlike
Palladio’s villas the Palace’s central volume does not include a
pedimented portico, nor does it distinguish in any way the central
fenestrated bay on the upper floors, despite the presence there of the
building’s grandest room, the Rotunda. In Palladio’s country residences
at least one of these two conditions is invariably met, whereas in British
neo-Palladianism this is by no means requisite. Even the Palace’s colonnade with curved quadrants is distinct from Palladio’s examples in that
it stretches entirely across the building’s façade. This motif was instead
increasingly common on the garden fronts of grand Georgian residences,45 and seems especially to owe something to Wyatt’s earlier
colonnade at Frogmore House at Windsor [Figure 23].46
Another Palladian reverberation is found in the dimensions of the
Palace’s principal spaces and elevations, the most important of which
Whitmore records in his memoirs.47 These closely conform to the
proportions recommended in Palladio’s Quattro Libri for ideal room
types—the circle, the square, and five rectangles derived from the
square, the sides of which form the ratios 2:3, 3:4, 1:2, 3:5, and 1:2
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[Figure 24]. Thus, on the Palace’s ground floor [Figure 15] the plan
of the Council Chamber produces a 2:3 proportion; the Parliament
Hall, 1:2; whereas the plan of the colonnaded Entrance Hall with the
staircase yields a 1:21/2 (2:5) proportion, which is a two-and-a-half
square or square-plus-2:3 ratio that was sometimes employed by
Palladio (though not specified in his treatise). On the piano nobile, the
same 1:21/2 proportion is found in the Gallery, the short elevations of
which are perfect squares; the symmetrically disposed Halls of St.
George and St. Michael each form a 3:5 rectangle in plan, while their
long elevations describe precise 1:2 rectangles; the private Drawing and
Dining Rooms define 2:3 rectangles, respectively, with square short
elevations. Finally, the domed Rotunda has a height exactly equal to its
diameter (35 feet)—a geometric relationship most famously associated
with the Pantheon in Rome and recorded in Palladio’s treatise.48 With
regard to the exterior elevations, and on the basis of a first superficial
examination by the present author, the central part of the Palace that is
comprised by the middle five windows articulates what appears to be a
2:3 rectangle from the ground to the top of the Ionic cornice, which
proportion seems to repeat in the flanking areas.
Here again we must caution against assuming a deliberate Palladian
reference in Whitmore’s work, as Whitmore could more easily have
derived his proportions from available British treatises and architectural
manuals. For instance, in his Rules for Drawing the Several Parts of
Architecture (1732), James Gibbs lists four of Palladio’s seven ideal room
proportions, adding one (4:7), and proposing to “standardize” the
dimensions so that they are always divisible by five [Figure 26].49
Gibbs’ recommendations were echoed in numerous other manuals
and pattern-books by authors like Chambers, Langley, Paine, Hoppus,
and Salmon.
Dr. Dimacopoulos proposes that for the most characteristic external feature of the Palace, the Doric colonnade, Whitmore adapted
Robert Adam’s Admiralty Screen (1760) in Whitehall [Figure 27],
increasing it in length to fit the greater span of the Corfuote building’s
façade.50 There is much to recommend this idea, especially considering
the association with Maitland’s military “home base” and it must
certainly be regarded as a real possibility. However, as Dimacopoulos

Figure 20 (oppopsite top): View of the seventeeth-century Catholic Cathedral of San
Giacomo, Corfu.
Figure 21 (above left): Plan of Kedleston Hall, 1757-59, as designed by James Paine,
before Adam’s alterations, from his book Plans, Elevations and Sections of Noblemen and
Gentlemen’s Houses, pl. XLIV, 1767 (courtesy of the Trustees of Sir John Soane’s
Museum).
Figure 22 (oppopsite bottom): Section of Paine’s original design for Kedleston Hall from his
book Plans, Elevations and Sections of Noblemen and Gentlemen’s Houses, pl. L, 1767 (courtesy
of the Trustees of Sir John Soane’s Museum).
Figure 23 (above): James Wyatt, garden elevation of Frogmore House, Windsor, 1798.
Figure 24 (top center): Diagram from Palladio’s Quattro Libri illustrating the seven ideal
room proportions (Ware, ch. XXIV).
Figure 26 (top right): Proportional rooms as proposed by Gibbs in his Rules for Drawing the
Several Parts of Architecture, 1732 (pl. LIV).
Figure 27 (opposite middle): The Admiralty Screen at Whitehall, London, by Robert
Adam, as illustrated in The Works in Architecture of Robert and James Adam, Esquires, 1761
(vol. I, IV, pl. I).
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himself admits, the theme of an archway intercepting a colonnade or
arcade with pedimented or otherwise formalized end-pavilions was
common by the early nineteenth century [Figures 28 and 29].51
Whitmore’s innovation at Corfu consisted in doubling the type to
include two archways disposed symmetrically on either side of the
Palace’s central volume. Nevertheless, and notwithstanding the curiously unstressed entrance that results from such an arrangement, which
is more typically associated with garden façades where emphasis on a
central doorway is not essential, the similarity of the Palace colonnade
to Adam’s design is true only in the most general sense.
For instance, whereas the Admiralty Screen makes use of a
Renaissance Doric order, the Palace employs fluted Greek Doric
columns, surmounted (originally) by a balustrade. Also, the embedded
Corfuote archways are significantly more massive in appearance than
their highly modulated and ornate Whitehall counterpart, and do not
suppress their openings beneath the level of the entablature as in
Adam’s design. Furthermore, in their obvious evocation of Greek distyle
in antis temples, the façades of the Palace’s pedimented flanking pavilions differ appreciably from the bare walls and embedded niches of the
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Whitehall end-pieces. Finally, the awning that originally stretched
across the Palace’s piano nobile would have effectively annulled any
immediate resemblance of the Corfuote colonnade with the Admiralty
Screen [Figure 7].
The ponderous Hellenic qualities and massing of the Palace’s archways and end pavilions appear instead to have much more in common
with contemporary Regency period designs like John Soane’s gate and
entrance lodges at Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire (1791-1794).52
Indeed, Wimpole’s almost identical in antis wings and stepped archway
profile lead one naturally to suppose that, at least in this particular
instance, Whitmore took direct inspiration from Soane [Figures 30
and 31].53
Dr. Dimacopoulos is however probably right in ascribing the
Corfuote colonnade’s affinity with the Admiralty Screen to more than
coincidence. Whitmore’s approach to design was clearly eclectic; at the
Palace he appears to have liberally adapted and synthesized a variety of
sources from the broader Georgian repertoire, including works by Paine
(Kedleston Hall), Wyatt (Frogmore House), Soane (Wimpole Hall),
and others in addition to Adam. Architectural design in eighteenth- and

nineteenth-century Britain was associational by nature, with architects
borrowing and adapting themes from a continually expanding cultural
pool of building types and details, thus ensuring that strong affinities
would be present in the works of diverse professionals.
As we have seen in his design for the Palace, Whitmore did not
seek to make explicit references to Corfu’s Venetian architectural
legacy. It is, however, tempting to interpret an aspect of the building’s
sculptural program as a purposeful allusion to the Serene Republic’s
long history in the region. As Whitmore himself mentions in his memoirs, the Palace façade was originally crowned by a figure of Britannia
seated above Corfu’s traditional emblem, an antique rudderless ship,
and a matching reclining lion [Figure 32].54 Britannia and the lion were
removed (no doubt for political reasons) after the secession of the
Ionian Islands to Greece in 1864,55 which resulted in the current eccentric appearance of the central block’s cornice from the Park of the
Spianada. In his memoirs, Whitmore informs us that the lion was
“copied from one of those in Canova’s tomb of Rezzonico.”56 By this
he means the tomb executed at St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome in 1783-92
by the sculptor Antonio Canova for Pope Clement XIII, a member of

Figure 28 (above left): Perspective of the Hôtel de Condé, Paris, as proposed by MarieJoseph Peyre and illustrated in his Oeuvres d’Architecture de Marie-Joseph Peyre, Ancien
Pensionnaire de l’Académie a Rome, 1795 (pl. VIII).
Figure 29 (opposite): Syon House Gateway by Robert Adam, as illustrated in The Works in
Architecture of Robert and James Adam, Esquires, 1778 (vol. I, I, pl. I).
Figure 30 (center left): Wimpole Hall Gate and Entrance Lodges, Cambridgeshire, by
John Soane, 1791-94 (courtesy of the Trustees of Sir John Soane’s Museum).
Figure 31 (pages 8 and 9): Rendering by Joseph Gandy including a model of Soane’s
Wimpole Hall Gate and Entrance lodges, c. 1815 (courtesy of the Trustees of Sir John
Soane’s Museum).
Figure 32 (above right): Canova’s tomb of Pope Clement XIII showing reclining lions,
1783-92 (Art Resource).
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Figure 33 (opposite left): Detail from oil
painting by J. Schrantz of the palace of
St. Michael and St. George, c. 1830,
showing statue of Britannia seated on
top of the Corfuote antique rudderless
ship and adaptation of Canova’s
“Rezzonico lion” (©Crown copyright:
UK Government Art Collection)
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the Venetian Rezzonico family. This well-known papal monument
features two bereaved, reclining lions, the one on the right depicted
asleep at the feet of a genius, the other awake beneath an allegorical
figure of Religion [Figure 32]. Though Whitmore does not tell us
which of the two feline statues he “copied” at Corfu,57 if one closely
examines contemporary images of the Palace—for instance the oil
painting by Joseph Schrantz from 1830 [Figure 33]—it is clear that
this figure lay facing east, on the right side of the statue of Britannia.
The Rezzonico copy would thus have been of the wakeful lion, which
faces in the same direction.
Whitmore does not mention the date of the statue’s installation;
however we may assume that it was in place in time for the Palace’s
official inauguration58 in the spring of 1823. This was the year after
Antonio Canova’s death, which saw the realization by his students of
his own sepulcher in the Basilica of the Frari in Venice.59 Like his
Rezzonico tomb, Canova’s Frari monument also features a reclining
lion, this one winged and emblematic of St. Mark, patron Saint of the
Serene Republic [Figure 34]. This celebrated allegorical figure is very
similar to the wakeful Rezzonico lion, differing principally in that it
grasps a closed gospel of Mark, which symbolizes the decline of
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Venice. The decision to reproduce the Rezzonico lion is likely to have
been made by Whitmore soon after Canova’s death, perhaps on the
basis of its affinities with the popular figure from the sculptor’s tomb
(and presumably its more Britannic, wingless appearance), or the fact
that Clement XIII was himself a native of Venice. In either case,
Whitmore appears to have been deliberately alluding to the recent
dissolution of the Serene Republic. Seated atop the paired Corfuote
ship and bereaved Venetian lion—now stripped of its wings as Venice
had lost its political and military power—the figure of Britannia was
here represented as assuming the Republic’s erstwhile role as protector
of this small corner of the Greek world.

national awareness, antique modes of expression were not understood
simply as aesthetic toolkits to be sifted for stylish results or the facile
projection of status. If gradually less consulted, the Renaissance treatises were still accepted for the reasonableness of their proportioning
systems and Greek forms were appreciated for their raw expressive
qualities that evoked cultural origins, constructional logic, and political
equability. At Corfu they were given national and ethnological dimensions and served to gently mediate and bind native Greek and British
interests. In this respect, George Whitmore’s Palace is a testament to
the rich expressive potential contained within the classical tradition and
deserves more than a passing mention in the history books.
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Endnotes
1. Lieutenant Colonel (later General Sir) George Whitmore (1775-1862) was
descended from a landed family in Shropshire. At the age of fourteen he became an
army cadet, and in 1794 he was posted to Gibraltar as second Lieutenant, Royal
Engineers, where he became First Lieutenant. After a stint in the Caribbean (18001802) and the Eastern District (1802-1811), he served in Malta as Lieutenant
Colonel, R.E. (1813). In 1815 he accompanied Malta’s Governor, Sir Thomas
Maitland, on a first visit to Corfu and the Ionian Islands. He returned and remained in
Corfu from 1816 until 1824, serving intermittently in Malta until 1829. He became
General R.E. in 1854, probably retiring the same year.
2. Otto was made king of Greece by decision of the Great Powers in London in May
1832. His selection was approved in August 1832 by the Greek National Assembly,
and the following year he arrived in Nauplion with a retinue of Bavarian advisers.
3. The Athenian buildings by Leo von Klenze, Friedrich von Gärtner, the brothers
Christian and Theophilos Hansen, François, Boulanger, and Ernst Ziller are among the
finest examples of European neoclassicism.
4. In this isolated corner of the Mediterranean, skilled labor was a scarce commodity.
As Colonel Whitmore bemoans in his memoirs, “I had a sergeant of sappers for my
house carpenter, a corporal of (ditto) for my clerk of works, and a Malta master mason
who could not understand working drawings,” (The General: The Travel Memoirs of General
Sir George Whitmore, J. Johnson (ed.), Alan Sutton, London 1987, p. 58; hereafter
referred to as The General). Language was a serious obstacle, as the workforce comprised
numerous nationalities: “I think there were no less than 8 or 9 different languages spoken on it by the workmen, who rarely understood any alphabet but their own. How
this Tower of Babel was ever completed under such disadvantages appears even to me
wonderful” (Ibid.).
5. Lieutenant-General Sir Thomas Maitland (1759-1824) was the third son of James
Maitland, 7th Earl of Lauderdale. He served as Governor of Ceylon (1805-1811),
Governor of Malta (1813-1824), and—simultaneously—Lord High Commissioner
of the Ionian Islands (1815-1824).
6. With at least four accomplished classical buildings in Corfu to his credit, the term
is quite justified. These works include the Palace of St. Michael and St. George, the
Maitland Monument (an Ionic tholos situated in the public park to the south of the
Palace), and the Mon Repos Palace on the Kanoni promontory to the south of Corfu;
in his memoirs Whitmore also refers to his designs for the Ionian Academy (damaged
in a WWII bombing raid and recently restored), and says that he dressed the exterior
of a small Greek Orthodox church near the Palace—presumably the Panagia
Mandrakina. The Anglican Church of St. George in the Old Fort (now a museum) is
also attributed to Whitmore.
7. Whitmore’s travel memoirs, published in 1987, have been an invaluable source of
original information; his perspicacious, anecdotal writing style revealing a complex and
sensitive personality capable of the most subtle allusions. The General: The Travel Memoirs
of General Sir George Whitmore, J. Johnson (ed.), Alan Sutton, London, 1987.
8. Napoleonic forces occupied the formerly Venetian Ionian Islands between 1797 and
the Treaty of Paris that was signed in 1815.
9. Maitland insisted on Maltese limestone, perhaps owing to the similarity of Malta’s
traditional honey-colored building material to England’s fashionable Bath stone.
Whitmore, however, was aware of this imported material’s unsuitability, for as he says,
“tho’ it stands well in Malta (it) does not bear the damps to which Corfu is subjected
in the winter season. The surface is attacked by vegetation and flakes off when the sun
regains its power.” (The General, p. 58. See also p. 83, where Whitmore laments the poor
condition of the stone on a visit to Corfu after a ten-month absence). Along with the
shipments of this stone came scores of Maltese stonemasons, whose descendants today
number in the thousands and form the largest constituency in Corfu’s thriving
Catholic community.
10. The British governed the Ionian Island Republic as a Protectorate between 1815
and 1864, when the Republic was ceded to Greece as an “accession present” to King
George I of the Hellenes.
11. The General, p. 56; see also Dimacopoulos, p. 50.
12. These monumental arches, more Janus than triumphal in that they occupy pedestrian intersections, bear the Greek inscriptions “Gate of St. George” (west) and “Gate
of St. Michael” (east).
13. The General, p. 85.
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14. Although Whitmore’s awning was likely made of canvas (he does not describe it in
detail in his memoirs), some façade-length metal examples from the Regency period
survive, as at Grimston Park Hall, Yorkshire (1840), by Decimus Burton; Mordaunt
Crook, fig. 134.
15. The Parliament Hall features a colonnaded Ionic pronaos with a small loft.
16. Forte, p. 26. Chiaroscuro panels were popular in Georgian interiors, as for instance
over the niches in Robert Adam’s Rotunda at Kedleston hall, Derbyshire
(1760–1770).
17. Because of its circular shape, the Rotunda is lit by a single set of shuttered French
doors that open onto the colonnade terrace. The two flanking sets of doors that
are visible on the exterior are blind, and employed for the sake of elevational balance
and consistency.
18. The landscaped Park of the Spianada extends about five hundred yards to the south
of the Palace. Its name is derived from the Italian “spianata.” When he refers to this
public park, Whitmore makes use of the French equivalent “Esplanade,” which term
was common in English parlance for coastal promenades.
19. Dimacopoulos, pp. 33-34; see also Forte, p. 12.
20. The General, p. 53.
21. Ibid., p. 56. See also Hourmouzios, p. 958.
22. “King Tom,” as Maitland was known by his entourage, was a “whimsical eccentric
who delighted in mocking and belittling his audience;” Forte, p. 38. On Maitland’s
tyrannical nature, see also Clarke, pp. 254-255.
23. Forte, p. 12.
24. Whitmore was responsible for the design of the Maitland Rotunda, a round Ionic
colonnaded building designed in the manner of an antique tholos like the Temple of
Vesta at Tivoli, and situated at the far end of the Park of the Spianada.
25. The General, p. 56.
26. Ibid.
27. Mordaunt Crook, p. 28.
28. Ibid., p. 77.
29. Ibid., p. 78.
30. Noted in Dimacopoulos, pp. 42-43.
31. Ibid, n. 66. At the Corfuote Palace, the Gallery’s Corinthian and Entrance Hall
Ionic orders appear to be superimposed according to Vincenzo Scamozzi’s prescription, so that the Corinthian base diameters match the neck diameters of the Ionic
columns below. Dimacopoulos (p. 51) suggests that Whitmore left the Ionic columns
of the Entrance Hall unfluted in order to make them appear more robust and therefore
capable of supporting the loftier space above. This was a common device in neoclassical architecture—see for instance the courtyard at the University Library in Helsinki
by Johann Engel (1836).
32. Dimacopoulos, pp. 42-45, n. 62. Whitmore’s interest in local antiquities is attested
by his partial excavation in 1822 of the Doric Temple at Kardaki (unusual for its plain
unarticulated frieze). The site is located on a promontory south of the town of Corfu
that would later constitute the grounds of the Palace of Mon Repos, which Whitmore
designed in 1828 for the second Lord High Commissioner, Sir Frederick Adam.
Whitmore’s findings were excerpted by W. Railton in “Description of the newly-discovered Grecian Temple in the island of Corfu, at Cardachio,” published in the supplementary fifth volume of the Antiquities of Athens (1850).
33. Other obvious Hellenic details in the Palace include inverted olive wreaths derived
from the Choragic Monument of Thrassylos in the spandrels of the colonnade archways, and a painted double guilloche band that runs along the cove of the Hall of St.
George. Dimacopoulos (pp. 42-48) believes this pattern to be a deliberate reference to
a terracotta sima from the sixth-century BC Temple of Artemis on Corfu, and suggests,
on the basis of an identical guilloche that appears in the Duomo at Verona, that it was
already known in the sixteenth century to the architect Michele Sanmicheli, who presumably observed the sima when he was engaged in the construction of parts of the Old
Fort in Corfu. To reinforce the likelihood that Whitmore was aware of the Corfuote
guilloche, Dimacopoulos points out that remains of the Temple of Artemis had again
been uncovered by workmen in 1812, during the French administration of the island.
The present author is aware of no record, however, confirming that the particular sima
was unearthed during these excavations. The double-guilloche was a common motif in
archaic Greek temple cornices, and was a fairly familiar Georgian decorative theme

when Whitmore was active on Corfu. Antique examples and adaptations of the theme
are illustrated in publications by Piranesi, Gibbs, Nicholson, and numerous other contemporary pattern books and folios. Dimacopoulos’ argument is nevertheless compelling (especially considering Whitmore’s associative methodology), and must be
regarded as a real possibility.
34. Dimacopoulos, pp. 45-46. Whitmore derived the profile of his Ionic base from the
first edition of the Ionian Antiquities of 1769, which erroneously places the scotiae of the
Temple of Athena at Priene in alignment with the column shaft. This awkward positioning of elements, which the Dilettanti originally assumed because the presence of
flutes on the lower half of the torus suggested that they were intended to be seen in the
round, was corrected in subsequent editions of the Antiquities. Dinsmoor (p. 222, n. 3),
argues that the torus was meant to be entirely fluted, the lower half having been carved
first because it would have been difficult to do so afterwards, the upper half never
receiving the intended treatment. At the Palace, Whitmore alleviated the curious effect
of the recessed scotiae by including plinths, which counterbalance the pronounced tori.
35. Dimacopoulos, pp. 45-46.
36. Hourmouzios (p. 959) notes the presence of fourteen columns in the Entrance
Hall and seven doors leading from the Gallery, but does not associate this fact with a
symbolic numerical referencing system.
37. Dimacopoulos, p. 34; Forte p. 12.
38. Dimacopoulos, pp. 53-56.
39. Ibid, pp. 45-46. Michele Sanmicheli is known to have constructed a number of
buildings on Corfu, including the western ramparts of the Old Fort (1537), which
were completed by his nephew Giangirolamo Sanmicheli.
40. The General, pp. 194-209.
41. Ibid., p. 195.
42. Ibid.
43. Soon after his arrival on Corfu, Whitmore befriended the native sculptor Pavlos
Prosalendis, who had been a student of Canova, and in whose circle he is likely to have
met a number of Italian-educated Greek artists. Among these was a young architect
whom he does not mention by name (Dimacopoulos, p. 29, thinks it may have been
Gerasimos Pitsamanos), except that he was a rival for the initial design of the Palace:
“a Greek who had studied architecture in Rome and drew his wholesale fancies from
the Baths of Caracalla and the Roman palaces… This gentleman, however, disappeared
when he found that his projects met no favour.” (The General, p. 65). He also associated
with Lord Guilford, an eccentric philhellene and polymath who founded the Ionian
Academy, and Sir Frederick Adam, who eventually succeeded Maitland as Lord High
Commissioner. Adam was the son of a cousin of the architect Robert Adam and is
thought by Dimacopoulos (pp. 32-33) to have had some influence in the design of the
Palace.
44. Hourmouzios, p. 960.
45. The Corfuote example has strong affinities with contemporary Regency examples
like Nash’s Caledon Hall (1812) at Co. Tyrone (Mordaunt Crook, figs. 127-128).
46. Watkin, p. 50, fig. 18.
47. The General, pp. 56, 57. Hourmouzios (pp. 958-959) repeats some of the dimensions, but does not derive proportional ratios out of them.
48. Quattro Libri, Pl. LI, LIII, LVII.
49. Gibbs, pl. LIV; see also Parissien, Palladian Style, p. 129.
50. Dimacopoulos, pp. 55, 56.
51. For instance, Robert Adam’s entrance gateway and screen at Syon House (1760);
Cooley and Gandon’s Four Courts in Dublin (1776-1802); and P. Rousseau’s Hôtel
de Salm in Paris (1782-85). See also Dimacopoulos, p. 51.
52. Stroud, p. 149, fig. 100.
53. The question naturally arises as to how Whitmore could have come to view Soane’s
Wimpole project. An opportunity did in fact present itself in 1818, a year before commencement of work on the Palace, when Soane’s draftsman, Joseph Gandy, exhibited
his watercolor rendering “A selection of buildings erected from the designs of J. Soane,
Esq., RA, between 1780 and 1815,” at the Royal Academy in London. At the center
of this striking image, which depicts scale models and framed renderings of buildings
by Soane, the Wimpole archway and flanking lodges stand out prominently, glowing
in the light of a lamp. Although the Colonel makes no mention in his memoirs of a
visit to London in 1818, we must regard it as a strong possibility.

54. The General, pp. 56-57; Dimacopoulos, pp. 26-27.
55. Forte, p. 25.
56. The General, p. 57. The copy must have been substantially altered from the original,
as it appears in contemporary renderings to have an erect head, unlike Canova’s two
Rezzonico lions.
57. Dimacopoulos (p. 25, fig. 17) seems to suggest that it is the sleeping lion on the
right hand side of the Rezzonico tomb, but does not substantiate this claim.
58. Ibid, p. 40.
59. The Corfuote sculptor Pavlos Prosalendis, who was employed by Whitmore at the
Palace and was known to have studied with Canova, may very well have participated in
some manner in the execution of Canova’s tomb. It is likely that the specific statue of
the lion (and the copies of Canova’s “Vesta” in the niches of the Rotunda) were in fact
suggested to Whitmore by Prosalendis, on the basis of his familiarity with these artworks by the Italian sculptor.
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Albert Simons
SOUTHERN SEVERITY AND THE QUIET CLASSICISM IN CHARLESTON
By Ralph Muldrow

harleston, South Carolina is a gem of a city architecturally. Yet its setting was tarnished for ages after
the Civil War. Even the rise of the “New South,”
with all its economic bravado, bypassed Charleston,
like some curse intermingled with the cannon-fire
that initiated the “War of Northern Aggression.”
But Charleston stood her ground, eking out a living
while other “New South” cities like Savannah,
Mobile, and New Orleans prospered as they partook of the colorful
promises of the Northern Carpetbaggers. Charleston lumbered along,
enchanted briefly with phosphates, until that faction
escaped to Florida for better and cheaper enticements.
It was into this milieu that Albert Simons was
born in 1890. The youngest of five boys, his father,
Dr. Thomas Grange Simons, was a physician and a
public servant who tried to encourage public health
through the advocacy of proper sewers and infrastructure. Pictured here as a young man, Albert Simons
appears to be contemplating his future goals [Figure
1]. Albert was about twelve years old when an
extraordinary event came to town. The South Carolina
Interstate and West Indian Exposition, commonly
known as the Charleston Exposition, sought to
evoke the architectural wonder that was the 1893
Columbian exposition in Chicago—the Great
White City full of classical buildings. A New York
architect named Bradford Gilbert deftly designed a similar cityscape of
ornate classical buildings, complete with lagoons and a pavilion of fine
arts. Such a cosmopolitan sight may have swayed the artistically
talented Simons to long for training in the field of architecture.1
Albert Simons’s uncle, William Martin Aiken, was a very successful architect who designed large, classical projects including what is
now known as “The Old Post Office Building” in Washington, D.C.
near the national mall. Aiken had studied architecture at M.I.T. and
worked for H. H. Richardson and William Ralph Emerson. In
Charleston, he had designed the gazebo in White Point Gardens.

C
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Undoubtedly, Aiken's career must have influenced his nephew's decision to become an architect.
Albert Simons spent his first year of college at the College of
Charleston, but then switched to the University of Pennsylvania, which
had the famous professor of design, Paul Philippe Cret from France, as
the vibrant Dean of Architecture. Cret brought the Beaux-Arts system
of architectural design training to Penn, including the practice of ink
and watercolor wash presentation drawings, and the very disciplined
approach that included time-limited segments for student projects
known as exercises “en loge.”
Attending Penn at that special moment—
when pedagogy met with visionary designs executed
with great dexterity—allowed young Albert to
excel. His achievements did not go unrecognized—
his designs for an elaborate “Museum of Applied
Science” were chosen by one of his professors, John
Harbeson, to be published as illustrations in
Harbeson's seminal book, The Study of Architecture.2
Cret, in his own work and in his critiques, savored
a spare palette. Simons’ immersion into the rigorous studios taught by Cret resulted in drawings that
seem to hark back to the restrained designs of
Robert Mills, the early lowcountry architect of
the First Baptist Church and the Marine Hospital
in Charleston, who is known for the design of the
Washington Monument and the U.S. Treasury
Building. Robert Mills also assisted Thomas Jefferson with the
redesign of Monticello.
Simons came to Penn as an admirer of Mills, only to find a living
designer whose work and emphases were also directed towards an
austere classicism. Paul Cret’s later work in Washington included the
Figure 1 (above): Albert Simons.
Figure 2 (opposite): Robert Mills, The Fireproof Building, Charleston, 1822. Photograph
by Charles N. Bayless, AIA (Historic American Buildings Survey, Prints and
Photographs Division, Library of Congress).
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Figure 3 (above left): Albert Simons, color pencil drawing of the Alhambra, Spain.
Figure 4 (above right): Albert Simons, watercolor of canal-side buildings, Venice.
Figure 5 (opposite right): Albert Simons, pencil sketch of the a frieze in the Roman Forum.
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gem-like Pan-American Union Building and a more figuratively Deco
building, the Folger Shakespeare Theater. Simons’s preference of this
severity for public projects appears to have its roots in the Regency
architecture of Charleston, notably The Fireproof Building [Figure 2],
in which Mills had a hand albeit under the watchful eye of William Jay,
who was briefly but importantly the Clerk of the Works for the city of
Charleston. The British-born Jay previously worked in London and
had imbibed the spare classicism of architects such as Sir John Soane
and John Nash.
Albert Simons spent eighteen months in Europe (1912-13) with
the support of both the University of Pennsylvania and his uncle,
William Martin Aiken. During his travels to England, France, Austria,
Italy, Spain, Turkey, and other countries, he created wonderful travel
sketches, many in watercolor, to fulfill the Beaux-Arts-instilled desire
to learn through sketching great examples of architecture. His travel
sketches included formal monuments and vernacular street scenes, quick
portraits, and thumbnail caricatures. He traveled to Istanbul and made
mesmerizing impressionist images of that exotic place. His color pencil
drawings of the Alhambra are iridescently polychromatic and spatially
dynamic. His view from a Venetian Gondola is rich in its depiction of
brightly colored red-washed stucco walls and the canal. His depictions
—of Roman houses, such as those at Pompeii, and Greek temples, such
as the Parthenon—in layers of watercolor leave us a rich legacy of his
travels [Figures 3-5].
After graduating from Penn and traveling around Europe, Albert
returned to the States. During previous summers he worked for Evans,
Warner and Bigger in Philadelphia. Upon his return from European
travels and a stint with Atelier Hebrard in Paris, he joined the architecture firm of Lawrence Hall Fowler in Baltimore (1913-14) and worked
on beautiful, historically-themed houses for the handsome subdivision
called Roland Park. The firm designed well-studied houses, especially
in the Georgian Revival mode. Simons was to keep in touch with
Fowler throughout many years, and their correspondence included concern regarding “modern” versus traditional architecture. In 1915 and 1916,
Simons was one of the first professors to teach architectural design at
Clemson College.3 He used some of the design assignments that he had
himself done at Penn, and also taught descriptive geometry, shades and
shadows, history of architecture, and appreciation of the Fine Arts.
From 1916 to 1917, the next brief but important role Albert
Simons was called to play was that of a partner in Todd & Todd
Architects, which became Todd, Simons and Todd, an architecture
firm in Charleston. He then joined the military during World War I
and ended up, among other things, painting camouflage to foil the
enemy. He found time previously to draw houses and details that were
part of the book The Dwelling Houses of Charleston for Alice Ravenel
Huger Smith and her father. These studies allowed Albert Simons
exposure to many great houses of Charleston and were invaluable to his
contextual design career.
By 1920, when he was thirty years old, he joined forces with
Samuel Lapham and created a firm that still exists under another
name—The firm of “Simons & Lapham” lasted sixty years (much later
joined by Jack Mitchell, James Small, and Dennis Donohue). The

Twenties roared, with wonderful traditional houses on the drafting
boards, but also industrial, religious, educational and recreational structures, health facilities, public buildings, military structures, transportation
buildings, and restorations.4 Simons’s firm did new houses especially in
the Georgian Revival style, and designed additions to be seamless with
existing buildings. Other structures for churches and commercial businesses were designed to fit with their context in a quiet and appropriate
manner [Figures 6, 7, and 8]. One notable example of this is Simons’
design for the addition of a classical choir and apse for the historic St.
Philip’s church [Figure 10].
He did design work for many of the plantation houses, which were
often saved by wealthy northerners who hired Simons & Lapham to
convert the old plantations into hunting retreats. Simons & Lapham also
designed new plantation houses in South Carolina, including Chelsea
Plantation near Ridgeland, and Windsor, near Georgetown. These he
designed in a lowcountry style, understated and elegant. He also designed
new homes in a new gated neighborhood called “Yeaman’s Hall.”
Numerous northerners had houses built there, some by northern architects including James Gamble Rogers, and others by Simons & Lapham.
Oddly enough, the 1930s were good years for Simons & Lapham
despite the Great Depression. Their most substantial commissions were
the Gymnasium for the College of Charleston and the Memminger
Auditorium next to the Memminger School downtown. The auditorium
has a rectangular portico with Doric columns in antis [Figure 11].
Memminger Auditorium shares traits of this spare classicism with the
College of Charleston gymnasium. It bears some semblance to the Paul
Cret-designed Pan-American Union building in Washington, D.C.,
and is said to have excellent acoustics for instrumental performances.
The gymnasium was funded as a project of the depression-era
Federal Emergency Administration of Public Works. Simons designed
it with fine proportions and a scored, lightly-tinted rose-colored stucco.
Like many such buildings of the 1930s, the overall building references
the Roman bath configuration. The gym has engaged columns, a
restrained severity in its moldings, and spare wall surfaces. These two
buildings stand out as the most prominent buildings that Simons &
Lapham designed in Charleston.
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Adjacent to the Memminger Auditorium is a housing project
designed by Simons & Lapham called the “Robert Mills Manor.” It
was one of the first Federal projects of its kind in the country. For these
buildings, Simons & Lapham created very appealing structures with
excellent materials, including tile roofs (copper over the front stoops)
and brick that was carefully chosen to match the Charleston “greybrick,” so called because the unfired clay has a grey tint to it. Once
fired, the “greybrick,” becomes a warm reddish-brown color with flecks
of iron in it. To provide such handsome housing was a real achievement,
especially given the standard government housing—boxy and flat
roofed—that came right on the heels of these fine, contextual buildings.
In addition to his outstanding career as one of the best and busiest architects in the lowcountry of South Carolina, Simons displayed
amazing energy in serving the city in a wide number of ways. He was
one of the founders of the historic district in Charleston, which was the
first such district in the nation. It became a national model for other
cities to maintain and protect their historic buildings. They also created
the first board of architectural review in order to improve and monitor
construction in the historic district.
Albert Simons was appointed to the architectural review board and
served for 43 years, often giving design advice that helped make for a
better historic district. He also served on the Planning and Zoning
Commission for decades, pushing for planning on a regional scale.
During the depression, Simons, along with his cousin Samuel
Stoney and his business partner Samuel Lapham, created two books:
The Early Architecture of Charleston and Plantations of the Carolina Lowcountry.
These were compilations of fieldwork done over the years; they are still
in print and are both useful and visually delightful. Simons had been
the regional head of the recently-formed Historic American Building
Survey, and he personally created some of the exquisite measured drawings in those books.
He also was one of the team of four that surveyed and rated the
architecture of the city, building by building, in order of importance
and made it available to the public in book form in This is Charleston
published in 1944 by the Carolina Arts Association. He participated in
what is now known as the Charleston Renaissance in the 1920s
through the 1940s. He joined very talented artists like Elizabeth
O’Neile Verner, Alice Ravanel Huger Smith, and Alfred Hutty in
sketching and doing etchings through the Charleston Etcher’s Club. He
was a member of the Society for the Preservation of Spirituals and
designed their logo. He was a member of the Poetry Society as well, and
was a leading force in both the Preservation Society of Charleston and
the Historic Charleston Foundation.
Another important role Simons played in the community was that
of an adjunct Professor at the College of Charleston. In reaction to
H. L. Mencken’s epithet that “the South is the Sahara of the BeauxArts,” Albert Simons created a course in art appreciation which grew
into a Department of Fine Arts and then a whole School of the Arts
including Art History, Preservation & Planning, Music, Dance,
Theater, and Arts Management.
Simons was aware of, but was not generally enamored with, the
advent of modernism. In 1949 he wrote in a letter to Lawrence Fowler:
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Having just come from a session of the jury of fellows where most of the best work
submitted was definitely aligned with modernism, it was a pleasure to visit your
library and renew my acquaintance with the great men of the past who have made
architecture such an eloquent expression of the human spirit.
I have no quarrel with modernists, in fact, I admit that what they are doing is
almost inevitable in this age which is almost wholly scientific. Much modern work is
extremely dramatic, almost melodramatic in fact, but there is very little poetry of
enchantment in any of it. I have no doubt that this deficiency will one day be restored.
Then students will again seek the councils of the great men of the past and the study
of their thinking will enrich our work with that sense of beauty now absent.
At the terminus of the central mall on the College of Charleston campus, Simons placed a double-height niche with colossal Greek Ionic
columns attached to the main, original building on campus. Many are
surprised that such a fine classical ensemble was designed and constructed in 1973. It looks like it has always been there, and that would
be fine with Albert Simons, a quiet classicist whose work seems ubiquitous yet unobtrusive in this special place called Charleston.
Ralph Muldrow holds the Simons Chair in Historic Preservation and is Associate
Professor of Art History at the College of Charleston.

Figure 7 (opposite top): Peoples Bank Building, Charleston.
Figure 8 (opposite middle): O. T. Wallace Building, Charleston.
Figure 9 (opposite bottom): Gas Station for Standard Oil, Charleston.
Figure 10 (left): Choir and apse, St. Phillip’s Church, Charleston. Photograph by Charles
N. Bayless, AIA (Historic American Buildings Survey, Prints and Photographs Division,
Library of Congress).
Figure 11 (above): Memminger Auditorium, Charleston. Photograph by Ralph Muldrow.
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2. John Harbeson, The Study of Architecture (Philadelphia: Pencil Points Press, 1927),
p. 186, figures 244a and 244b.
3. Donald Drew Egbert, The Beaux-Arts Tradition in Architecture (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1980) pp. 139-158.
4. Simons’ choice of outstanding projects included the residence of Marshall Field III
at Chelsea Plantation; The Paul D. Mills residence at Windsor Plantation in
Georgetown County (1937); the Charles W. Coker residence at Hartsville, SC (1940);
The City of Charleston Terminal Building at Charleston Municipal Airport; The
University of South Carolina Law School Building at Columbia, SC; The University of
South Carolina Law Building at Columbia, SC (1948); the W. W. Wanamaker
residence at Orangeburg, SC (1948); the Charleston County Tuberculosis Hospital in
Charleston (1951); St. James Church and Parish House at James Island, SC (1958);
the Okeetee Hunt Club in Jasper County, SC; and the Charleston County Health
Center, Charleston (1959). See Ernest Blevins, “Documentation of the Architecture of
Samuel Lapham and the firm of Simons & Lapham.” (Master’s thesis, Savannah
College of Art and Design, 2001), appendix E: Opinion on their best work.
5. From a letter to Laurence H. Fowler of Baltimore on February 16, 1949; from the
Simons Papers at the South Carolina Historical Society.
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The Splendid Inheritance of the Past
THE WRITINGS AND WORKS OF SIR REGINALD BLOMFIELD
By Katherine J. Wheeler

T

hroughout his long and prolific career as an architect and
architectural writer, Sir Reginald Blomfield (1856-1942) understood
history as a central component of architecture [Figure 1]. The practice
of the “Mistress Art,” as Blomfield called architecture, was the practice
of history. Blomfield maintained that the ardent study of the past was
the key to creating an architecture for the modern condition, and his
invention of the “Grand Manner” was a careful compilation of architectural principles drawn from all styles. He was not, however, trying to
turn back the clock of the progression of architectural style, and he
embraced many of the changes in the profession at
the time, including the development of professional
organizations and formalized architectural education. The study of architecture’s history was, therefore, more than mere imitation of its forms; history
was an analytical study of the past to reach certain
larger truths.
Blomfield was extremely prolific in both his
practice and his scholarship; he wrote seventeen
books and numerous articles and was active in a
wide range of professional organizations. Blomfield
was an early supporter of the Royal Institute of
British Architects (RIBA), although he resigned
from the organization for a brief period in 1892 as
one of the 1892 Memorialists who protested the
move toward architectural registration and promoted the ideal of the architect as an artist, not just a businessman.1
He rejoined the Institute in 1905 and quickly rose through the ranks,
serving and then chairing the Board of Architectural Education,
becoming acting RIBA President when Leonard Stokes became ill in
1911, and was elected President of the Institute in 1912.2 Blomfield
went on to receive the Institute’s highest honor—the Gold Medal—in
1913. The following year, he was elected a full member of the Royal
Academy of Art, for which he had served as Professor of Architecture
1906-11; in 1919 he was knighted for his contributions to the architectural profession.3
Throughout his teaching, his practice, and his writings, Blomfield
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promoted the relevance of the past to the present in two important
ways: through the proper study and writing of architecture’s history,
and, more importantly, through the application of the lessons that
could be drawn from history to the problems and needs of the present
day. This application included the development of a historically-based
modern architecture that he called the “Grand Manner,” which moved
away from a focus on historic detail to a development of principles of
design and composition. His insistence on history at the core of architectural study and practice in his work Modernismus (1934) indicated his
opposition to the architectural developments of
continental modernism after World War I.
History played a critical role not only in the
practice of architecture but also more broadly in the
intellectual life of the late-Victorian period.
Discoveries in the fields of geology and archaeology
and the writings of Charles Darwin gave the
Victorians a new sense of time as linear and continuous, instead of cyclical.4 The nineteenth-century
historian E. A. Freeman, for example, viewed and
promoted history as a singular continuity instead of
a series of discrete incidents, thus closing any sense
of a temporal gap between the past and the present.5
Historical novels were very popular and the highlight of foreign travel typically involved visiting historic—and architectural—sites. The Victorians
actively reframed the past in the process of writing about it and created
a rich and multi-layered history that was directly relevant to their own
time. To paraphrase the scholar Frank Turner, the late-Victorians
wrote about the past to write about themselves.6
Blomfield developed much of his attitude toward history from his
time at Exeter College, Oxford, in the late 1870s.7 While at Exeter, he
studied the Litterae Humaniores—known as “Moderations” or “Mods,”
and “Greats,” an intense course of study of classical literature and history.8 Blomfield received a Second in Mods, which drove him to study
harder and he achieved a First in Greats. A rigorous and demanding syllabus, Mods tested Greek and Latin literature and history, and Greats

required translation and critique of major classical works in both
Greek and Latin. These courses of study gave Blomfield the strong
academic background, appreciation of history, research and writing
skills, and critical approach that molded his later thinking, research,
and publications.
Central to the study of Greats at Oxford was an approach to the
classics not simply for itself, but as it related to contemporary life. The
literary scholar William Shuter noted that Greats was intended to not
only train young men in the classics but also to “train them to think
critically about philosophic and ethical questions and to relate historically earlier to historically later stages of thought.”9 Blomfield held his
First in Greats as one of his most important accomplishments, and took
to heart its lessons of history. In his memoirs he stated: “Looking back
on a long professional life, I still regard that school of Greats as the
foundation of my career. More than that, the school of Litterae
Humaniores gave me some further understanding of Humanism, and
brought me into touch with a side of life that I might otherwise have
missed completely.”10 It was ultimately, however, the application of the
past to the issues of the present day that later allowed Blomfield to see
and create relationships and continuities between time periods that he
carried into his study and practice of architecture.
It was also at Oxford where Blomfield encountered the ideas of
some of the most eminent historians and writers of the time, including
John Ruskin. Although he criticized Ruskin for his ego as well as his
ideas (and for attracting the attention of all the young ladies),
Blomfield thought well of the other Oxford dons, and two professors
made a particularly strong impression on him: Ingram Bywater (18401914), a professor of ancient Greek, and Henry Pelham (1846-1907)
who taught classics at Exeter College from 1870-89.11 Bywater was a
friend of the writer Walter Pater, whose book on the Renaissance
Blomfield “read eagerly.”12 Blomfield’s connection to Pelham remained
important throughout his life, and in the 1910s they worked together
to found the British School at Rome, as Blomfield was President of the
RIBA at the time.13 Blomfield made a point in his autobiography that
it was Pelham who “gave me a living interest in history which I have
never lost.”14
Upon graduation from Oxford, Blomfield worked in the architectural office of his uncle Arthur W. Blomfield (1829-99), a well-known
Gothic revival architect. Although the younger Blomfield found the
office work boring and the atmosphere stifling, he tried to learn as
much as he could, drawing extensively on his academic experience. He
noted: “My uncle was very good to me, and so far as his time allowed
took unusual trouble to instruct me, but the fact was that in those days
one had to acquire most of one’s knowledge on one’s own, and it was
here that I found my training at Oxford invaluable.”15 Blomfield
had begun to apply the skills and methods of history to a different
profession, one that at the time was itself steeped in history as a source
of inspiration.
In 1882, searching for a more formal architectural education,
Blomfield began his studies at the Royal Academy of Art (RA) junior
school in architecture, which at the time was under the direction of
R. Phené Spiers (1838-1916). Spiers had studied at the Ecole des

Figure 1: Portrait of Reginald Blomfield by William Strang, 1894. ©The Trustees of
the British Museum.

Beaux-Arts and returned to England with a skill in drawing and an
interest in the adaptations of classical architecture practiced there.16
The visiting critics at the RA in those years were primarily Gothicists,
however, and included Alfred Waterhouse, G. F. Bodley, and
G. E. Street; men whose presence minimized Spiers’s classicizing influence. Blomfield quickly progressed to the senior school and won prizes
at both levels.17
After a brief tour of France and Spain in 1883, Blomfield opened
his own architectural office at 17 Southampton Street, London,
upstairs from that of the young architect Edward Prior.18 It was
through Prior that Blomfield became part of the Richard Norman
Shaw “family” of young architects, which also included Mervyn
Macartney, Ernest Newton, Gerald Horsley, and William Lethaby.
Prior also encouraged Blomfield to join the Art Workers Guild, which
he considered to be “an honest and sincere attempt to find a common
standpoint from which all the graphic and plastic arts and crafts should
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be approached.”19 Blomfield felt a great affinity with these other young
men and the ideals of the Guild and remained friends with them even
after a minor tiff caused him to stop attending the Guild’s meetings.
In the early days of his office Blomfield, like many young architects, often lacked steady work. He used his time productively, however, and traveled around the English countryside and filled numerous
sketchbooks with drawings of traditional English buildings, gardens,
and architectural details. Later, while looking back at his sketches and
notes, he would emphasize to students the study of architecture in person, not just from books. Based on these early analyses he began to
write articles for architectural journals on a variety of topics from decorative ironwork to the works of Palladio. These articles formed the
foundation for his first book, The Formal Garden in England (1892), in
which he was the first to use the term “formal” to describe gardens of
the English Renaissance.20 In this work Blomfield presented a history of
the English formal garden that promoted the architect as the primary
designer of the garden, resulting in an outcry from landscape gardeners
[Figures 2 and 3]. From this publication, Blomfield both received several commissions for additions and renovations to country houses and
gardens and gained recognition as a knowledgeable source on English
architecture and its history.
The same year, Walter Armstrong of Bell Publishers invited
Blomfield to write a history of English architecture. Thinking the topic
was too large, Blomfield proposed instead to address the period from
Henry VIII to the end of the eighteenth century, which he defined as
the English Renaissance.21 Published in 1897, Blomfield illustrated the
two-volume work, The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, with his
own drawings as well as with photographs and also examples of historical drawings gathered from various archives. Both the architectural and
popular journals praised the book, and it was immediately added to the
book lists in the new schools of architecture and those of the Royal
Institute of British Architects and was republished in several editions.
The book cemented Blomfield’s reputation as a scholar of the history
of architecture. Key to the book’s popularity was his ability to depict

the Renaissance in England as a period in which architecture exhibited
specifically English characteristics, while still being part of a larger
European tradition thereby creating a legitimate yet classical English
style. Previous attempts to associate nationalism with an architectural
style in England had focused primarily on English medieval architecture—both the early Anglo-Saxon and the later Gothic.
Drawing upon contemporary nationalist sympathies, Blomfield
laid a course for a modern English architecture grounded in the principles of the English Renaissance. In the process he had created a history
of architecture that was distinctly English as well as intellectual, modern, and professional, as exemplified in the progressive nature of the
works of Sir Christopher Wren and Inigo Jones [Figures 4-7].22 “The
homely fancy, the lovable humility, as one might say, of its traditional
art were laid aside; the art of this country was to be no longer an affair
of happy instinct, but completely conscious, dependent on scholarship
almost as much as on capacity in design. Henceforward abstract
thought, and imagination under rigid restraint, were to supersede the
poetry of mediaeval fancy.”23
Inigo Jones was the pivotal figure in Blomfield’s architectural history. It was on Jones’ distinctly English interpretation of the Italian
Renaissance that Blomfield fashioned his argument for a modern
English architecture, an entirely new way to approach architectural
design grounded in scholarship not just tradition.24 Blomfield considered Jones’ work to be “not inferior to the finest work of Palladio and
the great Italian masters” and praised his use of proportions, his ability
to conceptualize his work within a “large architectural idea,” and, most
of all, his scholarship.25 He also saw in Jones the figure of the heroic
genius, the singular individual capable of being both of the time and
above it, that so appealed to the late-Victorian imagination.
Not impressed with most works on the history of architecture in
his own time, Blomfield openly criticized them, noting that they had
two major flaws.26 Either they were simply lists of dates or technical
information, which was of no use to the layman; or, they were a “vehicle for moral disquisition,” which the artist could not use. Histories of

Figure 2 (far left): Palladian Bridge at
Wilton House from R. T. Blomfield
and F. I. Thomas, The Formal Garden in
England, (1892).
Figure 3 (left): Terrace at Montacute
House from R. T. Blomfield and
F. I. Thomas, The Formal Garden in
England, (1892).
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architecture had to be more than dry facts or lessons on morality for
the architect or layman to make use of them. For Blomfield, the study
of the history of architecture had to be an objective critique of
the evidence—both documents and buildings. Emotion, as evidenced
in the writings of Ruskin, and conjecture, as in the writings of
E. E. Viollet-le-Duc, were not appropriate to the practice of history.
Blomfield recommended that architects study buildings in person
whenever possible and that one could not simply rely on drawings or
descriptions to fully understand the works [Figure 8].
In his own works Blomfield frequently took direct aim at other
writers on architecture, both contemporary and historical, including
Bernard Berenson, Leader Scott, E. E. Viollet-le-Duc, John Ruskin,
A. W. N. Pugin, and Geoffrey Scott, among others. In an article on
Palladio, for example, Blomfield criticized Berenson’s analysis of the
design of Italian Renaissance churches as “aimed almost exclusively at
space composition” and “unhistorical” because it was a subjective
“description of the effect which the architecture makes on Mr.
Berenson’s mind” and not a hard critique of the facts.27
Blomfield took the role of history in both the education and design
of architecture very seriously, and he directed many of his publications
to the training of young architects [Figure 9]. For example, he
explained that he had written an article on Palladio because too many
architects and students of architecture took Palladio’s mythic reputation at face value without critically analyzing his work. Specifically,
Blomfield wanted the young architect to understand Palladio’s place in
history—including how he got there, what came before him, what his

sources of inspiration were, his methods of thought and design, and the
intellectual atmosphere of the time.28 Blomfield concluded that
although Palladio’s treatise, the Quattro Libri, was important, an unquestioning approach to such a prominent architect would lead to pedantry,
dullness, and “rigid dogmatism.”29
Blomfield demanded an intellectual and analytical approach to history, not one of gathering architectural details or random revivals.
Ultimately for Blomfield, the proper study of history required a more
holistic and methodical analysis of the building itself, taking into consideration the plan and the construction foremost and the details only
last.30 This approach was a direct departure from the nineteenth-century focus on ornament as the core element of architectural style.
Ornament also had figured prominently in the early RIBA examinations that drove many of the curricula of the first schools of architecture, with schools and museums creating collections of plaster casts of
ornament from historic buildings of all styles for students to study.
Blomfield himself had initially been trained this way at the Royal

Figure 4 (above left): Christchurch, Newgate Street, by Sir Christopher Wren (now
destroyed), from R. T. Blomfield, The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 5 (above center): St Stephen Walbrook by Sir Christopher Wren from
R. T. Blomfield, The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 6 (above right): The South Front, Wilton House, by Inigo Jones from
R. T. Blomfield, The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
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Academy and loathed what he called “Sketch-book architecture” noting that “the habit of collecting merely attractive details of carving, …
[was] one of the most disastrous legacies of the Gothic revival [Figure
10].”31 In his memoirs he noted: “The fact was that, owing to the disastrous misconception of architecture spread abroad by Ruskin and
zealously advocated by Gilbert Scott, Street and the Gothic revivalists,
students in my time were taught to waste their time on details of sculpture, the mason’s craft in short, instead of using their brains on the critical and analytical study of buildings.”32 Ultimately what Blomfield did
was to apply the standards and critical methods of classical history’s
long intellectual tradition to that of architectural history, which had a
very short tradition and limited methodology. “Encyclopaedic knowledge is useful enough, but what is really priceless is the knowledge of
good and evil, the power of analysis, the ability to cut through the
crowds of facts and seize the essential point.”33
Blomfield also used history in his development of a new “style.” In
The Mistress Art (1908) a collection of lectures given while he was a
Professor of Architecture at the Royal Academy, Blomfield strongly
promoted the “The Grand Manner.” Essentially style-less, the Grand
Manner was, however, linked to the “spirit” of architectural masterpieces of the past and reflected the “highest ideals of our art.”34
Blomfield was attempting to create a theoretical approach to
architectural design using history not as the basis for a copying of architectural details of specific styles, but as the basis for developing larger,
defining principles that he saw as independent of style, and whose
understanding required a careful analysis of the monuments of the past.
Blomfield synthesized these principles from examples throughout history, from ancient Egypt and ancient Greece to Imperial Rome and the
English and French Renaissances. No single period or style was to
dominate or be imitated, but each period held some aspect of the
principles and therefore had some aspect from which architects could
learn from the past and translate its “spirit” into an appropriate
contemporary architecture.
The first of these principles was that the building should have a
single overriding concept. “The central idea is predominant everywhere,
it is never sacrificed to detail, but serenely maintains its sway, undisputed and irresistible.”35 The shift in focus from detail to overriding
concept was radical, requiring a change of mindset away from an
archaeological and eclectic approach to an architecture based on
abstract and yet still historically-grounded principles. The second principle of the Grand Manner was scale. “Great size, or I should say the
power of producing the effect of great size in orderly distribution, is
one of the essential qualities of architecture. Short of that power I do
not think any architecture can be called beautiful—at least it falls
below the highest excellence of the art.”36 Blomfield illustrated the principle of great size with the architectural monuments of ancient Egypt,
noting specifically their “monumental simplicity.”37 The “orderly distribution” of parts, the third principle of the Grand Manner, addressed
not only the arrangement of rooms but also the building’s relationship
to its surroundings. Blomfield analyzed compositional strategies such as
symmetry and the formation of hierarchies of elements.
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Blomfield’s promotion of the Grand Manner aligned with a larger
desire for a theoretical direction within the profession to link contemporary architecture with England’s architectural traditions but without
the direct imitation of any specific historical style or detail. Despite his
insistence that it was astylistic, the Grand Manner reinforced the rise of
interest in the architecture of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, particularly as
it had been interpreted in America and as it had been adopted by the
newly-founded schools of architecture—most notably by the highly
promoted Liverpool School of Architecture, under the aggressive direction of Charles H. Reilly. Ultimately, Blomfield thought that with the
Grand Manner he was creating a viable and modern way to connect
architecture’s past fluidly to its present while giving the modern professional architect complete control of the project.
The precepts of the Grand Manner were also the foundation for
Blomfield’s own designs. For example in his design for the Quadrant,
Piccadilly Circus, London, c. 1913, Blomfield set the buildings at a
large, urban scale to define the public spaces and maintain a coherent
composition through a single, unifying aesthetic [Figure 11]. Taking
cues from Richard Norman Shaw’s 1905 design of the Piccadilly
Hotel, Blomfield drew on his knowledge of the architectural traditions
of France and England to create a unified design. “My solution to the
problem was to treat Shaw’s building as the centre of one great composition, extending from Vigo Street to Piccadilly Circus on the south,
with plain curtain façades east and west of the hotel, and pavilions at
either end, with a suggestion of a return to Shaw’s design in the Ionic
columns.”38 The grand façades are appropriately scaled for the urban

Figure 7 (opposite top): The Banqueting House, Whitehall, by Inigo Jones from
R. T. Blomfield, The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 8 (opposite bottom): Study of a door, Whitehall, from R. T. Blomfield, The History
of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 9 (top left): Study of the eaves detail at Cranborne Manor from R. T. Blomfield,
The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 10 (top right): Stone carving, Chantry Chapel, Salisbury, from R. T. Blomfield,
The History of Renaissance Architecture in England, (1897).
Figure 11 (above): Piccadilly Circus. Photograph by Katherine Wheeler.
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larly on the continent, the war marked a caesura between the past and
present, disconnecting contemporary architectural ideals from the continuity of tradition.39 This break with the past greatly disturbed
Blomfield, and in his book Modernismus (1934) he critiqued the New
Architecture, which he called “Modernismus” to differentiate it from
the contemporary architecture of England which he considered to be
legitimately “modern.” Blomfield likened Modernismus to a disease
that “has invaded this country like an epidemic, and though there are
signs of reaction, its attack is insidious and far-reaching.”40 He argued
against the New Architecture through critiques of books that he saw as
promoting the new style in either architecture or the other fine arts.
Highlighting writings by Manning Robertson, Geoffrey Scott, and
R. H. Wilenski, Blomfield carefully constructed an argument that promoted a new architecture with a solid foundation on existing traditions.
It is an oversimplification of Blomfield’s position, however, to state
that his attack on Modernismus is because he perceived the new style
as anti-historicist. He agreed with its rejection of the revivalism of historical styles, and even noted that it was possible that the constant publication of images of historical buildings in the journals had wrought
this new style in “sheer exasperation.”41 Both Blomfield and the continental modernists were reacting to the same problems in contemporary
architecture—in particular, the imitation of historical styles and the
idea that ornament defined architecture, creating a too heavy dependence on the past. Blomfield argued that the New Architecture had lost
the intellectual aspect of history; a history not to be copied directly but

space, with a three-part composition—base, middle, and top—unified
along Regent Street by the street arcade and the heavy cornice line. The
architectural details hint at a variety of historical references, but cite no
specific building or period. Emphasizing the coherence of the urban
space, Blomfield’s solution was a series of buildings that maintained a
consistency of height, detail, and material, allowing the buildings to
function as a backdrop instead of each demanding individual attention.
Blomfield’s design for the Menin Gate, Ypres, Belgium (1923-26),
is also an excellent example of his use of the Grand Manner in his own
practice [Figures 12 and 13]. Marking a major thoroughfare through
the city, the monument is dedicated to the missing British who had
fallen in the nearby battles during World War I. From the road, the
Gate is reminiscent of a Roman triumphal arch, but without directly
imitating it. A complex interweaving of brick masses and large classical
elements articulated in stone, the monument is grand in scale and its
great vaulted mausoleum captures the solemnity of the memorial
through the spirit of the classical architecture of Imperial Rome. There
is no single historical model, and Blomfield drew from his broad
knowledge of classical architecture, from classical antiquity to French
eighteenth-century neoclassicism, to create an architecture that would
appropriately commemorate the fallen.
The Great War was a critical point of change in terms of how
people viewed and interpreted history. In architectural circles, particu-
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to be learned from careful study as a design method through a process
of thorough reading of the evidence (building or text), analysis, then
synthesis. Without the study of history as a foundation in their education, young architects had taken a “short cut” and lost the understanding of the standards of beauty and the guidelines by which to judge
quality. “The modern tendency to ignore this lesson of the past,”
Blomfield wrote, “is the opposite extreme to the exaggerated worship
of 59 yrs ago. Both are equally futile.”42
In addition to the rejection of revivalist copyism, there were other
positive aspects of the New Architecture that Blomfield acknowledged.
He praised the elimination of “meaningless” ornament and saw the
interest in function—“purpose”—as a good but “wrongly conceived”
guideline for architectural quality or beauty. In addition, he appreciated
how the New Architecture was considered to be a “serious” art. But
ultimately, the negative traits of the New Architecture outweighed the
positive, and he vehemently attacked it from all angles.
Blomfield criticized both the New Architecture and the New Art
for several other factors beyond their lack of a historical foundation.
First, he criticized what he saw as a direct connection between the new
approaches and Communism, but also what he saw as a lack of individualism in the role of the artist. It was this role of individual artistic
genius that he so praised in Inigo Jones and Sir Christopher Wren,
because it was through the individual genius that art could progress;
therefore, to eliminate this creative individuality meant the stagnation
of art. Secondly, Blomfield also critiqued the use of material as a deterFigure 12 (opposite top): Menin Gate, Ypres,
Belgium. Crown copyright Ministry
for Culture and Heritage, Wellington,
New Zealand.
Figure 13 (opposite bottom): Menin Gate,
Ypres, Belgium. Photograph by
Andrew P. Clarke.
Figure 14 (left): Detail, Japanese Palace,
Dresden, from R. T. Blomfield, Byways:
Leaves from an Architect’s Note-book, (1929).
Figure 15 (right): Gate Pier, Amesbury
Abbey, by John Webb from
R. T. Blomfield, Byways: Leaves from an
Architect’s Note-book, (1929).
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mining factor in the creation of both art and architecture, noting that
most of the early buildings of the New Architecture were not actually
concrete, but brick with stucco and therefore were not “honest.” But
not all historical traditions were appropriate, and he found the influence of primitive art to be appalling as it turned against the tide of civilization’s advancement.43 Drawing a parallel to the architecture of the
Baroque, as described by Geoffrey Scott in The Architecture of Humanism,
the New Architecture was likewise too sensational and dramatic
[Figures 14]. But here Blomfield also saw a ray of hope. He maintained
that England had never fully adopted the Baroque style because it was
“alien to English tradition and temperament,” as was, he argued, the
New Architecture.44
Blomfield insisted that the modern arts had not brought beauty
but had instead wrought chaos. Twice quoting Aristophanes’ Clouds,
Blomfield wrote, “Chaos is King, having abolished Zeus. … standards
of values and leading principles have been wiped out.”45 In the place of
value and principles, the marketplace held control over the standards
for the New Art, and for the New Architecture function became the
single determinant of beauty. Instead of reflecting the standardization
and mechanization of life, art, thought Blomfield, should be a refuge
from it.46
After the publication of Modernismus, Blomfield suffused his subsequent works with an increasingly shrill ideological opposition to
modernism. In his 1940 biography of his hero Richard Norman Shaw,
for example, he often pursued tangents condemning modernism by
juxtaposing it against Shaw’s use of the past. “The deplorable practice
of ‘Free Renaissance,’ as it was called forty years ago, the neglect or
ignorance of the classical tradition, and the shirking of the serious study
of the scholarship of architecture have led to the substitution of the
theories of M. Corbusier and the practice of Russian and German
architects for our national tradition. Our young men are in a such a
desperate hurry they will have none of that ‘gentle development’ that
‘grafting on the old stock’ which, as Shaw said, is the only road to
progress.”47 Likewise, he begins his history of the French Renaissance
with “The idea that it is possible to break entirely with the past, turn
one’s back on it and begin again, as if it had never existed, is historically
unsound, and movements which are based on this fallacy are
foredoomed to failure.”48
His contemporaries often credited Blomfield with trying to revive
and maintain classicism in the face of continental modernism. Charles
Reilly, for example, was convinced that “It was due to his influence,
more than anyone else’s, that the Orders, and all that they implied in
big scale and simple shapes, were once again thoroughly studied
[Figure 15].”49 Blomfield called for a return to principles and close
study of the past, which closely associated him with classicism and its
revivals, but he never specifically promoted a blind imitation of classicism or any other style. “The spirit of classical architecture does not
rest in orders and entablatures, but in a clearness of conception that
controls the whole design from first to last, and excludes everything
that is not essential to the expression of the dominant idea.”50 Yet the
study of the past was still required to ascertain and analyze these greater
principles. The past simply could not be left behind. “In the headlong
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To say that Blomfield simply promoted a return to history and tradition in architecture negates the complexities of his position. For
Blomfield, the study and practice of history was fundamentally an intellectual endeavor where larger patterns and larger principles would
emerge to guide the architect. Ultimately Blomfield’s attempts to fend
off the advances of continental modernism were not enough, and
despite his many achievements, he has since been either forgotten or
disregarded both because of his strong adherence to history as the root
of a modern architecture as well as his vehement attacks on continental
modernism. Nonetheless, he always held out hope for a modern architecture based on tradition that would answer contemporary questions
and needs: “I shall not live to see it, but I nurse the unconquerable hope
that out of this chaotic welter of experiment and failure our English
tradition will again emerge chastised and fortified by adversity.”54 As he
wrote in his Memoirs of 1932, “Deep down in our people there is an
abiding sense of the continuity of things, which will in due course assert
itself and will not tolerate the attempt to break utterly with the
past. We of the present had to set our face forward, but only fools
or madmen would ignore the experience of those who have gone
before.”55
Dr. Katherine J. Wheeler is an Assistant Professor in the School of Architecture at the
University of Miami.
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Figure 16: Pont du Gard, France, from R. T. Blomfield, Byways: Leaves from an Architect’s
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Duncan G. Stroik, Architect LLC
South Bend, Indiana

All Saints Church,
Diocese of Covington
Covington, Kentucky
Project Team:
Duncan Stroik, Thomas Dietz, David Heit,
Stefan Molina. Clarisey Frank Architecture, Ltd.,
Architect of Record: Terry Frank.

All Saints church is located on a prominent site in the countryside near
Covington, Kentucky. The region is developing quickly in a typical way and this church
design seeks to offer a vision of the sacred to
those living and working in the area. The
major approaches to the church offer views of
its rear gable or its layered façade giving the
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domus Ecclesiae great prominence. The church
can be seen from major roads and highways.
A grassy piazza creates a focus and gathering
space for the church, as well as for the existing school and rectory. Parking is in areas
proximate to the church as well as along a new
street with an allée of trees designed for processions. The composition of the exterior and
interior elevations references the classicism of
northern Kentucky, as well as the architecture
of the Catholic architectural tradition in general. The construction is brick and limestone
exterior over a steel frame with concrete block
for durability.
The front façade is articulated as a gate
to heaven, and gives intimations of the composition of the holy place within. Carved

limestone bas-reliefs over the doorways symbolize the sacramental life of the Church and
her saints. A stained glass window of the
Assumption is placed over the entry with the
coat of arms of the Bishop patron, His
Excellency, Robert William Muench, placed
in the tympanum. The façade is crowned by a
glorified cross. The main entrance into the
narthex allows communication to a vesting
sacristy, stairs, and bathrooms. The interior
of the nave is articulated with paired pilasters
and arches, a simple entablature, and a plaster
barrel vault. Large thermal windows bring
light in from above. The baptismal font is
given honor by being placed within its own
space, to the right of the entrance and symbolizing entry into Mother Church through
the sacrament of baptism.
The interior holds 600 people plus ample
standing room in the rear and the narthex.
Seating is arranged in four rows of pews with
a nave 58-feet-wide and 50-feet- tall. A generous choir loft allows for choirs of up to fifty
people plus an organ and other instruments.
An implied transept helps to articulate a spacious sanctuary and devotional shrines to the
Blessed Virgin Mary and to the Sacred Heart.
Within the sanctuary the marble altar is
central with a tent-like baldacchino overhead.
The baldacchino symbolizes the epiclesis of the
mass and has within its soffit an image of the
Holy Spirit. The ambo is also paneled and can
be accessed from either the sanctuary or the
nave. It is balanced by the presider’s chair with
images of Saints Peter and Paul placed overhead. Within the apse there is a screen of
pilasters and a panelled wall with a crucifix
surmounting the entablature. The tabernacle is
placed at the center of the wall and can be
accessed from the sanctuary or the Blessed
Sacrament chapel in the rear. The main
sacristy is to the left of the sanctuary and a
secondary foyer to the right has exterior doors
allowing for prayer and eucharistic adoration

to occur in the Blessed Sacrament chapel when
the church is closed. A ramp in the front of
the church as well as a ramp in the rear foyer
ensure that the whole church is accessible to
the faithful. The undercroft is planned for
parish gatherings and houses mechanical and
other functional areas. As the church is dedicated to All Saints both the exterior and the
interior of the building have images of the
“cloud of witnesses,” especially those from
modern times, which surround the faithful
and help them in their worship.
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Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe
La Crosse, Wisconsin
Project Team:
Duncan Stroik, Kathryn Schuth, Hans Roegele,
Stefan Molina, Jamie LaCourt. River Architects,
Architect of Record: Mike Swinghamer, Sherry Wall.

The Shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe is
said to be one of the first major Catholic
churches built in a classical manner in over
fifty years. It is meant to be a place for the
faithful to come on pilgrimage and to foster
devotion to the Blessed Virgin under her title
of Patroness of the Americas. In the tradition
of pilgrimage churches, the Shrine is located
high upon a hill outside of the city with a
campanile and dome that is visible from afar.
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Since it is a place for prayer and pilgrimage,
the Shrine is designed to accommodate flow
and movement, with seating in the nave for
the liturgy and large open side aisles for circulation and prayer. The Shrine is the vision of
His Excellency Raymond L. Burke, Prefect of
the Apostolic Signatura, and was solemnly
dedicated on July 31, 2008.
The interior of the Shrine is a cruciform
domical church inspired by great CounterReformation examples such as the Gesù,
Sant’Andrea della Valle, and San Giovanni
Battista dei Fiorentini in Rome. These
churches represent the highest standard in
sacred architecture and were designed by
many of the same architects who worked on
St. Peter’s in the Vatican. Monumental fluted
Corinthian pilasters and arches define the

nave and give it a monumental scale worthy of
a temple to the Lord. The glazed Corinthian
capitals symbolize the Mother of God and
include cherubim who look toward the sanctuary. In between are symbols of Mary which
are connected to the capitals with swags made
of roses. The entablature above is inscribed
with the names of the Virgin from the litany
of Loreto such as Rosa Mystica and Regina
Martyrum while her symbols are reflected in
the stained glass windows below. Generous
side aisles flank the nave and feature the six
minor shrines dedicated to the Divine Mercy
and St. Faustina, St. Maria Goretti, St.
Peregrine, St. Gianna Beretta Molla, Blessed
Miguel Pro, and St. Thérèse of Lisieux,
placed to encourage specific devotion. Doric
confessionals are placed in the side aisles
immediately in front of the crossing. Ribs
punctuate the vaulted ceiling and stained glass
windows follow the life of the Virgin.
Images of four doctors of the Church,
Saints Ambrose, Ephrem, John Damascene,
and Cyril of Alexandria—who are known for
their writings on the Blessed Virgin—reside
within the pendentives that support the dome
with its eight clear windows. The frieze of the
dome features an inscription in Latin from
John 2:4-5: Et dicit ei Iesus quid mihi et tibi est
mulier nondum venit hora mea, Dicit mater eius ministris quodcumque dixerit vobis facite [“O woman,
what have you to do with me? My hour has
not yet come.” His mother said to the
servants, “Do whatever he tells you.”] The
dome is painted with blue and gold colors
based on the sacred image. It shows the
constellations as they appeared on December
9, 1531, the day that Our Lady of Guadalupe
revealed herself to Juan Diego, while the
lantern above has an image of the Trinity.
Minor shrines with marble statues of St. Juan
Diego and St. Joseph flank the sanctuary
while the transept holds the major shrines of
paired Composite columns dedicated to the
Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate
Heart of Mary.
The raised marble sanctuary is defined
by an altar rail, steps, and an ornamented
archway. The focus of the sanctuary is a rosso
francia marble and gold baldacchino
surmounting the rouge du roi marble altar. The
altar, which is shaped like an empty tomb,

symbolizes the sacrifice of the mass as well as
recalls the Ascension and the Assumption of
the Holy One of God. Behind the altar is a
five-foot- tall marble tabernacle above which
is placed a reproduction made by the Vatican
Mosaic Studio of the miraculous icon of Our
Lady of Guadalupe. The frame of the image
is gilded in Mexican silver. A mahogany ambo
with bas-reliefs of the four evangelists and
tester is placed against one of the piers of the
crossing and a life-sized wooden crucifix
hangs above the baldacchino. The bishop’s
mahogany cathedra is raised and placed
behind the ambo with the celebrant’s chair
facing it on the opposite side of the sanctuary.
The sanctuary frieze has the central prayer of
the Rosary inscribed: Ave Maria, gratia plena,
Dominus tecum. Benedicta tu in mulieribus, et benedictus fructus ventris tui, Jesus. Sancta Maria, Mater
Dei, ora pro nobis peccatoribus, nunc, et in hora mortis nostrae. Amen.
An ambulatory surrounds the apse and
connects the sacristy and bishop’s vestry. The
sacristy is a vaulted space with mahogany
cabinets, gilded plaster moldings, Eucharistic
iconography, and a small shrine to St. John
Vianney, patron of priests. The bishop’s

vestry is a smaller version of the sacristy with
a shrine to Bishop St. John Neumann, patron
of Bishops. The narthex at the entrance to the
Shrine has a trompe-l’oeil mural of the story
of Our Lady of Guadalupe painted by
Anthony Visco. The substantial choir loft,
located above the narthex, features a classical
organ case constructed from mahogany. In
the lower level there is planned a crypt chapel
with an oratory for spiritual lectures and
prayer as well as a Hall of Honor for donors
and a foyer with shrines to the blesseds of
the diocese. All of the architectural elements
and furnishings in the Shrine were designed
specifically for this house of prayer including
the pews, light fixtures, cabinetry, and sanctuary furnishings.
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Our Lady of The Most
Holy Trinity, Thomas Aquinas
College Chapel
Santa Paula, California
Project Team:
Duncan Stroik, Stefan Molina, Hans Roegele,
Kathryn Schuth, Antonio Bajuyo. Rasmussen &
Associates, Architect of Record: Scott Boydstun,
Jim Hanafin.

No end of human works is so great as the honor of
God…for this reason magnificence is connected with
holiness, since its chief effect is directed to religion or
holiness.
— Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae
Our Lady of the Most Holy Trinity
chapel is prominently located at the head of
the main quadrangle at Thomas Aquinas
College. This central location reflects the central role of faith in the pursuit of wisdom. As
domus Dei, the chapel is intended to offer a
beautiful edifice for divine liturgy, for prayer,
and to be an image of heavenly destiny. The
design partakes of the broad tradition of
Catholic architecture including the Early
Christian, the Romanesque, the Renaissance,
the Baroque, the Spanish tradition, and the
churches of Southern California.
The three-story bell tower and dome can
be seen from within the valley, and in particular from Ojai Road. Upon entering the campus, visitors see the chapel’s curvilinear apse
rising in front of them and can mount stairs
up to a side terrace garden. Two octagonal
corner pavilions, inspired by the posas built for
catechesis by Spanish missionaries, provide a
transition to the arcades of existing academic
buildings.
The front of the chapel is on the college’s
main quadrangle with arcades providing
covered access from the chapel to the
academic buildings. The front façade is articulated by a limestone triumphal arch with fluted
and spiral fluted Ionic columns. These frame the
marble statues of St. Augustine, Doctor Gratiae,
and St. Thomas Aquinas, Doctor Communis, the
spiritual fathers of the college. Positioned above
are four Corinthian pilasters that form a temple
in muris punctuated by a central window. Within
the triangular pediment two angels hold the col-
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lege’s coat of arms and a marble statue of Our
Lady of the Most Holy Trinity surmounts the
pediment. The lower frieze inscription, Domina
Nostra Sanctissimae Trinitatatis, indicates the
dedication of the chapel while the upper frieze
quotes Rev. 12:1, Et Signum magnum apparuit in
caelo mulier amicta sole et luna sub pedibus eius et
in capite eius corona stellarum duodecim. The
exterior has thick walls with a stucco finish,
stone detailing, red tile roofs, and arched and
circular windows.
Generous stairs and a broad terrace
provide a gathering place and a location for
outdoor ceremonies. The triumphal arch leads
to a large porch or exonarthex with doric
pilasters that support a heavy coffered vault.
The main bronze doors have been designed to
receive six bas-reliefs from the life of the
Virgin with the “coronation” in the lunette
above. The chapel has a nave, transept, and
sanctuary in the shape of a cross, which can
hold up to 400 people. Corinthian arcades
made out of monolithic marble columns give
it the character of an Early Christian basilica.
The Corinthian capitals have an image of the
Holy Spirit on their face. A giant order of
Composite pilasters support a full entablature
from which springs the vault of the ceiling
with its ribbed supports and arched windows.
The windows are high up in the nave and the
aisles, symbolizing spiritual light. At the crossing, a segmental dome symbolizes the dome of
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heaven with twelve circular windows in honor
of the apostles. Large double pilasters give
support to the dome with pendentives marked
by symbols of the four evangelists. The side
aisles provide places for procession and additional seating, and mahogany confessionals are
placed at the center point of the nave.
The curved sanctuary is defined by a
raised marble floor, an altar rail, and giant
composite pilasters and arches. The main
focus of the interior is on the pure white marble altar covered by a bronze baldacchino.
Four solomonic columns on marble pedestals
support a canopy, and angels holding wheat
and grapes flank an image of Christ crucified.
An octagonal marble and gold bronze tabernacle with an image of the redeemer is
centrally located at the head of the chapel and
a raised mahogany ambo with a sounding
board is placed off to one side. To either side
of the sanctuary are marble shrines with
paintings of the Annunciation and the
Baptism of Christ. Shrines in honor of the
temptation of St. Thomas and the communion of St. Theresa of Avila are located at the
end of the transepts. A sacristy and a work
sacristy with mahogany cabinetry are located
to either side of the sanctuary and are
connected by a small ambulatory.
All images are used by permission of Duncan G. Stroik,
Architect LLC. For an additional image see section
opener on pages 44 and 45.
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Cooper Johnson Smith Architects, Inc.
Tampa, Florida

Reedy Creek Fire Station and
911 Call Center
Lake Buena Vista, Florida
Project Team:
Don Cooper (principal architect), David Peterson
(project manager).

The goal of this project was to create a
functional, low-maintenance Fire Station,
24- hour 911 Call Center, and Sheriff’s
Station facility that meets the demanding
requirements of the local emergency services
division, but also provides a design that can
be enjoyed by the frequent visitors to the area.
The Bermuda-style architecture was chosen
for its playful forms and monumental characteristics, as well as for its appropriateness to
the Florida climate.
Architectural Solution
The design consists of a several independent
buildings forming a compound that is connected by a covered walkway surrounding an
interior courtyard. A formal entry courtyard
is provided at the front of the building for
visitors and is flanked by three flags.
Independent entrances are provided for
individual agencies, which meet the programmatic requirements of the project. The use of
deep-set windows and doors, shutters,
covered walkways, thick masonry walls, and
concrete roof tile creates a sense of strength
and permanence, but also helps to make the
buildings highly energy efficient. The final
solution was celebrated by the client, the
district, the agencies involved, and the end user.
All images are used by permission of Cooper Johnson
Smith Architects, Inc.
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Purdum Residence
Holmes Beach, Manatee County, Florida
Project Team:
Don Cooper (principal architect), Angela Mayer,
David Peterson and Jennifer Garcia.

The inherent challenges of this narrow
waterfront lot on Tampa Bay included the
need to maximize waterfront views, the placement of the garage, and the creation of dual
public frontages. The courtyard house typology (H-plan) provided solutions to these
challenges by allowing the living spaces to
spread across the water façade taking full
advantage of views while setting the garage
out of the way on the street frontage. The
street front has a more fortified, solid, and
secure expression with utilitarian spaces and
garden walls forming a motor court with a
delicate wood balcony presiding over the
space. The side wings on the street side house
the garage and golf cart storage, which are
turned inwards to face each other rather than
the street. This improves the public presence
on the street and activates the semi-private
motor court, which can accommodate multiple activities, public and private, formal and
informal, for adults and children.
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This courtyard typology is ideal for
tropical coastal areas because the massing is
broken up into narrow, linear wings that
allow for cross-ventilation and natural sunlight, reducing the environmental impact and
maximizing energy efficiency. As the main
house divides the lot into one public and one
private court, the side wings follow the edges
of the property creating pleasant enclosed
outdoor spaces while enhancing privacy and
security for the home.
The two-story volume of the main house
occupies the center of the lot with singlestory side wings extending towards the water
at the rear and towards the street at the front.
The rear wings create an enclosed courtyard
with a pool occupying the center overlooking
the dock and the bay. A porch and gallery
(two-story porch) protect the central Great
Room and upper floor bedrooms from the
elements and provide comfortable outdoor
living spaces during inclement weather. These
outdoor “rooms” can be enclosed with
louvered shutters or curtains and used as
“sleeping porches” to reduce the use of air
conditioning during the more moderate times
of the year. The waterfront façade has a more
open, light, and airy expression to maximize
views, natural sunlight, and ventilation.

The architectural vocabulary draws upon
British Colonial precedents in the West
Indies with masonry-stucco walls, a standing
seam metal hip roof with a kick at the eaves,
a wooden balcony supported by wood brackets on the more public street façade, and a
wooden gallery atop hefty masonry columns
framed with wood brackets on the more
private waterfront façade. These features have
been developed and refined over hundreds of
years to accommodate comfortable living
in the Caribbean and have evolved into a
tradition of beautiful vernacular architecture
that is, as a result, truly sustainable.
The covered outdoor spaces in conjunction with the protected courts, deep
overhangs, and operable wood shutters are
respectful of the context and climate, maximizes energy-efficiency, and minimizes
environmental impact. The massing and
layout of this house with its simple and flexible spaces can accommodate many different
family types and lifestyles and can even
change uses as the market demands.
All images are used by permission of Cooper Johnson
Smith Architects, Inc.
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Thomas Norman Rajkovich Architect, Ltd.

Pier Carlo Bontempi Architettura Civile & Disegno Urbano

Evanston, Illinois

Gaiano di Collecchio, Italy

Studiolo for the Ward Residence
Lake Forest, Illinois

Place de Toscane
Val d’Europe, France

Project Team:

Project Team:
Pier Carlo Bontempi, principal; Giuseppe Greci,
project manager; Fabio Paoletti, design architect;
Matteo Casola, engineer; Massimo Gandini, director.

Thomas Norman Rajkovich

The owners of an historically significant
house in Lake Forest, Illinois required a
design for a new two-story study and garden
room to be appended to the original residence.
Drawing inspiration from the brilliant
fictive oculus in Andrea Mantegna's Camera
degli Sposi in the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua, the
inventive top lighting in Sir John Soane’s work,
especially his own house at 13 Lincoln’s Inn
Fields and the Dulwich Picture gallery, and
the structure of a Roman litter, the firm
developed the design first in section. The
objective was to gather light from the windows in the study on the second floor (above
the level of adjoining dense landscape) and
allow it to spill down into the garden room.
A fitted furniture element was introduced
in the study, in the form of an octagonal,
“donut-shaped” desk around an oculus which
connects the two levels. The masculine Doric
columns and pilasters of the garden room
below support a beamed ceiling which, in
turn, serves as the "carriage" for the desk—a
tectonic assembly poetically related, both in
conception and form, to a Roman litter. On
the second floor, Ionic pilasters—appropriately maiden-like—carry more delicate
beams, with the ceiling panels between
painted sky blue, evoking an open pergola.
The oculus permits the inhabitant to experience the upper and lower rooms simultaneously, in parallax.
Daylight entering the extensive perimeter
fenestration of the second floor refracts
through a glazed frame atop the oculus,
allowing light from the study to illuminate
the first floor. The light may be understood
to represent knowledge obtained through
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study, then shared. The furniture element that
shapes the oculus has an essential and practical
purpose in the study: it functions as a
partner's desk, with seating at its ends and
cabinet storage along the sides for the
accommodation of computer components, a
fax machine/printer, and lateral files.
At night, light from the first floor garden
room radiates up through the glazing over the
oculus and evokes the glow of a beacon
within the study, visible from across the property through the second floor windows. Here,
Karl Friedrich Schinkel's Cape Arcona lighthouse served as a precedent. Yet the heavy
masonry bays of Schinkel's project (atop
which sits a lantern light) are transformed
into a delicate, trabeated timber structure,
which houses the oculus “beacon.”
The exterior of the structure is a simple,
yet refined, essay in the classical. On the first
floor, Doric piers and engaged columns are

employed. The upper register combines Ionic
engaged columns and Doric piers (whose
cyma-profile echinus is drawn from the Baths
of Diocletian’s notoriously conflated order)
carrying a common, denticulated Ionic entablature. There is the influence of Inigo Jones’
Palladianism (particularly the Banqueting
House façade) and the gravitas inherent in the
compound articulation found in the Roman
Baroque, notably at the exterior corners. The
design thereby combines the openness of a
classical columnar frame with a sense of solidity that is well-suited to the adjoining original
house’s stucco and masonry construction.
Firmness, commodity, and delight each play
their role.
All images are used by permission of Thomas Norman
Rajkovich Architect, Ltd.

The project is situated in France, 30 km
east of Paris, in the new City of Val d’Europe,
between a large commercial center and the
Town Hall square. The scheme consists of a
rectangular block of buildings at the heart of
which is an elliptical piazza similar in dimensions to the Roman amphitheatre in Lucca, a
fortified town in Tuscany.
The architecture of Place Toscane is
inspired by the local architecture of the Ilede-France, and designed with an architectural
sensitivity and harmony that is distinctly
Italian. A fountain at the visual focus of the
square animates the environment with the cast
shadow of its obelisk and the gurgling of its
twelve jets of water running into two basins
one above the other. Two wide passageways
open into small courtyards where the space
becomes more personal and private.

All images are used by permission of Pier Carlo Bontempi Architettura Civile & Disegno Urbano.
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Cure & Penabad Studio
Khoury & Vogt Architects
Miami, Florida; Alys Beach, Florida
Oak Plaza
Miami, Florida
Project Team:
Adib Cure and Carie Penabad;
Marieanne Khoury-Vogt and Erik Vogt

The district in which this infill project is
located is an older eighteen-block community
located just north of downtown Miami. This
neighborhood, long forgotten during the era
of suburban sprawl, is now experiencing a
dramatic urban renewal. Its revival can be
largely attributed to an enlightened developer
dedicated to creating a vibrant neighborhood
for the city’s design trades. Although it has
already attracted leading designers and showrooms, the district has no identifiable center.
Thus the desire for the project to define this
center by creating its first public plaza.
The project thus encompassed five
main objectives:
*

Transformation of an existing parking
lot into the first public plaza in the
neighborhood.

*

A new street to bisect an existing block,
flanked by two galleried buildings.

*

12,800 square feet of new retail, office,
and restaurant space.

*

A new open loggia defining one edge of
the plaza, offering the neighborhood an
additional gathering space.

*

Preservation of an existing 150-year-old
stand of live oaks.
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The site was originally occupied by a parking
lot located underneath the stand of mature
live oaks. A prerequisite of the project was the
preservation of these trees as the centerpiece
of the new plaza. The existing asphalt surface
was replaced with native limestone, which will
slowly weather under the shade of the trees.
The edges of the plaza are defined by a thin
retail building and adjacent monumental
loggia, sheathed in iridescent mosaic tile.
Adjoining the plaza, a new street was
created, which allows pedestrians to bisect the
length of the existing block. The street
provided an unprecedented moment for collaboration. At the onset of the project, the
developer hired two independent firms to
design new retail buildings on either side of
the street. Rather than working in isolation,
the architects chose to establish a dialogue in
the belief that the best urbanism is produced
collaboratively. The resulting street section,
composed of flanking galleries that share
common bays, fenestration, and lighting, is
thus a unified and memorable space, a whole
that adds up to more than the sum of its
architectural parts.

A similar collaborative mode established
a common strategy for the building façades
on 40th Street. First floor storefronts are
surmounted by open loggias at the second
floor, each a variation on the theme of public
display. The wider building develops a threebay outdoor room, faced on its interior in
brilliantly colored Cuban tile. The narrower
building treats the building wall edges as a
proscenium, with hanging metal curtains
framing the loggia walls that cant back in
forced perspective, an adumbration of the
deep space beyond.
Although relatively small in scale, the
project aspires to create a vision for the future
design and construction of a city still in
the making. In a place often defined by
non-descript structures that seldom cohere
into memorable streets or public spaces, it
offers a distinct and coherent urban architecture illustrating a fundamental belief that
architecture is first and foremost a civic art.
All images are used by permission of Cure & Penabad
Studio and Khoury & Vogt Architects. Photography by
Simon Hare.
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Khoury & Vogt Architects
Alys Beach, Florida

Sales Center
Alys Beach, Florida
Project Team:
Marieanne Khoury-Vogt and Erik Vogt.

Situated along the upper Gulf coast of
Florida, the project is the first building to
come out of the ground in a new 160-acre
resort town that represents the latest in New
Urbanist planning and architecture. It is
intended to serve as both an information
center and model house for the community,
exemplifying the goals and aspirations of the
town’s founder.
The foremost design challenge was to
establish an urban type and architectural syntax that would produce not only interesting
houses but a harmonious urbanism for the
town as a whole. Toward this end, the
attached courtyard, or patio, and house, as
found in the colonial architecture of Latin
and South America, was decided upon as a
primary architectural type for the residential
program. Although the model house is
detached, because of its commercial use, it
exemplifies critical aspects of the type for
future homeowners and architects. A singleroom-width volume, which allows for cross
ventilation, wraps and protects a private
courtyard. The courtyard is lined with open
galleries and will be landscaped with native
trees, flowering plants, and climbing vines,
protected from the salt sea air by high walls.
A stone-paved stair leads to a roof terrace,
overlooking the site and Gulf of Mexico.
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The architecture of Bermuda is the
touchstone for the character of the building
and the town. While the tautness and simplicity of its forms supports the making of a
calm, relaxed urbanism, it also affords room
for sculptural expression, as evidenced in the
battered chimney, scalloped gables, and
rooftop buttery.
These simple volumes and sculptural
forms are unified by the choice of an all-white
color palette, entrained in the stucco walls
and lime-washed roofs. This strategy will be
deployed throughout the town for private
residences, so that the streets and squares they
form will be rendered as harmonious public
spaces, set off by a tropical landscape and an
ever-changing play of reflected light.
All images are used by permission of
Khoury & Vogt Architects.
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Eric Watson Architect, P.A.
Tampa, Florida

Hardiman House
Tampa, Florida
Project Team:
Eric Watson, AIA; Gar Barkman, RA; Grant Rimbey.

This new waterfront home is a primary residence with an informal program of interior
and exterior spaces for an active family who
entertain frequently. The house is designed to
take full advantage of the waterfront site and
to provide a comfortable environment to
enjoy indoor-outdoor living.
Arranged around an interior courtyard,
the house is split into two primary building
forms—a two-story section facing the bay,
and a one-story section facing the street. This
arrangement allows an abundance of sunlight
into the interior and direct exterior access to
all first floor spaces. The dispersed program,
positioned in the one- and two-story sections
on both sides of the courtyard, diminished
the apparent size of the nearly 10,000-squarefoot structure.
The house’s Anglo-Caribbean style
incorporates a mixture of traditional materials
and details. The first floor concrete masonry
exterior walls are finished in smooth stucco
rendered as a solid base supporting a lighter
second floor of wood-framed exterior walls,
clad in rough-sawn cedar siding. Exposed
rafter tails provide texture and strong shadows against the stucco walls. Cast stone
elements such as the Doric columns and the
entry architrave add refinement to the variety
of traditional building details and materials.
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Baker House
Seaside, Florida

Thomas Gordon Smith Architects
South Bend, Indiana

Project Team:
Eric Watson, AIA; Gar Barkman, RA.

The Baker House, located in Seaside,
Florida, is a Palladian-inspired classical
design. Recalling elements of “high style”
classicism, as well as those of an informal
beach cottage, the house is true to its classical
origins yet tailored to its resort surroundings
and southern location. The canonical Greek
Doric porch exists comfortably with the
abundant over-sized sash windows, rafter
tails, and tin roof.
Located on a challenging pie-shaped lot
near the town center, the symmetrical façade
belies the informal interior arranged with living spaces open to each other as well as to the
covered exterior porches. Single-story bay
projections reconcile site geometries with the
orthogonal main block and provide a sunny
sitting area for the living room and a spacious
master bathroom. Readily available exterior
and interior finish materials and stock molding profiles kept construction costs in line
while remaining true to the house’s historical
origins.
All images are used by permission of Eric Watson
Architect, P.A.

Cedar Grove Mausoleum Complex,
University of Notre Dame
Notre Dame, Indiana
Project Team:
Thomas Gordon Smith and John P. Haigh.

Thomas Gordon Smith Architects provided a master plan for a new Mausoleum
Complex at Cedar Grove Cemetery at the
University of Notre Dame. The project
includes mausolea, a new office structure,
gardens, reconfigured roads, and paths.
The goal of the project was to construct
within a 150-year-old university cemetery
new mausolea: durable, dignified structures
that honor the dead. The contemplative
gardens around the mausolea enhance the
park-like atmosphere of the cemetery. The
buildings are oriented in response to iconic
views on campus.
The first two mausolea have been constructed and won a 2008 Brick Industry
Association Award. Additional mausolea and
a new welcome office cottage will complete
the master plan.
All images are used by permission of Thomas Gordon
Smith Architects.
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de la Guardia Victoria Architects & Urbanists, Inc.
Coral Gables, Florida

Almeria Row
Coral Gables, Florida
Project Team:
Maria de la Guardia and Teófilo Victoria, Principals;
and Elizabeth Pereiro.

Almeria Row is a multi-family development project built in Coral Gables, Florida.
Design work started in 2004 and construction
for the first phase of the project was completed in 2007.
The project consists of ten townhouses
built on ten fee-simple parcels measuring on
average 23’ x 120’. The townhouses are each
two stories high and range in size between
2,840 square feet and 3,037 square feet. The
development introduces a new residential
type to the city of Coral Gables. In a rare
collaboration between city, owner, and
architect the zoning code was changed to
accommodate the characteristics of the “classic” townhouse common in London and New
York. Because it is a fee-simple scheme each
unit is built on its own parcel and shares a
common wall. Almeria Row is neither a
condominium unit nor a detached housing
unit, but rather an attached single-family
residence. The size of the parcel establishes a
new minimum size parcel in the zoning code
and allows for higher densities without
relying on oversized apartment blocks. The
proportion of width to height characteristic
of the townhouse type, the repetition of the
unit, and the proximity of the stoop to the
sidewalk results in a street elevation which is
at once familiar and out of the ordinary.
The townhouse is composed of two
volumes connected by a courtyard. The first
floor of the main volume consists of the public program of the house including the living
room and dining room, kitchen and family
room. The private functions of the residence,
master bedroom and master bath, as well as a
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second bedroom and bathroom are housed on
the second floor. The second volume houses
a two-car garage on the first floor with access
to an alley behind the property. There are two
additional bedrooms and bathrooms on the
second floor. The bedrooms above the garage
can be accessed from the courtyard by means
of a separate set of stairs. This project recalls
the traditional town home all while meeting
the requirements of modern day living.
The constructive participation and collaboration among the patron, municipality,
and architect were elemental in the success of
the project. The importance and value of the
commitment of these different parties to a
common goal was, in fact, the most important
lesson learned over the course of the project.
Better and more sustainable housing options
for the city and its urban residents are now
achievable as a result of this mutual effort.
Prior to Almeria Row, fee-simple townhouses in Coral Gables were not included in
the zoning code. As a result, the revision to
the zoning code readdressed the front and
rear setbacks for single-family residences and
reduced the minimum size lot required for
residential units by half.

Almeria Row recovers a housing option
which is as old and universal as the city itself.
It reconsiders, as is common in traditional
building, the type in new and contemporary
circumstances. The incorporation of a courtyard, unusual to the townhouse, is an attempt
to adapt northern European models to better
suited Mediterranean examples. The work of
the architect Mott Schmidt was an inspiration
for Almeria Row. Other cultural sources such
as the houses in the Moorish districts of
Seville, Spain, offered an interesting evolution
of the townhouse type due to their small but
charming and luminous courtyards.
The project is characterized primarily by
a traditional conception of composition and
style in architecture. The use of a classical
syntax built in cut stone imbues the building
and the civic realm with a serene and elegant
quality.

The incorporation of townhouse zoning
guidelines to the existing zoning resolution
occurred at a time when the municipal
government was under pressure to limit
development and enlighten developers eager to
introduce a residential type to the home market that offered a higher standard of urban
living. The architects assisted in the revisions
to the existing code and, with the incorporation of new legislation, worked to promote the
building of a housing type that for decades
and no apparent reason, had been excluded
from the zoning resolution. Not only in
Miami-Dade County, but throughout the
country the townhouse had practically disappeared as a housing option despite the many
excellent examples of townhouse neighborhoods in American as well as European cities.
In Coral Gables the townhouse as an integral
type of the urban fabric is in fact recovered
from the original master plan designed by
George E. Merrick and his architects. The
master plan included entire residential districts
where the townhouse was the prevalent
housing type. Blocks were traversed by
alleyways designated for utilities and service
and were composed of 25' x 100' lots.
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Ca’Liza
New Providence, Bahamas
Project Team:
Maria de la Guardia and Teófilo Victoria, Principals;
Anne Finch, Ricardo Lopez, Josh Arcurio,
Elizabeth Pereiro, Jose Venegas.

Ca’Liza, named after the new born
daughter of the patrons, is a single-family
residence built on the shores of the Atlantic
Ocean on the northern coast of the island of
New Providence in The Bahamas. The site is
approximately ten miles west of the capital
city of Nassau. The design of the house was
begun in the summer of 2005 and construction was completed in the spring of 2008.
The location and program of the project
is consistent with the guidelines established
by a regional master plan that promotes the
preservation of the existing rural character of
the western side of the island by relying on a
traditional Bahamian urban pattern of concentrated building in villages and towns,
allowing for large extensions of green open
space to remain between the urban areas. The
master plan relies on vernacular and colloquial building types to maintain architectural
consistency and continuity not only in New
Providence but also with the neighboring
Family Islands.
In The Bahamas, architecture traditions
in vernacular building as well as in works of
civic significance have been greatly influenced
by Palladianism. In Nassau, the Parliament
buildings, the Supreme Court, and
Governor’s House, for instance, are neoPalladian schemes, but Palladian influences
are evident as well in the homes, large and
small, along George and Queen Streets. This
building tradition was first brought to Nassau
by Loyalists from the Carolinas, but eventually it would become prevalent throughout
the country, imbuing the laconic landscape of
sand and brush of The Bahamas with a classical and enduring beauty.
Ca’Liza adheres to this tradition,
typologically and stylistically, and pursues a
familiar pictorial frame of architecture and
landscape. The house, surrounded by a
subtropical hammock of sea grape, palm,
ficus, silk cotton, and gumbo limbo, sits on a
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ridge overlooking the sea. It is approximately
6.000 square feet plus an attic floor. The
public functions are housed in the first floor
and the private rooms are in the second story
with several more guest rooms in the attic. In
addition, two carriage houses provide for a
garage and staff quarters. The main house and
carriage house are aligned along a central axis,
which runs the entire length of the site and
connects the deep green of the landscape with
the turquoise hue of the sea.
The main house, clad in coralina limestone, has two fronts, one to the ocean and
the other towards the hammock and the
street. The ocean side is dominated by a twotiered loggia composed of the Tuscan order at
grade and the Doric order above. The portico
on the land side is open below and enclosed
above. Due to an enlightened zoning code,
which measures building heights in terms of
stories rather than dimensions, the house is
cubic in volume, approximating the proportions and scale of a Palladian villa from the
Veneto. Despite the vernacular character of
the limestone and the shuttered loggias, the
building nonetheless recovers an essential
quality of the architecture of Andrea Palladio
and inspires the name of the house in the
Venetian manner, Ca’Liza.

Design Challenges
Even though Palladianism has been a
prevalent building tradition in the history of
The Bahamas, today knowledge of classical
architecture has practically disappeared from
building standards. For this project building
crews had to be trained in classical composition and detailing, and the level of craftsmanship had to be improved. The owner of the
house, Orjan Lindroth, a builder with a longstanding interest in recovering Bahamian
traditions in the building arts, has jointly
with his wife Amanda sponsored books,
symposia, and conferences on preservation
and traditional building and urbanism in
The Bahamas.
All images are used by permission of de la Guardia
Victoria Architects & Urbanists, Inc.
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Eric Stengel Architecture
Nashville, Tennessee

Time Out Farm
Cornersville, Tennessee
This equestrian farm complex on 2,000 acres
in Giles County consists of a main house; a
caretaker’s house; a barn with fourteen horse
stalls, tack room, office, etc.; a hay barn; vehicle and farm equipment storage structures;
pond dock; and a folly. The larger site design
included several miles of riding trails, gates,
and security.
Generally, all structures are horizontal
lap siding in old-growth cedar painted white
with green standing seam metal roofs; there is
extensive use of timbers in all structures. The
architectural vocabulary of the buildings is a
simple “farm” vernacular. Some elements are
detailed for function and meaning. For
instance, the column hold downs at the barn
are in black strap steel to resemble the bindings on a horse’s legs.

Whitesell Residence
Nashville, Tennessee
This home was designed for a half-acre infill
lot in an older Nashville neighborhood. It is
intended to be a background building with
clear and simple classical detailing that continues an age-old conversation about classical
principles while being functional and practical
for contemporary requirements. These efforts
were in direct response to a rejection of the
typical “builder’s specials” with their embarrassing and childish use of materials and
details. The brick pavilion in the front is
detailed to reflect 1920s colonial revival
houses, while the rear follows the idiom of
late nineteenth-century farmhouse vernacular.
The overall organizational concept is shown
with the difference in materials—brick in front
and siding behind—which is the notional
result of a Georgian front being added to the
“original” house by a subsequent generation.

All images are used by permission of Eric Stengel
Architecture. Photo credit: Bob Schatz.
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Fairfax & Sammons Architecture
New York City, Palm Beach, Charleston

Private Residence
Greenwich, Connecticut
The clients are an aesthetically sensitive
couple, interested in local history and architecture, who wanted to replace their 1980s
wood-frame, contractor colonial with something more substantial. As they are collectors
of Dutch paintings and Asian art, it seemed
appropriate to design a house in the William
and Mary style.
This idiom combined domestic influences from William of Orange's native country of the Netherlands with grander Baroque
themes from France. It also included an exotic
thread which, as a result of increasing trade
with the Far East, exhibited a taste for
oriental motifs heralding the beginnings of
Chinoiserie. The house is based on the
elegant Mompesson House, built in 1701 in
Salisbury Close, England. It is a five-bay, sixroom Palladian plan (rather than a more conventional center-hall, Colonial plan) with an
added asymmetrical wing. Typical of the
William and Mary style, it is built of red
brick with white window trim and deep modillion cornice, and an entrance emphasized by
a carved limestone portico. The load-bearing
brickwork is in Flemish bond with brick
quoins at the corners. The additional wing is
a wood-frame structure, intended to recall the
owners’ previous house, which accommodates
garages below and a family room above. This
is designed with historical reference to early
Connecticut architecture that typically has one
paneled wall containing the fireplace. A wideplank pine floor, painted an oxblood color,
complements the room’s vernacular style.

All images are used by permission of Fairfax & Sammons Architecture.
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Fairfax & Sammons Architecture with Ben Pentreath
New York City, Palm Beach, Charleston

The Crescent
Poundbury, U.K.
A new urban crescent formed by groups of
townhouses in a chaste Georgian style was
commissioned and designed for the second
phase of development in Poundbury, a model
village for sustainable growth in Dorset,
England, sponsored by The Prince of Wales.
Poundbury has proved a remarkable
phenomenon; a high-density development in
open farmland on the edge of the market
town of Dorchester, which demonstrates that
it is possible to break the mold of characterless suburban developments and produce a
plan for modern living that revives the best
qualities of traditional urban townscapes.

Photograph by Ned Trifle
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Robert A. M. Stern Architects
New York, New York

Jacksonville Public Library
Jacksonville, Florida
Project Team:
Partner: Alexander P. Lamis. Project Senior Associate:
Jeffery Povero. Project Associates: James Pearson,
Salvador Peña-Figueroa, George Punnoose,
Kim Siewlee Yap. Project Assistants: Daniel Arbelaez,
Jennifer Berlly, Ceren Bingol, Matthew Casey,
Thomas Fletcher, Mark Gage, Anthony Goldsby,
Jill Lagowski, Joshua Lekwa, Ernesto Martinez,
Mark Rodriguez, Mike Soriano, John Tulloch.
Interior Design Associates: Hyung Kee Lee,
Shannon Ratclilff. Interior Design Assistants:
Kasumi Hara, Kathleen Mancini. Landscape Design
Associate: Marsh Kriplen. Landscape Design Project
Manager: Michael Weber. Landscape Design Senior
Assistant: Ashley Christopher. Landscape Design
Assistant: Jennifer Burlly. Landscape Architect:
Nancy Jenkins-Frye, ASLA. Associate Architect:
Rolland, DelValle & Bradley.

A public library is the most democratic of
institutions: it has the capacity to draw in the
young and old, from every ethnicity and
background. A great library must be much
more than a depository for books or a facility
for information exchange: it must be a great
collective civic place. The firm’s aspiration for
the Jacksonville Main Library is to build a
highly efficient, state-of-the-art facility that is
also a great public place, with intimate and
grand rooms, garden courtyards, conference
areas, and cafes, all designed to attract the
community and, by virtue of its exterior
forms and interior spaces, to become a
destination to which people will return again
and again for education, inspiration, and a
beautiful environment.
The design for the Jacksonville Main
Library continues the city’s rich tradition of
civic buildings designed in a classical language
adapted to the particulars of local climate
and culture. Seen from Hemming Plaza and
from Main Street, it presents an iconic civic
appearance that renders the Library identifi-
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able as a welcoming and ennobling public
place. Facing Hemming Plaza, a generouslyproportioned main entrance leads past a Cafe
and Popular Library, each with large windows
facing the street, to the Entry Hall and
circulation desk, where a monumental stair
rises through the building, connecting the
various departments. The stair culminates at
the Grand Reading Room, a place of civic
proportions, 100 feet square and rising
46 feet to a handkerchief-vaulted ceiling,
bathed in natural light from clerestory windows, with balconied windows overlooking
Hemming Plaza.
At the second floor, readers and staff
enjoy a courtyard with a fountain, around
which are intimate reading areas.
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Lakewood Public Library
Lakewood, Ohio
Project Team:
Partner: Alexander P. Lamis. Project Senior Associate:
Julie Nymann. Project Associates: James Pearson,
Salvador Peña-Figueroa, Mike Soriano,
Kim Siewlee Yap. Interior Design Assistants:
Phillip Chan, Khania Curtis, Khara Nemitz,
Leah Taylor, Eric Van Speights, Jr. Landscape Senior
Associate: Michael Weber. Associate Architect:
CBLH Design, Inc.

The renovation of the 53,000-square-foot
Lakewood Public Library (Edward L. Tilton,
1916) and a 40,000-square-foot addition
created a well-organized state-of-the-art
library that is a great public place, with rooms
both grand and intimate, a destination that
attracts Lakewood’s vibrant community in all
its diversity to return again and again for
education and inspiration.
The design continues Lakewood’s rich
tradition of civic buildings in the classical
architectural language. The addition is
located to the east of the existing building; a
monumental entry porch provides a civic scale
that the current library lacks and enlivens
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Detroit Avenue. From the entry porch, and
also from the second entrance from the parking lot, patrons move to a two-story skylit
lobby at the building’s center. This central
lobby serves as an orientation point and opens
to the circulation desk, the popular materials
room, and the children’s department, which
offers storytime, computer, and homework
rooms along with a double-height arts and
crafts room.
At the end of a main hall are elevators
and a grand stair with another skylight to
bring natural light down to the main level.
Upstairs are reading rooms, the general
collection stacks, and the technology center,
along with a large audiovisual department to
accommodate the library’s fast-growing
collection of videos, CDs, and DVDs. The
paneled Grand Reading Room, located just
above the main entrance, is elegantly scaled—
50 feet long by 30 feet wide, and 30 feet
high—and furnished with wood tables and
carrels. Alcoves north and south offer
lounge chairs for casual reading. Hidden skylights filter natural light throughout the
room. An intimate Quiet Reading Room is
located to the south, away from the bustle of
Detroit Avenue.
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Baker Library|Bloomberg Center
Harvard Business School
Boston, Massachusetts
Project Team:
Partners: Alexander P. Lamis, Kevin M. Smith,
Graham S. Wyatt. Project Senior Associates:
Melissa DelVecchio, Kurt Glauber. Project Associates:
Enid DeGracia, Mike Soriano, Sue Jin Sung.
Project Assistants: Giovanna Albretti, Flavia Bueno,
Alexander Butler, Matthew Casey, Sara Evans,
Thomas Fletcher, Mark Gage, Mark Haladyna,
Jacqueline Ho, Donald Johnson, Edmund Leveckis,
Dryden Razook, Ryan Rodenberg, Thomas Salazar,
Mike Soriano, Suejin Sung, Brian Taylor, John Tulloch,
Lindsay Weiss. Interior Design Associates: Hyung Kee Lee,
Ken Stuckenschneider. Interior Design Assistants:
Nadine Holzheimer, Khara Nemitz.
Landscape Architect: The Halvorson Company Inc.
Associate Architect: Finegold Alexander + Associates.

Baker Library was designed by McKim,
Mead & White and completed in 1927 as the
centerpiece of the Harvard Business School
campus. The renovation and addition reconceives the building as a 160,000-gross-squarefoot center for research and group study, with
greatly expanded meeting facilities, faculty
offices and their support services, and archival
storage for the Library’s one-of-a-kind collection of historical business materials. Central
to the reorganization is a second front entrance
at what was originally the back of the building to address the reorientation of the campus
to the south, making the building an easily
accessible crossroads of the HBS campus.
The design provides for pedestrian
movement through the building from north
to south through the original portico and
lobby, and secondary circulation from west to
east, all on the first floor. The exterior façades
and important interior rooms of the original
building are restored and the original selfsupporting stacks replaced with faculty
offices, seminar rooms, and lounges. A skylit
atrium brings natural light deep into the
building and provides an informal meeting
place for students and faculty.
The Baker Library | Bloomberg Center
is RAMSA’s second project at the Harvard
Business School, following on the completion
of the Spangler Campus Center in early 2001.
All images are used by permission of Robert A. M. Stern
Architects. Photographs ©Peter Aaron/Esto.
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Sketchbooks
IMAGINATION AND THE SKETCH
By Richard W. Cameron

W

he and his wife “imagined” the house was going to look like, and so in
e were recently completing a large estate project for
retrospect that fantasy house, and the house we built are in some
some wonderful clients in the Mid-Atlantic area, and
fundamental agreement. This is why the sketch embodied not just the
after nearly four years of work I came across this quote
look of the house for them, but also the feeling it would have.
from Mongiardino. It led me to think about the beginWe were very lucky to have such wonderful clients with whom to
ning of the project and the role that drawing and imaginawork
on such a large and long project, and the fact that they had that
tion play in the work with our clients.
faculty
of imagination was among the greatest gifts. Yet if there is
I made many sketches at the outset of the project exploring ideas
a
fundamental
message I drew from the experience, it is this: when
for the estate and for the main house, some of which encapsulated ideas
we sketch as designers, we dream, and we
that remain visible in the built work.
convey those dreams to paper.
Before our first formal meeting however, I
Occasionally
the
model
intimidates
the
client.
Then
faith
The work of architecture that is in
made a series of presentation sketches in
must
be
stronger
than
understanding,
and
only
a
vague
our
head
is transferred directly to the paper
plan, elevation, and perspective to illustrate
intuition
allows
the
work
to
begin
favorably.
But
it
is
in
an
almost
unconscious way. This is not
the proposed design. One of these drawings
difficult
for
the
client
to
understand
the
vision
of
the
artist.
to
suggest
that
it is unstudied or that years
became—more than any other—the touchEnvisioning
the
finished
work
is
not
always
easy
for
the
of
training
and
experience do not go into
stone for the project (illustrated on page
architect,
and
it
is
almost
always
impossible
for
the
client.
its
making,
but
the hand-eye communica87). As we proceeded to design and build
Unlike
the
painting
to
be
bought,
or
clothing,
food,
and
the
tion
that
translates
to what the Beaux-Arts
the project all of us referred to this drawing
many
other
choices
available
to
people—choices
made
on
the
would
have
called
the
“parti” is direct and
at different times and for varied purposes
basis
of
finished
materials—the
decision
about
the
new
at
its
best
captures
the fundamental
(in conversations and decisions over the
house
lies
in
the
future,
is
based
on
credit,
on
the
model
features
and
character
of
a design. In the
selection of building materials, design fea(drawings),
on
agreements.
The
finished
product
is
a
surbest
cases
this
is
shared
by everyone
tures, character, etc.).
prise.
Only
faith
can
reward
the
client.
After
that
critical
involved
and
acts
as
a
guide
to
the project
As the project was nearing completion
moment
is
overcome,
sometimes
what
emerges
is
the
satisfacas
it
comes
to
fruition.
the owner told me that the thing he had
tion of finding smooth solutions and natural resolutions to
One of the reasons we draw everyfound most satisfying about working with
every
uncertainty.
The
room
responds
to
the
client’s
way
day
at
the
Ariel Atelier—and that we draw
us was our ability to capture in sketches not
of
life.
and
sketch
by hand specifically—is to
only what the final result would look like,
practice
and
refine this ability. However
but also what it would feel like. He referred
—
Renzo
Mongiardino,
Roomscapes
(1993)
adept we may become in the digital realm,
in particular to this drawing as the one that
this basic skill will continue to underlie the
best exemplified this ability. “It looks and
most successful designs and will always
feels exactly like the house,” he said.
create the most productive working relationships with our clients. This
There are actually many points of difference between the presentais the fundamental principle that we continue to rely upon as we
tion sketches and the final building: the roof is a different color; there
continue to build our design practice—capturing the essence of our
is no half-timbering on the gatehouse drawing—as there is in the final
designs for our clients with hand-drawn sketches.
building; and many details are different or were refined. However, the
thing I believe the client intended to say, which was central to the
Sketches and drawings by Richard W. Cameron and Jason Grimes.
success of our working collaboration, is that the sketch looks like what
Garden Front Portico
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Detail of the Ravenwood capital

Ceiling ornament

West and North Elevations
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Theater staircase

View of the Motor Court
The Cabinet
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The Theater
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From the Academies

Founding Principles
CONTINUING INFLUENCE OF THE BEAUX-ARTS ON ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION
AT GEORGIA TECH
By Elizabeth Meredith Dowling

I

n 1885, the Georgia School of
Technology received official
authorization from the state legislature, but
did not begin instruction until 1888. During
the interim, construction of the first two campus buildings projected the equality of the
“hand-mind” philosophy of the new technological training. Designed by the firm of
Bruce and Morgan, the Shop Building (the
“hand”) and the Administration Building (the
“mind”) displayed similar prominent towers
like many of the collegiate buildings the firm
would design for Agnes Scott College,
Clemson University, and Auburn University.

Of these two original campus buildings, the
superior status held by the one representing
the “mind” over that of the “hand” was subtly indicated by the greater mass of the
Administration Building, which contained
lecture rooms, chemical laboratory, a library,
mechanical drawing rooms, a chapel, and
offices. Engineering schools of the era combined scientific studies with physical handson shop-work where students produced
saleable goods to provide financial support
for their school. Georgia Tech would follow
such a shop culture that elevated the status of
physical labor alongside traditional academic

courses. A woodworking department, machine
shop, forge room, and foundry existed in the
Shop Building, with the last causing the fire
that significantly damaged the building
within the first decade of its existence. Items
produced by the students included bookends,
doorstops, and gates for mausoleums at
Atlanta’s Oakland Cemetery. At Georgia
Tech's founding, the derogatory reference to
the “North Avenue Trade School” was fitting. Although the authority to establish an
architecture program was included in the initial bill, the only academic major offered was
in mechanical engineering, and this would
remain so until 1897 when majors in electrical and civil engineering were added to the
degree offerings. Although an architecture
curriculum did not arrive at Georgia Tech for
two decades, the idea of improving the quality of architects and architecture in Georgia
was promoted in the meantime. Both A. C.
Bruce and Thomas H. Morgan, both of
whom received their architectural training in
the apprenticeship system, promoted the professionalization of architecture through
higher education. In an article published in
1890, Morgan wrote that:
. . .the State University should provide a department of
architecture presided over by an architect of known
training in art, and skilled in construction. This field
will then be open to the student. It is a profession with
possibilities for greatness with requirements in skilled
training second to none, and the systematic study of
architecture in the State University would soon be seen in
the better and most artistic character of our buildings.
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When the Architectural Program finally
began in 1908, a tradition of training
architects was more typical in the academic
offerings of major universities. Formal architectural education had emerged in the United
States in 1865 with the founding of Boston
Tech, which was later renamed the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. By
1900, programs in architecture had also been
established at Cornell University, University
of Illinois, Syracuse University, University of
Michigan, Columbia University, University

of Pennsylvania, Columbian College (now
George Washington University), Armour
Institute (now Illinois Institute of
Technology), and Harvard University.
Architectural education did not reach
southern colleges until 1907 when the first
program in the region was founded at
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, later renamed
Auburn University. The following year,
Georgia Tech’s program and one at Tulane
University were founded.

Figure 1 (far left): N. Sprague, A Memorial Museum,
1930. Courtesy of Van Alen Institute: Design Archive.
Figure 2 (left): C. Dubose, The Minis House, BAID
Second Medal, 1928. Courtesy of Van Alen Institute:
Design Archive.
Figure 3 (above): H. W. Phillips, An Architectural Motive
to Terminate an Allée, BAID First Mention, 1930.
Courtesy of Van Alen Institute: Design Archive.
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All of these programs ultimately shared a
common lineage—the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
in Paris. Established in 1671 during the reign
of Louis XIV, the French Académie Royale
d’Architecture and its associated school was
not the first of its kind, but it was the longest
continuously developed mode of architectural
education in the West, surviving until the student upheavals of 1968. In 1846, Richard
Morris Hunt, the well-known architect of the
Vanderbilt mansions and the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, matriculated at the Ecole,
which made him the first American to pursue
formal academic training in architecture.
Later, after establishing his office in New
York City, he opened the first atelier to train
his own employees in the design skills he had
acquired in Paris. One of his students,
William Ware, would later go on to translate
this knowledge into the academic program of
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s
architecture curriculum—the first such
program in America. Our nation’s colleges
maintained a close association with the Ecole
by hiring French studio critics, and, as will be
discussed later, by providing students the
opportunity to study in Paris. Intellectually
the most profound influence on American
education was the French critic who arrived in
his new home ready to share the sophisticated
culture, traditions, and architectural knowledge of Parisian life. By far the most famous
of these French critics was Paul Cret, who was
hired by the University of Pennsylvania in
1903 and continued teaching there until
1937. Cret’s lasting influence on American
architecture cannot be overstated. Not only
did he produce many fine buildings around
the country, but he also taught hundreds of
future architects. One of the best known

today would be Louis Kahn. Although
Georgia Tech did not have a French critic on
its faculty, a student from Cret's earliest years,
Francis Palmer Smith, became Georgia Tech's
first long-term director of Architecture.
The actual initiation of the Architecture
Program at Georgia Tech does not owe its
start to the thoughtful deliberation of the college administration, but instead to an enthusiastic twenty-year-old civil engineering student
named Earnest Daniel “Ed” Ivey (18871966). In 1907, Ed Ivey met with Georgia
Tech President Kenneth G. Matheson (18641931) to discuss the creation of an architecture program. But, rather than actively
supporting a new curriculum in architecture,
Matheson placed upon Ivey the burden of
finding a group of students interested in the
subject. Ivey succeeded in finding twenty students who wanted to pursue this educational
direction and the program was initiated in
1908. The first curriculum of the program
emphasized the visual with classes in architectural drawing, descriptive geometry, elements
of architecture, shades and shadows, and perspective—and this was just in the freshman
year. More advanced classes were offered in
freehand drawing, pen and ink rendering, and
watercolor drawing. These artistic skills were
balanced with courses in theoretical knowledge drawn from the history of architecture,
historic ornament, archeology, and the history
of painting. The practical side of architectural
studies began in the freshman year with a full
year of shop-work followed in the sophomore
and junior years with courses in building construction, sanitation, structural mechanics,
and professional practice. In the sophomore
through senior years, a single study termed
“design” was listed. In 1909, Francis Palmer
Smith joined the Georgia Tech faculty fresh
from his studies with his professor Paul Cret
at the University of Pennsylvania. The character drawn from the Ecole-Penn connection
remained with the program for the following
decades. The concept of studio instruction,
the types of projects offered, and the rendering techniques employed reflected an
Americanized version of the Ecole approach.
As in the French system, students began with
small, less complicated building types and
proceeded to those of greater complexity

through the four years of their education.
Projects were presented in one of two ways—
an analytique or a rendered project. The analytique, often named an archeology, was a
study-method of dissecting a building and
presenting it as a single-board composition.
The lessons learned included details, scale,
proportion, composition, and rendering. This
knowledge assisted in the design of full buildings and even in the arrangement of a working drawing sheet that followed the same
compositional logic learned through the analytique. The single-board presentation would
include elevation, horizontal and vertical sections, and large scale details.
The rendered project always began with
an esquisse. The esquisse could be the end
product and, if this was the case, it was usually named an esquisse-esquisse. The esquisse
was created in twelve to twenty-four hours.
The essential plan conception was thus established that would be developed in sections
and elevations over the subsequent weeks.
The value of this system was moving the student’s efforts beyond the all-consuming
search for the ideal plan, which is still so
often the greatest pitfall today. Cret defended
this method against modernist detractors by
pointing out that a studio project is after all

only a method of learning and that there was
as much to be learned in developing a bad
plan as in spending an entire project searching
for a perfect plan. With the concept set by an
esquisse, the student could spend the full six
or eight weeks exploring elevations, interiors,
materials, and details. From as early as 1911,
Georgia Tech’s school had formed a relationship with the Beaux-Arts Institute of Design
(BAID) in New York. This organization was
established by men who had attended the
Ecole and were devoted to improving the
quality of American architecture. Their
method was simple—the organization produced design programs that could be adopted
for use in schools around the country. The
most impressive work in a college studio or a
private atelier was sent to New York for judging, and the best of these projects were given
awards and were published in the BAID
Bulletin. The concept survived from 1904 to
1956, and the process allowed visual comparison and juried competition between students
in far-flung state schools and those in
established, well-funded private universities.

Figure 4 (far left): David Pearson, Study of the
Tempietto, Rome.
Figure 5 (above left): David Pearson, Fulton Ferry
Terminal Project Analytique, MS in Classical Design
2008. Studio instructors: Michael Mesko assisted by
Jonathan Lacrosse.
Figure 6 (top): Mike Watkins, Fulton Ferry Terminal
Project, MS in Classical Design 2008. Studio instructors: Michael Mesko assisted by Jonathan Lacrosse.
Figure 7 (above): Jeremy Sommer, YMCA for Manila
Naval Base, MS in Classical Design 2008. Studio
instructors: Richard John assisted by Jonathan Lacrosse.
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The value for a small public school in
the south was immense. Georgia Tech had an
established record of consistent and remarkable success. In 1939, a grand fete was held in
Brittain Dining hall to receive the BAID prize
for Georgia Tech architectural students
having won the greatest number of prizewinning projects for the year. The New York
architect John Mead Howells, co-designer of
the Chicago Tribune Tower, gave the award.
Through the years, the BAID name and
funding changed, but the offering of competition prizes remained constant. The most
widely recognized competitions administered
by the foundation and its successors were the
Lloyd Warren Fellowship-Paris Prize in
Architecture and then later the Van Alen
Prize. For each of these, many Georgia
Tech students either won or placed with
great frequency.
Although student work over the one
hundred years in the Architecture Program
changed in appearance reflecting the prevailing stylistic trends, the organization and many
of the fundamental design principles have
remained constant. Programs are issued,
design instruction occurs in the studio over a
period of weeks, concepts are created and
developed, solutions are organized into formal presentations, and finally a jury of knowledgeable critics offers their opinions of the
work. Over time, the popularity of various
presentation media changes, but the love of
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evocative drawings is always evident. The
greatest potential change is associated with
the introduction of the computer to the
studio, but digital rendering is unrelated to
style or period; it is merely another useful
tool, that is, as long as it does not limit
creative thought. The current eclecticism at
the College of Architecture today reflects the
diversity of worldwide architectural practice.
The reemergence of design that promotes the
development of traditional skills, such as
hand sketching and rendering in pencil, ink,
and watercolor, alongside the study of
proportion and detailing, demonstrates that
powerful design concepts continue to have
relevance for clients in the twenty-first
century. The desire to create beautiful, aesthetically pleasing buildings was the focus
during the early decades of Georgia Tech’s
Architecture Program’s instruction and
continues as such today.
Art and Architecture in Greece and Italy
In 1993, I initiated the first College of
Architecture summer foreign program with a
five-week study of Italian art and architecture
spanning from the ancient world through the
Baroque seventeenth century. Based originally
in Rome, but expanded to include Greece and
Northern Italy, the instructional concept used
the on-site study of architecture, museums,
and urban spaces as the sole classroom.
Students will forever recall living in the oldest

hotel in Rome, the Albergo Sole, built on
the foundations of the theater of Pompey
where Julius Caesar was assassinated.
Beginning in 1994, Professor Douglas C.
Allen joined the program assuming responsibility for the ancient Roman world. Using the
material record of Rome, Ostia, Pompeii,
Herculaneum, and Paestum, students from all
disciplines at Georgia Tech learned of the
profound debt Western civilization owes to
the ancient Mediterranean world. This learning experience was expanded in 2006 when
Professor Athanassios “Thanos” Economou
joined the program and added depth to this
study by clarifying the sources of Roman
civilization in the ancient Greek world. Over
the years, the program developed and I took
charge of the Renaissance periods and moved
the program northward to Florence, Siena,
Venice, and Vicenza with periodic excursions
to Assisi, Caprarola, Mantua, and Verona.
Through the years, almost four hundred
students from all majors at Georgia Tech
have learned to appreciate urban life,
Mediterranean civilization, and the vast
beauty of the art and architecture of Greece
and Italy.
Harrison Design Associates Visiting
Scholar Program
In 2002, William H. “Bill” Harrison
(B ARCH1971) and Gregory L. Palmer,
principals in Harrison Design Associates,

commenced a gift leading to a $500,000
endowment in my honor and my area of
specialization in traditional and classical architecture that is a shared interest of the firm.
This significant gift marked only the second
major endowment in the program’s history.
The firm of Harrison Design Associates is one
of the largest practices in traditional design in
the country with a total of four offices in
Georgia and California. A portion of the
endowment is used each year to bring in a variety of architects as visiting scholars to share
their expertise with students through studioand classroom-based instruction. From 2003
to 2007, the endowment sponsored five architects who offered courses in areas related to
classical design. Eugene L. Surber, (BS ARCH
1961), taught a studio in the documentary
measurement and compatible design. Anne
Fairfax, principal with Fairfax and Sammons
in New York, Charleston, and Palm Beach,
taught a studio concerned with the study of
local vocabulary in order to insert a building
in a historic neighborhood. Gregory Saldana,
president of Saldana Design & Preservation
Inc., taught a course on measured drawings
and archival research. Richard Sammons,
principal of Fairfax and Sammons, taught an
elective course on proportion that is the
subject of an upcoming book on his research
and application of proportion in design.
Christine Franck, principal of Christine G. H.
Franck, Inc., co-taught an elective course with
Betty Dowling on ornament and historically
inspired design. With the initiation of a
master of science degree with an emphasis in
classical design in 2007, the Harrison Visiting
scholar assumed the role of studio instructor
during the spring term for the new program.
Richard John, assistant professor at the
University of Miami, provided the first
studio and in spring 2009, Michael Mesko,
principal with MSM Design and Planning
in New York, offered the second one in
classical design.
Elizabeth M. Dowling, PhD, is a Professor of
Architecture at Georgia Tech. The above account was
written to mark the centenary of the school in 2008,
which was commemorated by an exhibition and a book
curated and edited by Prof. Dowling and Lisa M.
Thomason.

Figures 8 and 9 (opposite page): Tim Kelly, YMCA for
Manila Naval Base, MS in Classical Design 2008. For
another rendering of this project, see the section opener
on pages 92–93. Studio instructors: Richard John
assisted by Jonathan Lacrosse.
Figure 10 (above): Paul Knight, Study of the Physics
Building at Georgia Tech, MS in Classical Design 2009.
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UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
Design I, First Year Graduate Studio,
Spring 2009
Instructor:
Richard Economakis
Project: Art Gallery, Paris
For this exercise, first-year graduate students
designed plans, sections, and elevations for a
proposed art gallery in Paris, which offers a
rich and challenging urban context. Students
were encouraged to focus on space and the
uses of poché, or the space within the structure of a building that is not accessible.
French Baroque and neoclassical precedents
were also closely studied.

UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
Design I, First Year Graduate Studio,
Fall 2008
Instructor:
David Mayernik
Project: Place Sacre Croix
This project called for a master plan for a
sequence of public buildings and spaces
between the Dome and St. Joseph Lake,
University of Notre Dame. Graduate students
under the direction of Prof. David Mayernik
were asked to design a new series of spaces
extending from the University of Notre
Dame’s Main Building or “Golden Dome”
towards St. Joseph’s Lake on campus. The
primary building of this new ensemble was Le
Mans Hall, housing Moreau Hall, which is to
be coordinated with the Dome. It was
expected that this building would both define
positive outdoor spaces and allow for public
circulation through the building at the
ground level.

Figure 1 (above): Plan, detail, and perspective by
Christopher Jamal Howard.
Figure 2 (below): Plan and elevation by John Mellor.

Figures 1 and 2 (above): Elevations and Plan by Leon Li.
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UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
Design VII, Fifth Year, Fall 2008
Instructor:
Duncan Stroik
Project: A New Quadrangle, Yale University
Yale University is one of the quintessential
American campuses and has few rivals for the
quality of its architecture, both traditional
and modernist. It is located on the edge of
one of the great American urban spaces; the
New Haven Green with its three Protestant
churches. For the first time in forty years,
Yale is planning to add two new quadrangles
to campus. Fifth-year University of Notre
Dame School of Architecture students under
the direction of Prof. Duncan Stroik were
asked to design a new college in the classical
tradition that looks as if it has always been
there.

UNIVERSITY OF
NOTRE DAME
Design VI, Fourth Year Undergraduate
Studio, Spring 2009
Instructor:
Krupali Uplekar
Figures 1 and 2 (above): Ronald Herr, watercolor perspective
and elevation.

Project: Compositional Analyses of Classical
and Non-Western Sacred Architecture; A
Comparison of the Orders, Western Classical
and Indian Vernacular.

Fourth-year students focus on analyses and
comparisons in an unfamiliar cultural context.
The intention is to demonstrate how an
architect may bring his or her knowledge to
bear on projects that require translation of
basic principles from western classical traditions to corresponding but very different
architectural traditions of another culture.
Students learn more about western architecture, its substance, meaning, and principles
through contrast and comparison.
Figure 1 (above): Compositional Analysis by Alejandra
Gutzeit and Aimée Sunny.
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YALE UNIVERSITY
Advanced Design Studio, Spring 2008
Instructors:
Demetri Porphyrios
George Knight
Project: Corfu Mixed-Use Development
Corfu, the northern most of the Ionian
Islands, combines a most agreeable
Mediterranean climate with luscious vegetation. The island has had a rich and variegated
history—from ancient and Hellenistic Greece
to Byzantium and the Eastern Roman Empire;
and yet again from the Venetians to the
British. All left their cultural, architectural, and
urbanistic traditions on the island and most
conspicuously on the City of Corfu. The city
is an inspiring example of classico-vernacular
architecture grafted onto the Venetian plan.
The almost intact urban fabric of the city
becomes a unique case study for both architectural character and urban strategies.
Close to the historic centre, in the vicinity
of the port of ancient Korkyra—the reputed
port of Ulysses—is situated the industrial site
of the Desyllas Company. Since the second
half of the nineteenth century the site has
served as the company’s headquarters and
main manufacturing plant. Approximately
twenty-five years ago, the Desyllas Company
closed down and the site was bought for redevelopment by a group of investors who have
appointed Porphyrios Associates as their
architectural and urban design consultants.
Drawing on the urban and architectural
precedents of Corfu and Venice, the studio
proposes a mixed-use development project
comprising residential, commercial, retail, and
leisure. The studio also examines strategies of
development for a site with present-day commercial requirements in the context of late
nineteenth-century industrial listed buildings.
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Figures 1, 2, and 3 (opposite top and opposite bottom, and left): Jeff Geldart, Master plan and
computer renderings.
Figure 4 (above): Gene Cartwright, Composite site elevations and plan.
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JUDSON UNIVERSITY
Advanced Design Studios
Instructor:
Christopher Miller
Judson University’s liberal arts character and
the rich student interest in ethical service
shape Judson’s architecture program. The
curriculum works to integrate the diverse
approaches of its faculty (including a value in
the history of architecture in contemporary
practice) and the importance of cultivating
the tradition of urban environments. At present, opportunities for students to explore
classical architecture and traditional urbanism
are found in summer European study, in a
civic architecture studio, in watercolor
instruction, in a substantial history and theory
curriculum at the undergraduate and graduate
levels, and in independent and thesis projects.

Figure 1 (above): Brian Mork, Analytique of
Foellinger Auditorium.
Figure 2 (top right): Aaron Holverson, Elgin Railway
Station Proposal.
Figure 3 (right): Nathaniel Brooks, Elgin City
Hall Proposal.
Figures 4 and 5 (opposite page): Kevin Svensen, Elgin City
Hall Proposal.
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THE PRINCE’S
FOUNDATION FOR THE
BUILT ENVIRONMENT
The Prince of Wales’s Summer School 2008:
The Culture of Building
The goal of the Summer School is to promote
the role of craft decoration in the broader
building culture, develop craft sensibilities,
and apply them to projects at various scales,
from the design and execution of architectural
ornament, up to urban interventions.
Through a series of lectures, workshops,
drawing and building exercises, and field
trips, Summer School participants gain an
in-depth knowledge both of traditional
building and repair techniques and how these
have been, and can be, applied in the twentyfirst century.
After an initial introduction to historic
materials and a two-day drawing course, students studied the architectural and constructional development of Lincoln and
Lincolnshire and had the opportunity to
work together with Lincoln Cathedral’s
expert craft teams in the cathedral workshops
to learn craft and conservation skills in the
fields of masonry, joinery, leadwork, and
stained glass. Study and drawing tours of
local historic centers were also conducted.
The program ended with a week-long live
build project in Poundbury, Dorset.
The circular “Look-Out,” sited close to the
cricket pitch and medical center, is a place for
young people to congregate on their own but
within close proximity to other daily activity
in Poundbury. The building of the shelter
gave the apprentices, largely made up of stone
masons and carpenters, the opportunity to
gain invaluable practical experience from
working closely with a master stone mason,
Henry Rumbold, and master carpenter,
Steven Finney. The Duchy of Cornwall fully
supported the project, which was directed
by Ben Bolgar, head of Design Theory
& Networks, and Noel Isherwood, the
Poundbury representative.
Figures 6 and 7 (above): Brian Mork, Judson University Advanced Design Studios. New Building adjacent to St. Martin in the
Fields, London.
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UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI

Upper Level Elective Studio:
Classical Language of Architecture

Seminar in Color Theory and Practice
for Architects

Instructor:
Richard John

Instructor:
Rocco Ceo

This studio departs from the usual format of
a single design problem in order to study both
the vocabulary (the orders) and the syntax
(composition) of classical architecture
through a number of smaller pedagogical
exercises and esquisse problems. Students
begin with the principles of composition,
then study Paul Cret’s method of program
analysis before completing a Parallel of the
Orders using original texts and treatises. After
a façade redesign exercise based on
Letarouilly, they undertake two projects: first
a three-teacher village schoolhouse and then a
YMCA for a Naval Base in Manila.

The course assignment was to design a small
building in a garden or park to house a water
pump and to determine the building's color
palette and render it. Students were required
to find a color palette that is balanced and
harmonious based on the principles taught in
the course. Inspiration for the color palettes
were often site-generated by recording perceived colors of natural subjects at different
times of day. They also worked to balance the
color that was inherent in their proposed
materials with applied colors.

Figure 1 (top): John Melhorn, Manila YMCA.

Figure 2 (below): Katherine Pasternack, Crab capital.

Figure 1 (right): Katherine Pasternack, Elevations of a
Pump house for Matheson Hammock Park (1931).

Figure 2 (below): Wilhelm Nothnagel, Schoolhouse.
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AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
BUILDING ARTS
The American College of the Building Arts
(ACBA) is dedicated to educating the next
generation of building artisans and to preserving the building arts in a manner never before
seen in America. Under the direction of experienced faculty, students have the opportunity
to learn the skills needed to excel in their chosen field, and receive a quality liberal arts education. This combination of education,
training, and access to highly-experienced faculty is available nowhere else in the United
States. The College began in 1998 when a
small team, led by John Paul Huguley, created
the School of the Building Arts (SoBA) in
Charleston, South Carolina. After the South
Carolina Commission on Higher Education
licensed the School in 2004, the name was
changed to the American College of the
Building Arts to reflect more accurately its
place in the American educational hierarchy
and the first students were admitted the following year. The historic graduation of the
College’s inaugural class occurred in May
2009 with Charleston Mayor Joe Riley giving
the commencement address.

INSTITUTE OF
CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE
& CLASSICAL AMERICA
Summer Program 2008
Instructors:
Stephen T. Chrisman
Michael Mesko

Freshman Drawing Class
Instructor:
William Bates III
Project: Study of the Orders
This exercise begins with a study of Claude
Perrault's Ordonnnance des cinq espèces de colonnes
selon la méthode des Anciens (Paris, 1683). Each
student is given an order to replicate, studying
not only the parts of that order, but also
the method of the engraver in simulating
texture, shade, and curvature with line weight
and placement.

Project: Market Hall
The City Of New York and the Greenmarket
Farmers Markets commissioned a permanent
Market Hall building for Union Square. The
Market Hall consists of two elements: a twostory Head House and an exterior colonnade
or arcade. The Head House contains an
information desk and restrooms on the first
floor and Greenmarket offices on the second
floor. The Head House is to be of masonry
construction and utilize a full-height order on
the exterior. Attached to the Head House is
an exterior colonnade(s) or arcade(s), to be
used for Market Stalls, also utilizing an
order(s), and constructed of masonry
columns, piers, or arches. Currently entirely
open air, the new market hall will provide a
sheltered environment within which the market may operate more conveniently during
weather extremes. The course was treated as
a design studio, during which each student
was expected to develop an architectural
design based on a charrette esquisse, prepare
presentation drawings, and present the work
in a final review with an invited jury.
Figure 1 (above): Joseph Skibba, Market Hall Project.
Figure 2 (bottom): Joseph DeSense, Market Hall Project.

Figure 1 (far left): Graduating Class 2009: Moyer
Fountain, Will Denton IV, James Murphy, Kyle
Dooley, Adam All, Stephen Browning, and Shara
Satterfield. Photograph by Jörg Meyer.
Figure 2 (top): ACBA students working on the restoration
of Drayton Hall ceiling.
Figure 3 (left): Rob Stevens, Ink drawing after Perrault.
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INSTITUTE OF
CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE
& CLASSICAL AMERICA
Rome Drawing Tour 2009
Instructors:
Michael Grimaldi
Michael Mesko
John Varriano
The ICA&CA selected instructors for their
individual talents and knowledge. Each has a
proven ability to teach effectively and, most
importantly, their combined disciplines—
history, fine art, and architecture—served to
foster a meaningful appreciation for the
enduring aesthetic achievements in Roman art
and architecture. Tour highlights for the 23
participants included Ancient and Renaissance
Rome, the sublime Hadrian’s Villa, and the
magnificent gardens of the Villa d’Este, as
well as Rome’s great collections.

Figure 1 (above): Richard Swann, Campidoglio capital.
Figure 2 (right): Kahlil Hamady, Villa Medici.

Figure 5 (top left): Marvin Clawson, Acqua Paola.

Figure 3 (top right): Kahlil Hamady, Acqua Paola.

Figure 6 (top right): David Pearson, Santa Maria Della Pace.

Figure 4 (top left): Kahlil Hamady, San Giovanni.

Figure 7 (above): David Pearson, Hadrian’s Villa, Tivoli.
Figure 8 (left): Joyce Tsai, Four Rivers Fountain.
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Miscellanea

The Poetics of Architectural Form
in the Schauspielhaus of Karl Friedrich Schinkel
By Charles A. Barrett

C

lassical architecture has been described as the
“Poetics of Order.”1 A central goal of the classical
architect is to create an order out of the situation in
which he finds himself. In organizing the complex and
frequently contradictory set of needs and ideas with
which he is confronted, he applies an apparatus of known forms and
syntax, which organize these needs and ideas and remain in the
finished work as traces of his cognitive process.
This apparatus consists of the orders themselves and the tradition
of usage and interpretation that accompanies them. These orders are
paradigms for the resolution of typical formal problems encountered
by the architect and having to do with the identities of parts, their
relationship to and influence upon one another, and their significance as
a sustained allegorical model of the building—a “perpetuum carmen” in
the words of Ovid.2
To say that the orders are paradigms of resolutions implies that
they contain within them paradoxes—contradictions whose presence
directs the design of the simplest of classical buildings. A simple example of this is the set of rules governing the disposition of the elements
of the Doric frieze. They are:
•
•
•
•

The face of the architrave and frieze must align with the neck of the
column below.
The triglyph at the end of the frieze, which ostensibly represents the
end of a beam, must be placed at the corner and be one half
module (one quarter the base diameter of the column) in width.
The metopes, the flat panels that close the gap between the triglyphs, must be square and, according to most canons, one and one
half modules (or three quarters of the base diameter of the column).
The centers of the triglyphs must align alternately with the center
of the column and the center of the span.

The fact that the column neck and triglyph are not of the same width
means that one cannot satisfy all the rules at once.
A number of such resolutions can be noted. Vitruvius (Book IV)
described the common practice (used in the Parthenon) of narrowing
the intercolumniation in the terminal bays of a colonnade, allowing the
proportions of triglyphs and metopes to be undisturbed and for the
triglyph to be placed at the corner, but unfortunately not centered over
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the corner column. In certain archaic temples, the width of the triglyph
is increased, allowing it to be centered and to reach the corner of the
temple. Vitruvius himself recommends the displacement of the triglyph
from the corner, keeping it centered over the terminal column. This
dissociates the triglyph from the corner it is meant to articulate. The
remaining distance between its edge and the corner is to be filled with a
“semi-metope,” in reality not half a metope but an L-shaped bent panel
that, like Frank Lloyd Wright’s “folded plane,” fills in the corner physically but leaves it unarticulated and unstressed, suggesting openness.
None of these solutions achieves a non-contradictory, unambiguous
result. Each is flawed. Yet in the larger reality of the building, a fault in
the part can contribute to the resolution of the whole. This series of
partial resolutions, rather than undermining the credibility of the order
(as is suggested by the various ancient writers, such as Hermogenes,
whom Vitruvius cites) creates a series of possible directions in which the
study and practice of the order can be taken. In the scheme which
narrows the terminal intercolumniation, the corner is made to appear
denser (the solid to void ratio is higher) intensifying the ends of the
colonnade. In the Vitruvian “solution” the unstressed semi-metope at
the terminus of the frieze creates the ground work for an open corner.
Rather than defining the order ever more narrowly, as though
perfected for every use, an icon out of context on a Beaux-Arts wash
plate, we may see the order as an important source of architectural speculation and as the engine which generates architectural possibilities. The
end result is an expanding canon, and a larger field for architectural
activity. To complete the order, the architect must assess his needs and
priorities and break any one of the rules (as the architect of every Doric
building that has corners has had to do) and adjust the other forms to
compensate and thereby achieve an image of the unity inherent in the
building as a proposition.
Section opener (previous pages): Schauspielhaus, Berlin. Photograph by Wolfgang Staudt.
Figure 1 (opposite top): Anonymous, Schauspielhaus on the Gendarmenmarkt in Berlin,
c.1821, Oil on Copper, 51.5 × 64.5 cm, The Hermitage, St Petersburg.
Figure 2 (opposite bottom): Perspective view of the Schauspielhaus, Berlin, from Karl
Friedrich Schinkel, Sammlung architectonischer Entwürfe (Berlin: Wittich, 1828).
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application of these forms and principles? What solutions are possible?
Who has used them and for what purposes? All these questions lead to
a better understanding of classical architecture.
Wittgenstein continued: “Language consists of propositions. A
proposition is a picture of reality and we compare that picture with
reality.” We can view a building as a complex series of propositions,
each of which asserts a relationship between the matter-of-fact building
and the series of models by which we understand it. The goal then is
to produce an allegorical relation between the two which, like
Wittgenstein’s “proposition,” must convince us of its accuracy. This
relation is in some ways similar to the concetto as described by Klein3 or
the “idea” as described by Panofsky,4 both of which base the conception of the art work in a linkage between two or more schemes.
The completion of any building relies on the formation of a
convincing poetic that intervenes between the scheme and the detailing
and between the Eurythmia of the parts and the Symmetria of the whole
to reveal in the project the unity underlying its many complexities.

Schema of the Schauspielhaus and its Antecedents

One of the earliest lessons one learns about classical architecture is that
no architect uses an order straight from the book. While this is obviously an exaggeration, it is nonetheless true that classical architecture
contains countless examples of orders adjusted to suit the purposes of
their designer. These adjustments range from minor adjustments of
proportion to the virtual invention of an order absolutely specific to its
occasion. This phenomenon results from the interaction of Vitruvius’
Eurythmia and Symmetria in the architectural project.
Eurythmia may be thought of as the idealized form of the individual part and Symmetria as the correspondence of the parts of an organic
whole each carefully adjusted in identity, proportion, iconography, line
quality (i.e., its shapes) and the character of light and shadow falling
across its surfaces.
Most analyses of classical architecture focus on its systems of
organization and classification. In the treatises it is normal to see a
series of plates and /or descriptions of the orders one at a time or
together in a spectrum from Tuscan through Corinthian or Composite.
Thus the authors define the species of detail and proportion. Their
Figure 3 (above): Michelangelo, Palazzo Nuovo, Campidoglio, Rome. Photograph by
Marie-Lan Nguyen.
Figure 4 (above right): Central bay of Michelangelo’s Palazzo Nuovo, Campidoglio,
Rome, from Domenico de Rossi’s Studio d'architettura civile: opera de più celebri architetti de
nostri tempi, Vol. 1, (Roma: De Rossi, 1702).
Figure 5 (opposite left): Detail of a study for a Corinthian portico for St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, office of Sir Christopher Wren (SP140).
Figure 6 (opposite middle): Detail of a study for a Corinthian portico for St. Paul’s
Cathedral, London, office of Sir Christopher Wren (SP141).
Figure 7 (opposite right): Detail of study for an Ionic portico for St. Paul’s Cathedral,
London, office of Sir Christopher Wren (SP50).
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origins and iconography are described with some attention given to
variation and occasionally to non-canonical orders.
Organizational schemes are presented that represent typical
models for buildings and convey a basic sense of compositional goals
for the building. Vitruvius, in Book III, for example, classifies temple
types by three separate criteria: intercolumniation (the proportion of
solid to void in the colonnade, expressed in terms of the base diameter
of the column, i.e., picnostyle, eustyle, etc.), the number of structural
repetitions in the width of the building (expressed in terms of the number of columns from side to side, i.e., tetrastyle, hexastyle, etc.), and
plan type (i.e., a temple in antis, prostyle, dipteral, etc.), which conveys
the relationship between the stylar and mural structures of the building,
the placement of rooms, and hints at structure. From these we can
derive grid patterns of plan and elevation of the sort that might have
generated the idealized grid patterns illustrated by Cesariano and Serlio.
This necessary approach, which focuses on definition and overall
scheme, is vital to imparting basic knowledge about architecture and its
goals. This approach is somewhat less successful in conveying the subtleties of the decisions that an architect makes as he designs a classical
building, and too often creates the impression of immutable forms
cranked through a machine of organization attuned to set compositional goals from which emerges a predictable product.
In his lectures at Cambridge, Wittgenstein commented that “we
teach / learn language by using it.” We might, to use a simple
example, refer to a dictionary for a basic definition of a word and its
classification with regard to the parts of speech. But not until we have
used the word and heard it used many times do we understand the
sense and nuance of its meanings. Imagine then the complexity of a
whole language.
In the study of the forms of classical architecture, we would
gain considerably from a close understanding of usage. What is the
significance of the forms of the Doric frieze? What are the governing
principles of its arrangement? What problems emerge from the

Although the Schauspielhaus is a neoclassical building in detail,
massing, and architectonic goals, it is distinctly Renaissance in the organizational scheme of its elevation and sections. Its elevation consists of
a raised basement supporting a giant order enclosing two minor superposed orders and surmounted by an attic pavilion [Figures 1 and 2].
Schinkel’s use of the giant order had antecedents in the compositional schemes of a number of post-Renaissance buildings beginning
with Michelangelo’s twin palaces on the Campidoglio [Figures 3 and
4]. In Michelangelo’s façades, the conceptual discrepancy between the

two articulated stories and the implicit unity of the whole building was
resolved through the application of a superimposed order of pilasters,
which comprehends the entire height of the building.
Schinkel, however, did one thing that is very different. Before the
Schauspielhaus, most façades with giant orders were carefully formulated to avoid certain problems inherent in the giant order scheme. If
a building of two superposed orders were encased in a giant order, the
capitals of the columns of the upper minor order collide uncomfortably
with those of the columns of the major order. Further, each of the
constituent orders would require an entablature in proportion to the
height of its column.
The completion of both orders would require two entablatures
of different sizes, one immediately above the other. Such formal redundancy would contradict the completion suggested by each order and
subvert the equation of orders (i.e., two minor orders equals one giant
order.) Conceptually, the upper minor order should resolve itself in the
same entablature as the major order. Further, the spanning implications
of the minor order capped with a roof are confounded by the weight of
a second entablature apparently borne on them.
Another similar situation can be seen in a series of design studies
for the façade of St Paul’s Cathedral—made more than a century after
Michelangelo’s Campidoglio—by Hawksmoor and others in the
studio of Sir Christopher Wren. In these drawings Wren’s assistant
attempted to articulate two minor superposed Corinthian orders in
equation with a giant order the full height of the façade: Corinthian in
the first scheme [Figures 5 and 6], and Ionic in the second [Figure 7].
He has aligned the tops of the capitals of the upper minor order with
those of the major order. Immediately above, the entablatures of the
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two orders run into each other. Since these entablatures are each in
proportion to their respective orders, they and their constituent parts
are of different heights. This produces an unsatisfactory connection, a
collision rather than a continuity, between the two entablatures.
In the first design, the minor orders continue inside the portico of
the giant order [Figures 5 and 6]. This means that the upper order
would be incongruously surmounted by the entablature of the giant
order, much too large in proportion. In section this problem has been
addressed by substituting the architrave and cornice of the minor order
on the interior of the portico. While this eases the problem of the
minor order, it does so at the expense of the giant order which, inside
of the portico, is surmounted by an extremely small architrave, too
small, in appearance, to convincingly span between the giant order’s
columns. The inadequacy of the design is most fully revealed in the
section of the entablature of the larger order, the identity and size of
whose parts differ from its outer face to its inner face.
In a second scheme [Figure 7], the idea of continuing the upper
minor order inside the portico has been dropped, eliminating the
problem of the conjunction of the entablatures within the portico. But
lost is the immediacy of the comparison between the giant order and
the wall articulated by superposed minor pilaster orders. Because the
the articulation of the minor order must cease as the wall passes behind
the large order of the portico—the major organizing event of the
design—it leaves unclearly stated the central idea of the composition:
the insertion of the two minor orders into the giant order.
An effort is also made in this scheme to achieve a stronger linkage
between the capitals of the large and small orders by substituting an
Ionic giant order for the previous Corinthian. This permits an equation
of the heights of the capitals of the small Corinthian and the large Ionic
orders, and aligns their astragals and abaci. The strategy here is to
make use of the different proportions of the Ionic and Corinthian in
combination with their different sizes to produce equations and alignments of their parts. In this vein the architrave of the upper minor
Corinthian order is equated and aligns with the top of the lower fascia
of the larger Ionic architrave. The result is still compromised by the
discontinuous entablatures above the columns. It is understandable that
Wren abandoned the giant order (his aesthetic problems compounded
by technical ones) for the simpler two-storied design that was executed
[Figure 8].
These are inherent problems of the scheme, and they make clear
the reasons for which Michelangelo did not fully articulate the inserted
upper minor order of his palaces but rather implied them by means of
their windows housed in columned aedicules fixed in the field of the
recessed panel, whose edge subtly echoes the bay enclosure of the giant
order. Carlo Maderno followed this common circumlocution (there are
others) closely in his façade for Saint Peter’s [Figure 9], and placed a
full minor order only at the lowest level while reducing the articulation
of the uppermost minor order to a window in a wall whose surface
mediates between the capital of the giant order and the framed
Figure 8 (above): St. Paul’s Cathedral, London. Photograph by Bernard Gagnon.
Figure 9 (left): Detail of façade of St. Peter’s Basilica, Rome.
Figure 10 (opposite): Elevation of the Schauspielhaus, Berlin, from Karl Friedrich
Schinkel, Sammlung architectonischer Entwürfe (Berlin: Wittich, 1828).
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windows, thereby rendering a second entablature beneath that of the
major order unnecessary.
This approach requires certain conditions, among them a
Renaissance interpretation of classical architecture that understands a
series of similarities between columns and walls and that permits them
to exist conceptually in the same space in the form of a wall modulated
by pilasters or engaged columns.
Working as he did in the period following and still dominated by
Marc-Antoine Laugier’s Essai sur l’Architecture Schinkel was no doubt
unwilling to engage in such obvious conflations of wall and column.5
The neoclassical distinction between column and wall and rejection of
the forms that share characteristics of both, as well as the pursuit of the
primacy of the column, required a consistent expression of trabeation—distinct from the wall—throughout, completely opposite in conception to Michelangelo’s consubstantiation of the two structural
elements. With the Renaissance solution unavailable, Schinkel was
compelled to cope with the problematic insertion of two fully developed minor orders into his giant order. This, the adjacency of the
crowning members of approximately coplanar giant and minor orders,
is the fundamental problem posed by Schinkel’s elevational scheme
[Figure 10]. Its resolution depends upon Schinkel’s creation of a bit of
rhetoric, a figure of speech to allow the viewer’s eye to pass unimpeded.

Schinkel’s Apparatus and Resolution
The solution of this problem might, in many circumstances, have been
inconceivable. Schinkel, however, in setting up the problem for himself,
made certain choices of forms and conceptual structures that made

possible his solution. Some comment on them and their origins will
make his choices more understandable.
The five classical orders share a common formula for the representation of a building: a column, standing on an artificial ground plane
known as the stylobate, bears a beam known as the architrave which, in
turn supports a row of ceiling joists at a level called the frieze, which
supports the projecting roof structure or eaves, known as the corona
or cornice. The column can be broken down into base, shaft, and
capital. A given order has a series of characteristic shapes, sequences of
shapes, and ornaments which distinguish its parts, even when they
appear alone.
In addition to columns, buildings have walls which can also bear
the entablature (or parts thereof) of an order. In certain situations a
column may exist cospatially with a wall. This confluence is marked by
a pilaster or engaged column, fundamentally a flat column carved in
relief at intervals along a wall. This situation occurs frequently in
Roman prostyle temple forms in which a portico two or more columns
deep is of the same width as the cella, the enclosed room that it fronts
directly, and the colonnade continues along the side engaged in the cella
wall [Figure 11].
In Greek sacred buildings where the pronaos is said to be in antis
the cella (or naos) is fronted by an entrance porch (the pronaos)
contained between two projecting walls called antae [Figure 12]. An
architrave spans the opening between the projecting anta walls, resting
on the ends of the antae and on the two or more columns between
them. The ends of these walls, which bear the concentrated load of
the architrave like the neighboring columns, are thickened slightly to
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reinforce them physically and visually. Finally, articulated bases and
capitals give them the presence of columns. These additional articulations of the wall end, like the wall itself, are known as antae.
Schinkel rendered the Schauspielhaus in an Ionic order of Greek
origin (specifically Attic), rather than Roman. Unlike the Roman
orders upon which the architects of earlier works had based their
designs, the Greek order permitted the use of antae rather than pilasters
in those portions of his structure where mural and stylar structure coexist. This adoption by Schinkel of Greek antae was more than simply a
fashionable substitution of a Greek form for a Roman one as were
many other uses of the anta in his period. Many compositionally
conservative buildings of the American Greek Revival treat it simply as
an exotic ornamental treatment of a pilaster [Figure 13]. The anta
suited Schinkel’s purpose perfectly.
The pilaster and the anta are both forms born of the confluences
and conflations of wall and column inherent in the act of building.
They differ in two major ways. A pilaster is normally seen engaged in
the faces of a wall and supported left and right by blank wall surface
[Figure 14]. The entablature above continues to surmount other
pilasters bound up in the same wall surface. The face of an anta, in contrast, occurs at the end of a wall, the entablature above spanning across
a void to rest on freestanding columns [Figure 13]. In addition, their
capitals and moldings are conceived differently. The pilaster capital and
base are intended to replicate the design of those of the freestanding
column of its order. The anta capital is conceived differently from that
of the column, as its base is often differentiated from the column base
[Figure 15]. The anta capital is, like an entablature, an affair of planes
modulated by lines of horizontal moldings.
One significant gain for Schinkel is that, because the face of the
anta is not normally supported at the sides by wall, he was not forced
into a relief of columns and walls in the Renaissance manner and was
able to use the column-like form of the anta free-standing to modulate
the façades of his building. He was able to articulate the windows of
his buildings as glass veils hung between the columns of a completely
trabeated façade. In addition to easing the column/wall impasse of
Schinkel’s use of a Renaissance giant order scheme, his adoption of the
Greek order made his solution of the problem of the giant and minor
orders possible.
A cursory examination of Schinkel’s elevation reveals that two
entablatures are, after all, present at the top of the building with that of
the upper minor order sheltered under the architrave of the giant order

[Figure 16]. The minor order is completed by an entablature approximately in proportion. A close look at the corner shows the entablature
of the major order resting upon the capital of the great antae at the corners of the building. The major order seems at rest and uncontradicted
by the scale of the minor order. What has happened to the expected
collision of the two orders of different scale?
Another look at the anta capital will reveal that its moldings run
horizontally beyond the limits of the anta. Schinkel here quotes a
common detail of Greek buildings [Figure 17]. The moldings of the
anta capital continue horizontally to form a capital for the cella wall
and intimate its column-like bearing capacity. A look at the base of
the major order shows that the base of the anta, corresponding to its
capital, also continues along the base of the low parapet upon which the
minor stands. It is actually this anta capital that extends to form
the entablature borne by the minor order, the end of which it articulates. This means that the capitals of the minor order, being below the
entablature of that order, are also below the level of those of the giant
order, thereby preventing the threatened collision.
The entablature of the minor order, extruded as it were from
the capital of the major order, is separated from it by the fact that
the face of the entire structure of inserted orders is set back a small
distance from the face of the anta of the major order. The usual advantage of this in detailing is that all of the projecting moldings of the
minor orders can be terminated by running them into the side of the
major anta.
This common trick of the trade, a very basic tool in the practice of
classical design, has been in use for thousands of years. Yet, it acquired

Figure 11 (opposite top left): Maison Carrée, Nîmes, France. Photograph by Flore Allemandou.
Figure 12 (opposite bottom left): Athenian Treasury, Delphi, Greece. Photograph by Sam Korn.
Figure 13 (opposite top right): Ithiel Town and Alexander Jackson Davis, Federal Hall, New
York. Photographer unknown (Historic American Buildings Survey, Prints and
Photographs Division, Library of Congress).
Figure 14 (opposite bottom right): Baldassare Peruzzi, Palazzo Massimo alle Colonne, Rome.
Photograph by Richard John.
Figure 15 (right): Comparison of the column and anta of the Erechtheion, Athens, from
Charles Normand, Nouveau Parallèle des Ordres (Paris: Firmin Didot, 1819).
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ent. Here, Schinkel’s problem was much simpler. Schinkel has articulated a single order, of somewhat smaller size than the two inserted
minor orders below but necessarily raised on a podium wall in order to
clear the pediment of the portico projecting below. His problem is to
continue the major plan grid up from below, to continue the risalit6 (a
compositional term referring to accented articulation of the end of the
elevation), which is marked below with the anta of the major order.
Presumably because of the irregularity of the base of this wall
caused by its contact with sloping roofs, Schinkel marks the risalit with
a pier free of the articulation of capital and base. What may seem to be
a base at its bottom is actually no more than the continuation of the
coping and curb of the parapet of the portico roof. The entablature is
determined, not by these piers, but by the single small order, made up
of antae as below.
The face of the order, unlike that of the minor order below, is
in the same plane as the face of the pier. The junction of the pier and
the order is articulated by a small reveal that continues down to the
portico roof to separate the planar podium wall from the more threedimensional pier.

Conclusion

Figure 16 (top left): Detail of the Schauspielhaus, Berlin, from
Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Sammlung architectonischer Entwürfe
(Berlin: Wittich, 1828).
Figure 17 (top center): Temple on the Illissos river, Athens, from
James Stuart and Nicholas Revett, Antiquities of Athens (London:
John Haberkorn, 1762).
Figure 18 (top right): The order of the Schauspielhaus, Berlin,
from Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Sammlung architectonischer Entwürfe
(Berlin: Wittich, 1828).
Figure 19 (opposite): Detail of the anta capital of the Erechtheion,
Athens. Photograph by Guillaume Piolle.
Figure 20 (far left): Anta capital of the temple on the Ilissos river,
Athens, from Charles Normand, Nouveau Parallèle des Ordres
(Paris: Firmin Didot, 1819).
Figure 21 (left): Detail of the corner anta of the Schauspielhaus,
Berlin, from Karl Friedrich Schinkel, Sammlung architectonischer
Entwürfe (Berlin: Wittich, 1828).
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several new uses in Schinkel’s building. This setback distinguishes the
otherwise identical minor order entablature and major order capital
from one another. It also creates a hollow beneath the entablature of
the major order. This distinguishes the contiguous entablatures from
one another with a show line heavy enough to outweigh those of any of
their molding sequences and, by placing the minor entablature in
shadow, gives emphasis to the hierarchically more important entablature of the major order.
But it is a very specific reference as well. While the columns of the
Schauspielhaus portico are based on those of the Erechtheion on the
Athenian Acropolis [Figure 18] as is the entablature (though Schinkel
has added modillions below the cornice) the anta capital is not. Most
Ionic anta capitals are formed of a neck articulated by a bead at its lower
edge and at its top by two or more curved moldings, variously ovolo,
hawk’s beak, or cyma reversa [Figure 19]. Such an arrangement is
hardly suggestive of a complete entablature, a sequence of two vertical
planes divided by a molding and surmounted by a projecting cornice.
Schinkel has quoted a particular detail, the anta capital from the
small Ionic amphiprostyle temple on the Ilissos river in Athens [Figure
20]. In the example (fortunately documented by James Stuart and
Nicholas Revett before its destruction in the late eighteenth century)
the bead molding that normally occurs at the bottom of the neck is
placed about midway up the neck in a position making it very suggestive of the cymatium that normally divides architrave and frieze.
As evidence of the specificity with which Schinkel directed formulation of the detail to his compositional problem, it is interesting to
note that the corresponding—and, at first glance, similar—detail at the
entablature of the attic of the same building [Figure 21] is very differ-

Schinkel’s Schauspielhaus, like every other building of merit, achieves a
conceptual continuity only by virtue of resolutions of the smallest of
details. Its design forms a poetic continuum of vision and reason
extending from his most basic decisions of massing and concept, his
identification of the dispositions and conflicts of elements, to his
choice of apparatus and detailing of parts.
Schinkel’s great theater would, beyond doubt, be a lesser work
were it not for his subtle resolutions of detail, made explicit and significant through reference to the forms, syntax, and usage of the classical
tradition. Is it not this tradition that, for better or worse, defined and
directed the discourse of architecture even up to the present? Can we
do other than gain from closer knowledge of it?
In 1996, at his memorial service, Charles Barrett was described by Vincent Scully
as follows: “lonely comrade; loyal friend; [he] was one of the most accomplished architectural draftsman of modern time. His creative imagination and his skill were boundless. Classical architecture lived again in his work. Whole cities rose up under his
hands… It is in the memory of those he left behind and in the work they may do that
he will build his stately mansions now.” This essay was left unpublished at the time
of Charles Barrett’s death. —RTJ
Endnotes
1. Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre, Classical Architecture: The Poetics of Order
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992).
2. Ovid, Metamorphoses, I.4.
3. Klein, Robert. “The Theory of Figurative Expression in Italian. Treatises on the
Impresa.” in Form and Meaning (New York: Viking Press, 1979), pp. 2-24.
4. Erwin Panofsky, Idea: A Concept in Art Theory, trans. J. J. S. Peake (Columbia:
University of South Carolina Press, 1968).
5. Marc-Antoine Laugier, Essai sur l’architecture, (Paris: Duchesne, 1753).
6. Cf. the terms Ressaut in French and Risalto in Italian.
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The New Canon
By Andrés Duany

T

he current renaissance of traditional architecture must be
seen not as a single event, but as a process. A first generation restored the old and sturdy citadel which is the
discipline of the classical language. The current generation can continue to unfurl beautiful banners from the
ramparts, in the hopes that all will recognize its virtue—or it can sally
to take territory by force. There is too much territory forlorn by
American design. I do not allude to the bits held by modernism, but to
the vast areas held by mindless production builders, by the green gadgets that pass for environmental buildings, by the nauseating plan
books, by the junk-space of civic buildings, by the junk-products at
Home Depot, by the hapless mobile home industry. These are blights
on our physical and cultural landscape that can be redeemed only by
traditional designers. This is risky I know. We could jeopardize the
impeccable reputation of the citadel; but we could also show the place
that traditional architecture can hold as nothing else can.
In this quest, we must be as courageous as the generation of
pioneers. Bob Stern, Alan Greenberg, Tom Beeby, Rob Krier, Dimitri
Porphyrios, and Thomas Gordon Smith all risked their good names by
entering the wilderness of postmodernism. But see what they gained on
the other side: the architecture now so confidently rewarded with the
Driehaus Prize.
The best proof that architecture has been well and truly recovered
in that heroic thirty-year campaign is that it can be dependably taught.
Classicists today can be as good as their masters even while still young.
I am aware that the rigor of the classical canon enables this instruction.
I am also aware that the discipline of the orders was the compass that
guided architecture out of postmodernism. But in teaching the orders
today we should take care that students not become overly dependent
on bookish authority. They must not learn the fear of being caught
“incorrect.” The measure should be what Lizz calls “plain old good
architecture.” After all, we are building primarily for the commons, not
the patrons.
Will this generation bore deeper into refinement and elitism, or
will it endeavor to spread classical architecture outwards to a broad,
democratic, indeed populist, future? Will they continue reprinting ever
more esoteric treatises, or will they write new ones conceived to serve,
not the sixteenth or even the twentieth century, but the future which is
upon us?
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To explain what I mean, please permit me a rudimentary example.
How can there be a viable canon of architecture that is incapable of
producing an opening wider than it is high—by that I mean a horizontally proportioned intercolumniation? We cannot be effective today if
we cannot even deal with a simple barn opening or a porte-cochere.
And that is just one problem. We must confront the necessity of
expanding the classical canon if it is to engage the twenty-first century.
I would propose a new ethos—one no longer dedicated to the
polishing of the classical canon of Vitruvius, Palladio, and Vignola, but
to supplementing that canon. Because this process cannot be allowed
to devolve into neo-postmodernist dissipation, it should still be based
on the authority of masters and masterpieces. First we must transcend
the closed historic treatises, to rescue that which was discarded in the
reductive process of writing them. Then we must recover to our side
those transitional nineteenth- and twentieth century architects who
have been assigned to the modernist camp—where they reside as the
foundation of their authority—when they are, in fact, the last great
flowering of classicism.
Take Frank Lloyd Wright. You could see the Prairie School as the
beginning of the fall, but you could also see it as the last of the Greek
Revivals. Wright was among those who, instead of the Parthenon and
all of its proprieties, took the Erechtheion and all of its freedoms, to
extract a contemporary architecture. If the Erechtheion—its dynamic
massing and multiple columniations, its agile engagement with topography, its free repertoire of moldings, its localized symmetries and
rotated approaches, its complex, multi-leveled interior, its contradictions and unresolved tension—is classical, then Wright is certainly
among the great masters of classicism. Wright must be on our side if
we are to take the territory of the twenty-first century.
Another master of the canon would be Joz̆e Plec̆nik, who knew the
classical language perfectly. Like Shakespeare, who found literature in
moribund Latin and bequeathed it in native English with vitality to
spare, Plec̆nik shows us the workings of what my brother Douglas calls
“the vernacular mind.” Not “the vernacular,” which is a style, but the
vernacular mind, which is the way of folk art. It is the ability to
compose from memory and circumstance, to work sequentially through
anything and everything, with craft but not perfection. The folk
tradition, which Plec̆nik brought to classicism, is the essential tool, I
think, to withstand the withering that the twenty-first century will
impose upon us. Léon Krier knows it. Look at his American buildings
at Miami, and at Seaside and Windsor. What lessons do they hold?
Not one of them is correct in the canonical sense, and yet they are
canonical buildings. And so I would also bring into the canon the work
of Léon Krier.
An expanded canon would include newly drawn plates alongside
Vignola’s: the orders of masters such as Gilly, Soane, Thompson, Tony
Garnier, Perret, Hoffman, Loos, Asplund, Piacentini, Terragni,
Stern, Graves, Porphyrios, Rob Krier. This treatise would claim an
enormous amount of new territory for classicism.
A portion of this Driehaus Award will be applied to such a treatise.
We are almost there. We have only to climb one last Everest.
The above remarks were made on the occasion of the award of the 2008 Driehaus
Prize to Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and Andrés Duany. The illustrations opposite, by
Javier Cenicacelaya and Iñigo Saloña, are from the planned treatise referred to above.
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In Pursuit of the Antiquities of Athens and Ionia:
THE TRAVELS OF RICHARD CHANDLER, WILLIAM PARS, AND NICHOLAS REVETT
IN ASIA MINOR AND GREECE IN 1764–66

Following the success of the publication of the first volume of James Stuart and Nicholas Revett’s The Antiquities of Athens in 1762, the Society of the Dilettante resolved
to fund a further expedition, this time not just to Athens, but also to Ionia, the ancient territories along the eastern shores and islands of the Aegean sea, which now fall within
the boundaries of present-day Turkey. On this second journey, Revett was accompanied not by Stuart, but by an Oxford philologist and ancient historian, Richard Chandler,
and a topographical painter, William Pars.1 The important drawings made by Pars on this trip were subsequently engraved to illustrate the second volume of The Antiquities
of Athens and the two volumes of Ionian Antiquities in 1769 and 1797. Their popularity and significance was such that Paul Sandby was given permission to publish
sepia aquatints of Pars’ watercolors before the Society donated the originals to the British Museum in 1799. While the monochrome reproductions of these early views of the
Parthenon, Erechtheion, and other ancient sites are familiar from The Antiquities of Athens, the original watercolors have rarely been exhibited and almost none have been
published in full color.2 To accompany the selection of William Pars’ drawings reproduced here, some brief excerpts have been chosen from Richard Chandler’s journal of the trip,3
which vividly bring to life the challenges facing this first archaeological expedition into Asia Minor. —RTJ
THE ACROPOLIS, ATHENS4
The acropolis, asty, or citadel, was the city of Cecrops.5 It is now a
fortress, with a thick irregular wall, standing on the brink of precipices,
and enclosing a large area, about twice as long as broad. Some portions
of the ancient wall may be discovered on the outside,
particularly at the two extreme angles; and in many
places it is patched with pieces of columns, and with
marbles taken from the ruins. A considerable sum
had been recently expended on the side next
Hymettus, which was finished before we arrived. The
scaffolding had been removed to the end toward
Pentele,6 but money was wanting, and the workmen
were withdrawn. The garrison consists of a few
Turks, who reside there with their families, and are
called by the Greeks Castriani, or the soldiers of the
castle. These hollow nightly from their station above
the town, to approve their vigilance. Their houses
overlook the city, plain, and gulf, and the situation is
pleasant, but too airy, and attended with so many
inconveniences, that those who are able, and have the option, prefer
living below, when not on duty. The rock is lofty, abrupt, and inaccessible, except the front, which is toward the Piraeus; and on that quarter
is a mountainous ridge, within cannon-shot. It is destitute of water fit
for drinking, and supplies are daily carried up in earthen jars, on horses
and asses, from one of the conduits in the town.
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The acropolis furnished a very ample field to the ancient
virtuosi. It was filled with monuments of Athenian glory, and exhibited
an amazing display of beauty, of opulence, and of art; each contending,
as it were, for the superiority. It appeared as one
entire offering to the Deity, surpassing in excellence,
and astonishing in richness. Even Pausanias seems
here to be distressed by the multiplicity of his subject.
But this banquet, as it were, of the senses has long
been withdrawn, and is now become like the tale of a
vision. The spectator views with concern the marble
ruins intermixed with mean flat-roofed cottages, and,
extant amid rubbish, the sad memorials of a nobler
people; which, however, as visible from the sea,
should have introduced modern Athens to more early
notice. They who reported it was only a small village,
must, it has been surmised, have beheld the acropolis
through the wrong end of their telescopes.
THE PROPYLAIA (Figure 1)
The acropolis has now, as formerly, only one entrance, which fronts the
Piraeus.7 The ascent is by traverses and rude fortifications, furnished
with cannon, but without carriages, and neglected. By the second gate
is the station of the guard, who sits cross-legged under cover, much at
his ease, smoking his pipe or drinking coffee; with his companions

Figure 1: William Pars, The Propylaia, Athens, 323mm x 448mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

about him in like attitudes. Over this gateway is an inscription in large
characters on a stone turned upside down, and black from the fires
made below. It records a present of a pair of gates.
Going farther up, you come to the ruins of the propylea, an edifice
which graced the entrance into the citadel. This was one of the
structures of Pericles, who began it when Euthymenes was archon, four
hundred thirty-five years before Christ. It was completed in five years,
at the expense of two thousand and twelve talents. It was of marble, of
the Doric order, and had five doors, to afford an easy passage to the
multitudes, which resorted on business or devotion to the acropolis.
The Propylea have ceased to be the entrance of the acropolis. The
passage, which was between the columns in the centre, is walled up
almost to their capitals, and above is a battery of cannon. The way now
winds before the front of the ancient structure, and, turning to the left
hand among rubbish and mean walls, you come to the back part, and

to the five doorways. The soil without is risen higher than the top of
the two smaller. There, under the vault and cannon, lies an heap of large
stones, the ruin of the roof.
The temple of Victory,8 standing on an abrupt rock, has its back
and one side unincumbered with the modern ramparts. The columns in
the front being walled up, you enter it by a breach in the side within the
Propylea. It was used by the Turks as a magazine for powder, until
about the year 1656; when a sudden explosion, occasioned by lightning, carried away the roof, with a house erected on it, belonging to the
officer who commanded in the acropolis, whose whole family, except a
girl, perished. The women of the Aga9 continued to inhabit in this
quarter, but it is now abandoned and in ruins.
The pediment of the temple of Victory, with that of the opposite
wing, is described as remaining in 1676; but on each building a square
tower had been erected. One of the steps in the front of the Propylea
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left hand, is the rubbish of the pile, erected to supply the place of a
column; and on the right, a staircase, which leads out on the architrave,
and has a marble or two with inscriptions, but worn so as not to be
legible. It belonged to the minaret, which has been destroyed.
It is to be regretted that so much admirable sculpture as is still
extant about this fabric should be all likely to perish, as it were immaturely, from ignorant contempt and brutal violence.10 Numerous carved
stones have disappeared; and many lying in the ruinous heaps, moved
our indignation at the barbarism daily exercised in defacing them.
Besides the two pediments, all the metopes were decorated with large
figures in alto relievo, of which several are almost entire on the side next
Hymettus. These are exceedingly striking, especially when viewed with
a due proportion of light and shade, the sun rising behind the mountain. Their subject is the same as was chosen for the sandals of Minerva,
or the battle of the Centaurs and Lapithae. On the frieze of the cell was
carved, in basso relievo, the solemnity of a sacrifice to Minerva; and of
this one hundred and seventy feet are standing, the greater part in good
preservation, containing a procession on horseback. On two stones,
which have fallen, are oxen led as victims. On another, fourteen feet
long, are the virgins called Canephori, which assisted at the rites, bearing the sacred canisters on their heads, and in their hands each a taper;
with other figures, one a venerable person with a beard, reading in a
large volume, which is partly supported by a boy. This piece, now

Title
Author

inserted in the wall of the fortress, is supposed to have ranged in the
centre of the back front of the cell. We purchased two fine fragments
of the frieze, which we found inserted over doorways in the town; and
were presented with a beautiful trunk, which had fallen from the
metopes, and lay neglected in the garden of a Turk.11
The marquis de Nointell, ambassador from France to the Porte in
the year 1672, employed a painter to delineate the frieze;12 but his
sketches, the labour of a couple of months, must have been very imperfect, being made from beneath, without scaffolding, his eyes straining
upwards. Mr. Pars devoted a much longer time to this work, which he
executed with diligence, fidelity, and courage. His post was generally on
the architrave of the colonnade, many feet from the ground, where he
was exposed to gusts of wind, and to accidents in passing to and fro.
Several of the Turks murmured, and some threatened, because he overlooked their houses; obliging them to confine or remove the women, to
prevent their being seen from that exalted station. Besides views and
other sculptures, he designed one hundred ninety-six feet of bass-relief
in the acropolis.
THE ERECHTHEION (Figure 3)
We proceed now to the cluster of ruins on the north side of the
Parthenon, containing the Erechtheum, and the temple of Pandrosos,
daughter of Cecrops. The ruin of the Erechtheum is of white marble,

Figure 2: William Pars, The Parthenon, Athens, 360mm x 552mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

was entire, with the four columns, their entablature and the pediment.
The portico, to which the five doorways belonged, consisted of a large
square room, roofed with slabs of marble, which were laid on two great
marble beams, and sustained by four beautiful columns. These were
Ionic, the proportions of this order best suiting that purpose, as taller
than the Doric; the reason it was likewise preferred in the pronaos of
the temple of Victory. The roof of the Propylea, after standing above
two thousand years, was probably destroyed, with all the pediments, by
the Venetians in 1687, when they battered the castle in front, firing
red-hot bullets, and took it, but were compelled to resign it again to the
Turks in the following year. The exterior walls, and in particular a side
of the temple of Victory, retain many marks of their hostilities.
Pausanias was really, or pretended to be, ignorant to whom the
equestrian statues before the wings of the Propylea belonged. One of
the pedestals, which remains, will supply this deficiency. The whole is
immured, except the front; which has been much battered by cannonshot; and on this my companions, while busied in measuring and drawing, discovered some Greek letters, high above the ground. After

repeated trials, in which I was assisted by a pocket-telescope, I procured
the inscription, which may be thus translated; “The people have erected
Marcus Agrippa, son of Lucius, thrice consul, the friend of Caius.”
THE PARTHENON (Figure 2)
It is not easy to conceive a more striking object than the Parthenon,
though now a mere ruin. The columns within the naos have all been
removed, but on the floor may be seen the circles, which directed the
workmen in placing them; and at the farther end, is a groove across it,
as for one of the partitions of the cell. The recess erected by the
Christians is demolished, and from the rubbish of the ceiling the
Turkish boys collect bits of the mosaic, of different colours, which
composed the picture. We were told at Smyrna, that this substance had
taken a polish, and been set in buckles. The cell is about half demolished; and in the columns which surrounded it is a large gap near the
middle. On the walls are some traces of the paintings. Before the
portico is a reservoir, sunk in the rock, to supply the Turks with water
for the purifications customary on entering their mosques. In it, on the
Figure 3: William Pars, The Erechtheion, Athens, 310mm x 547mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.
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the architectural ornaments of very exquisite workmanship, and
uncommonly curious. The columns of the front of the temple of
Neptune are standing with the architrave; and also the skreen and portico of Minerva Polias, with a portion of the cell retaining traces of the
partition-wall. The order is Ionic. An edifice revered by ancient Attica,
as holy in the highest degree, was in 1676 the dwelling of a Turkish
family; and is now deserted and neglected; but many ponderous stones
and much rubbish must be removed, before the well and trident would
appear. The former, at least, might probably be discovered. The portico is used as a powder-magazine; but we obtained permission to dig
and to examine the outside. The doorway of the vestibule is walled up,
and the soil risen nearly to the top of the doorway of the Pandroseum.
By the portico is a battery commanding the town, from which ascends
an amusing hum. The Turks fire from it, to give notice of the
commencement of Ramazan, or of their Lent, and of bairam, or the
holydays, and on other public occasions. The Pandroseum is a small
but very particular building, of which no satisfactory idea can be communicated by description. The entablature is supported by women,
called Caryatides.13 Their story is thus related. The Greeks, victorious
in the Persian war, jointly destroyed Carya, a city of the Peloponnesus,
which had favoured the common enemy. They cut off the males, and
carried into captivity the women, whom they compelled to retain their
former dress and ornaments, though in a state of servitude. The architects of those times, to perpetuate the memory of their punishment,
represented them, as in this instance, each with a burden on her head,
one hand uplifted to it, and the other hanging down by her side. The
images were in number six, all looking toward the Parthenon. The four
in front, with that next to the Propylea, remain, but mutilated, and their

faces besmeared with paint. The soil is risen almost to the top of the
basement on which they are placed. This temple was open or latticed
between the statues; and in it also was a stunted olive-tree, with an altar
of Jupiter Herceus standing under it. The Propylea are nearly in a line
with the space dividing it from the Parthenon; which disposition,
besides its other effects, occasioned the front and flank of the latter
edifice to be seen at once by those who approached it from the entrance
of the Acropolis.
TEMPLE OF POSEIDON, SOUNION14 (Figure 4)
We now approached cape Sunium, which is steep, abrupt, and rocky.
On it is the ruin of the temple of Minerva Sunias, overlooking from its
lofty situation the subject deep, and visible from afar. We often lost,
and recovered again, the view of this beautiful object; sailing on a wide
canal, between Attica and Macronisi, or Long Island. This was called
anciently Helene, because, it was said, Helen had landed on it in her
way to Lacedaemon, after Troy was taken. It ranges, like Euboea,
before the continent, and belonged to the Athenians; but was of little
value, being rough and desert. It was reckoned about sixty stadia, or
seven miles and a half, long; five miles from Sunium, and as many from
Cea, which lies beyond it.
The waves, on our arrival near the promontory, broke gently, with
a hollow murmur, at the foot of the rock beneath the temple. At the
entrance of the shining gulf was a little fleet of Hydriote vessels,15 eight
in number, coming out with white triangular sails. We anchored within
the cape in the port of Sunium, near three hours before mid-day; and
landing, ascended to the ruin. Meanwhile our sailors, except two or
three who accompanied us, stripped to their drawers to bathe, all of

Figure 5: William Pars, The Gymnasium at Alexandria Troas, 300mm x 550mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

them swimming and diving remarkably well; some running about on
the sharp rocks with naked feet, as if void of feeling; and some
examining the bottom of the clear water for the echinus, or sea-urchin,
a species of shell-fish common on this coast, full of prickles like a
chesnut, and now in perfection, the moon being nearly at the full.
The temple of Minerva Sunias was of white marble, and probably
erected in the same happy period with the great temple of Minerva,
called the Parthenon, in the acropolis at Athens, or in the time of
Pericles, it having like proportions, though far inferior in magnitude.
The order is Doric, and it appears to have been a fabric of exquisite
beauty. It had six columns in front. Nine columns were standing on the
south-west side in the year 1676, and five on the opposite, with two
antae or pilasters at the south end, and part of the pronaos. The number is now twelve, besides two in front and one of the antae; the other
lying in a heap, having been recently thrown down, as we were
informed, by the famous Jaffier Bey, then captain of a Turkish galeote,
to get at the metal uniting the stones. The ruin of the pronaos is much
diminished. The columns next to the sea are scaled and damaged,
owing to their aspect. We searched diligently for inscriptions, but
without success, except finding on the wall of the temple many modern
names,16 with the following memorial in Greek, cut in rude and
barbarous characters, but with some labour: Onesimus remembered his sister
Chreste. The old name Sunium is disused, and the cape distinguished by
its columns, Capo Colonni.

THE GYMNASIUM AT ALEXANDRIA TROAS17 (Figure 5)
The Christian religion was planted early at Troas. In the beginning of
the fifth century, the bishop, Silvanus, was required to deliver a vessel
from a demon, which was believed to detain it, as it could not be
launched. It was intended for transporting large columns, and was of
great size. Going down to the beach, he prayed, and taking hold of a
rope, called on the multitude to assist, when the ship readily obeyed
him, and hurried into the sea. But the churches have been so long
demolished, that the traces of them are uncertain.
The desolation of this place was begun, and probably completed,
before the extinction of the Greek empire. Many houses and public
structures at Constantinople have since been raised with its materials.
We found only a few inconsiderable remnants of white marble by the
principal ruin, where formerly was a vast heap. Some pieces in the water
by the port, and two large granite columns, were perhaps removed
to the shore to be ready for embarkation. The magazine is yet far
from being exhausted. The name Troas was not become obsolete in the
year 1389.
We were employed at Troas chiefly in taking a plan and two views
of the principal ruin.18 We dined under a spreading tree before the
arcade; and on the second day had just resumed our labour, when we
were almost reduced to fly with precipitation. One of the Turks,
coming to us, emptied the ashes from his pipe, and a spark of fire fell
unobserved in the grass, which was long, parched by the sun, and
inflammable like tinder. A brisk wind soon kindled a blaze, which

Figure 4: William Pars, Temple of Poseidon, Sounion, 237mm x 473mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.
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withered in an instant the leaves of the bushes and trees in its way,
seized the branches and roots, and devoured all before it with prodigious crackling and noise, and with a thick smoke, leaving the ground
black, and the stones hot. We were much alarmed, as a general conflagration of the country seemed likely to ensue. The Turks with their
sabres cut down boughs, and we all begun buffetting the flames, which
were at length subdued; the ruins somewhat retarding their progress,
and enabling us to combat them more effectually. The struggle lasted
about an hour, and a considerable tract of ground was laid waste. Close
by was an area with dry matted grass, where no exertion could have
delayed the fire, but in a moment it would have acquired the mastery,
and must have ravaged uncontrolled, until repelled by the wind. The
janizary signalized his prowess in this engagement. The sun shone
exceedingly hot, and we were all covered with smoke and smut.
In the evening we returned to the vineyard, and found our cook,
with two or three of the Turks, busy in a hovel, roasting a kid on a
wooden spit or stake. We sat down with our Jew and janizary, and the
flesh proved excellent. Our table was a mat on the ground, beneath a
spreading vine. Our men formed a like group at a little distance from
us. Soon after we fell asleep, and the starry heaven was our canopy.

THE THEATER AT MILETOS19 (Figure 6)
Miletus is a very mean place, but still called Palat or Palatia, the Palaces.
The principal relic of its former magnificence is a ruined theatre, which
is visible afar off, and was a most capacious edifice, measuring in front
four hundred and fifty-seven feet. The external face of this vast fabric
is marble, and the stones have a projection near the upper edge, which,
we surmised, might contribute to the raising them with facility. The
seats ranged, as usual, on the slope of a hill, and a few of them remain.
The vaults, which supported the extremities of the semicircle, with the
arches or avenues in the two wings, are constructed with such solidity
as not easily to be demolished. The entrance of the vault or substruction, on the left side, was filled up with soil; but we examined that next
the river; one of our Armenians going before us with a candle in a long
paper lantern. The moment we had crept in, innumerable large bats
began flitting about us. The stench was hardly tolerable; and the
commotion of the air, with the apprehensions of our attendant, threatened us with the loss of our light. After we had gone a considerable way
in, we found the passage choked with dry filth, and returned.
The whole site of the town, to a great extent, is spread with
rubbish, and overrun with thickets. The vestiges of the heathen city are

Figure 7: William Pars, Temple of Apollo, Didyma, 299mm x 469mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

pieces of wall, broken arches, and a few scattered pedestals, and inscriptions, a square marble urn, and many wells. One of the pedestals has
belonged to a statue of the emperor Hadrian, who was a friend to the
Milesians, as appears from the titles of saviour and benefactor bestowed
on him. Another has supported the emperor Severus, and has a long
inscription, with this curious preamble: “The senate and people of the
city of the Milesians, the first settled in Ionia, and the mother of many
and great cities both in Pontus and Egypt, and in various other parts of
the world.” This lies among the bushes behind the theatre. Near the
ferry is a large lion in a couchant posture, much injured; and in a
Turkish burying-ground another. These were placed on graves, or
perhaps before a building for ornament. Some fragments of ordinary
churches are interspersed among the ruins; and traces remain of an old
fortress erected upon the theatre, beneath which is a square enclosure,
designed, it seems, as a station for an armed party to dispute or defend
the passage of the river. Several piers of a mean aqueduct are standing.
The fountain named from Biblis, with the scene of the stories concerning her passion, was in the territory of Miletus. A marble quarry, if

I mistake not, is discernible on the mountain, which bounds the plain
on the left hand, at a distance toward the sea.
THE TEMPLE OF APOLLO AT DIDYMA20 (Figures 7 and 8)
The temple of Apollo was eighteen or twenty stadia, or about two miles
and a half, from the shore; and one hundred and eighty stadia, or
twenty-two miles and a half, from Miletus. It is approached by a gentle ascent, and seen afar off; the land toward the sea lying flat and level.
The memory of the pleasure which this spot afforded me will not be
soon or easily erased. The columns yet entire are so exquisitely fine, the
marble mass so vast and noble, that it is impossible perhaps to conceive
greater beauty and majesty of ruin. At evening, a large flock of goats,
returning to the fold, their bells tinkling, spread over the heap, climbing to browse on the shrubs and trees growing between the huge stones.
The whole mass was illuminated by the declining sun with a variety of
rich tints, and cast a very strong shade. The sea, at a distance, was
smooth and shining, bordered by a mountainous coast, with rocky
islands. The picture was as delicious as striking. A view of part of the

Figure 6: William Pars, The Theater at Miletos, 296mm x 471mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.
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Figure 8: William Pars, Didyma, 180mm x 210mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the
British Museum.

heap, with plates of the architecture of this glorious edifice, has been
engraved and published, with its history, at the expense of the society
of Dilettanti.21
We found among the ruins, which are extensive, a plain stone cistern, covered, except an end, with soil; many marble coffins, unopened,
or with the lids broken; and one, in which was a thigh bone; all sunk
deep in earth: with five statues, near each other, in a row, almost buried.
In the stubble of some Turkey wheat were a number of bee-hives, each
a long hollow trunk of wood headed like a barrel, piled in a heap. An
Armenian, who was with me, on our putting up a hare, to my surprise
slunk away. This animal, as I was afterwards informed, is held in
abomination by that people, and the seeing it accounted an ill omen.
The temple of Apollo Didymeus seeming likely to detain us some
time, we regretted the entire solitude of the spot, which obliged us to
fix our quarters at Ura. Our Armenian cook, who tarried there with our
baggage, sent us provisions ready dressed, and we dined under a shady
tree by the ruins. Our horses were tied, and feeding by us. Our camelleader testified his benevolence and regard, by frequent tenders of his
short pipe, and of coffee, which he made unceasingly, sitting crosslegged by a small fire. The crows settled in large companies round
about, and the partridge called in the stubble.
At our return in the evening to Ura, we found two fires, with our
kettles boiling, in the open air, amid the huts and thickets. A mat was
spread for us on the ground by one of them. The Turks of Ura, about
fourteen in number, some with long beards, sitting cross-legged, helped
to complete the grotesque circle. We were lighted by the moon, then
full, and shining in a blue cloudless sky. The Turks smoked, talked, and
drank coffee with great gravity, composure, and deliberation. One
entertained us with playing on the Turkish guitar, and with uncouth
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singing. The thin-voiced women, curious to see us, glided as ghosts
across the glades, in white, with their faces muffled. The assemblage
and the scene was uncommonly wild, and as solemn as savage.
The attention and knowledge of our guests was wholly confined to
agriculture, their flocks and herds. They called the ruin of the temple
an old castle, and we inferred from their answers to our inquiries about
it, that the magnificence of the building had never excited in them one
reflection, or indeed attracted their observation, even for a moment.
Our discourse, which was carried on by interpreters, not very expert in
the Italian language, soon became languid and tiresome; and the
fatigues of the day contributed to render repose and silence desirable.
We retired after supper to one of the huts, which was near the fire, and,
like the rest, resembled a soldier’s tent, being made with poles inclining, as the two sides of a triangle, and thatched with straw. It was barely
a covering for three persons lying on the ground. The furniture was a
jar of salted olives, at the farther end. Our men slept round the fire, and
watched some hours for an opportunity to shoot the bull, which twice
came near the huts, allured by the cattle. He then changed his haunt,
removing to a thicket at a distance, where we frequently saw him, or
heard him roar. The weather as yet was clear and pleasant, and the sun
powerful. We drooped with heat at noon, but at night experienced
cold, and in the morning our thatch was dripping with wet.
The disorders which began to prevail among us required a speedy
exchange of the thickets for some lodging less damp and chilly. We
renewed our journey, after two entire days, with satisfaction; leaving the
temple at eleven, on a Friday, and travelling nearly south-eastward over
low stony land covered with tufts or bushes. Before us was the mountain anciently called Grius, a high craggy range, parallel to mount
Latmus; then stretching from the Milesian territory eastward through
Caria as far as Euromus, which was on the seacoast, and once a place of
some consequence.
ARCH AND TOMB AT MILAS22 (Figures 9 and 10)
Mylasa, or Mylassa, was the capital of Hecatomnus, king of Caria, and
father of Mausolus. It has been described as situated by a very fertile
plain, with a mountain rising above it, in which was a quarry of very
fine white marble. This being near, was exceedingly convenient in
building, and had contributed greatly to the beauty of the city, which,
it is said, if any, was handsomely adorned with public edifices, porticoes, and temples. The latter were so numerous, that a certain musician
entering the market-place, as if to make proclamation, began, instead
of, Hear, ye people, with, Hear, ye temples. The founders of the city were
censured as inconsiderate in placing it beneath a steep precipice, by
which it was commanded. Under the Romans it was a free city. Its
distance from the sea, where nearest, or from Physcus, opposite the
island of Rhodes, was eighty stadia, or ten miles. It is still a large place,
commonly called Melasso. The houses are numerous, but chiefly of
plaster, and mean, with trees interspersed. The air is accounted bad; and
scorpions abound, as anciently, entering often at the doors and
windows, and lurking in the rooms. The plain is surrounded by lofty
mountains, and cultivated; but was now parched and bare, except some
spots green with the tobacco plant, which was in flower, and pleasing
to the eye.

Figure 9: William Pars, Arch at Milas, 296mm x 471mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

Our first inquiry was for the temple, erected about twelve years
before the Christian era by the people of Mylasa to Augustus Caesar
and the goddess Rome, which was standing not many years ago. We
were shewn the basement, which remains, and were informed the ruin
had been demolished, and a new mosque, which we saw on the mountain-side, above the town, raised with the marble. The house of a Turk
occupying the site, we employed the Hungarian to treat with him for
admission; but he affirmed we could see nothing; and added, that there
was his haram, or the apartment of his women, which was an obstacle
not to be surmounted. It had six columns in front, and the whole
number had been twenty-two.
On the hill, and not far from the basement of the temple, is a
column of the Corinthian order, standing, with a flat-roofed cottage,
upon a piece of solid wall. It has supported a statue, and on the shaft
is an inscription. “The people have erected Menander, son of Ouliades,
son of Euthydemus, a benefactor to his country, and descended from
benefactors.” The Turk, who lived in the cottage, readily permitted a
ladder to be placed on the terrace for measuring the capital, which was
done as expeditiously as possible, but not before we were informed that

several of the inhabitants murmured because their houses were overlooked. Besides this, two fluted columns of the Ionic order remained
not many years since.
Beneath the hill, on the east side of the town, is an arch or gateway
of marble, of the Corinthian order. On the keystone of the exterior
front, which is eastward, we observed a double hatchet, as on the two
marbles near Myus. It was with difficulty we procured ladders to reach
the top; and some were broken before we could find three sufficiently
long and strong for our purpose. The going up, when these were united,
was not without danger. The aga had expressed some wonder at our
employment, as described to him; and seeing one of my companions on
the arch,23 from a window of his house, which was opposite, pronounced him, as we were told, a brave fellow, but without brains. We
desired him to accept our umbrella, on his sending to purchase it for a
present to a lady of his haram, who was going into the country. By the
arch was a fountain, to which women came with earthen pitchers for
water, and with their faces muffled.
We saw a broad marble pavement, with vestiges of a theatre, near
the Corinthian column. Toward the centre of the town we observed a
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Figure 10: William Pars, Tomb at Milas, 297mm x 471mm, Watercolor. ©Trustees of the British Museum.

small pool of water, and by it the massive arches of some public edifice.
In the court of the aga’s house was an altar much ornamented. We
found an altar likewise in the streets, and a pedestal or two half buried,
with pieces of ancient wall. Round the town are ranges of broken
columns, the remnants of porticoes, now, with rubbish, bounding the
vineyards. A large portion of the plain is covered with scattered fragments, and with piers of ordinary aqueducts; besides inscriptions,
mostly ruined and illegible. Some altars dedicated to Hecatomnus have
been discovered.
About a quarter of a mile from the town is a sepulchre, of the
species called by the ancients distega, or double-roofed. It consisted of two
square rooms. In the lower, which has a doorway, were deposited the
urns with the ashes of the deceased. In the upper, the relations and
friends solemnized the anniversary of the funeral, and performed stated
rites. A hole made through the floor was designed for pouring libations
of honey, milk, or wine, with which it was usual to gratify the manes or
spirits. The roof is remarkable for its construction; but two stones are
wanting, and some distorted. It is supported by pillars of the
Corinthian order, fluted, some of which have suffered from violence,
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being hewn near the bases, with a view to destroy the fabric for the iron
and materials. The shafts are not circular, but elliptical; and in the
angular columns square. The reason is, the sides, which are now open,
were closed with marble pannels; and that form was necessary to give
them a due projection. The inside has been painted blue. This structure
is the first object, as you approach from Iasus, and stands by the road.
The entrance was on the farther side, the ascent to it probably by a pair
of steps, occasionally applied and removed.
Going down from this building, and turning from Mylasa, westward, you have the mountain on the right hand, and come, in about an
hour, to another sepulchre. This is cut in the rock, high up in the side,
near the top, and very difficult of access. Within the doorway on each
side is a seat or bench, on which, it is likely, the urns were placed; and
beyond is a smaller camera, or arched room. Over the entrance, without, is carved in basso relievo a facade; two Tuscan pillars between two
pilasters, with an entablature and pediment, and a door. The slope of
the mountain has been covered with innumerable sepulchres. In this the
Swiss, as he told us, had persevered, digging for three nights, hoping to
find some hidden treasure.

CONCLUSION: “Embark for England”24
On leaving Athens it was our purpose, after refreshing at Zante, to
proceed to Ithaca, Cephallenia, and Corfu, the countries of Ulysses and
Alcinous; and from the latter island to Brindisi and Naples. We were
compelled to abandon that plan by the difficulty of procuring from
Leghorn so large a sum of money as was necessary, and, besides other
considerations, by the infirm state of health under which we laboured.
The consul accepted our bills for three hundred Venetian zechins; of
which near one hundred and thirty were remitted to Mr. Paul the
consul at Patrae, who had most readily and obligingly supplied us to
that amount. Our return to England was resolved on, and we waited
impatiently for the ships expected from Venice; whither it is required
that all vessels go before they lade with currants at Zante.
During our residence in the city, the house of a person who had
fled from justice was razed to the ground by a party of soldiers; and the
body of a state-prisoner, one Balsamachi of Cephallenia, who had been
sent in irons from Constantinople, was exposed for a day on a gallows.
He succeeded us in our apartments in the Lazaretto, and, when his
quarantine expired, was privately strangled there, conveyed in a boat
across the harbour, and suspended in the morning early; a paper hanging on his breast, inscribed with his name, his country, and crime in
capital letters.
Some smaller vessels, which arrived, brought us intelligence that
the Roman Emperor, captain Lad, and the Sea-horse, captain James, for
London, were preparing to sail from Venice. We agreed for a passage,
and put our baggage and provisions on board the Roman Emperor, but
were induced to remand them; and then fixed our hopes on the Sea-horse.
That ship tarrying elsewhere, we embarked in the evening, on Sunday,
September the 1st, New Style, 1766, in the brig Diligence, captain Long,
carrying five men and two boys, bound for Bristol. After a stormy and
perilous voyage we anchored in King-road on the 2nd of November;
but the Sea-horse was lost at Scilly on the llth of the following month.

Endnotes
1. Pars’ brief career was best summed up by his friend and fellow artist Thomas Jones
who lamented his death thus in November 1782: “He was appointed by the Dillettante
Society to accompany Dr Chandler and Mr Revett as Draughtsman in their journey to
Greece-He afterward travelled with Lord Palmerston, over Switzerland, Part of
Germany and Ireland in the same Capacity-And this habit of life, notwithstanding his
affected Protestations to the Contrary, certainly gave him an inward bias in favour of
Landscape, though brought up to Portrait-He executed his tinted Drawings after
nature, with a taste peculiar to himself-And though, in a fit of the Spleen, he would
sometimes curse his fate, in being obliged to follow such trifling an Employment; as he
called it-it was with the greatest Difficulty his Friends could detach him from this
favourite Study, and persuade him to apply to Portrait painting-in which line there was
now a fair Opening-He took our advice at last, and the Success he met with justified
our Opinion-but-Poor Pars! his good fortune came too late to do him much Service-I
shall only add that though he was rather hasty and sometimes indeed Violent in his
Temper-He was a Warm and sincere friend-Adieu Dear Pars! Adieu.” See A. P. Oppé,
ed., “Memoirs of Thomas Jones, Penkerrig, Radnorshire,” Walpole Society, 32 (1946-8).
2. Some were published in black and white in R. Chandler, Travels in Asia Minor 17641765, edited and abridged by Edith Clay (London: British Museum, 1971). All the
drawings by William Pars reproduced here are ©Trustees of the British Museum.
3. Richard Chandler, Travels in Asia Minor and Greece (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1825).
Punctuation, though not spelling, has occasionally been modernized; ellipses have not
been indicated.
4. Idem, Vol. II, Chapters 8-11.
5. Mythical founder and first king of Athens.
6. Mount Pentelikon.
7. The port of Athens.
8. The temple of Athena Nike.
9. Kislar Aga, the chief eunuch.
10. Similar sentiments, no doubt, motivated Lord Elgin some thirty-five years later.
11. The whereabouts of these fragments of the frieze removed by Chandler’s group is
not known; see Mary Beard, The Parthenon (London: Profile Books, 2002), p. 86.
12. Jacques Carrey, on whose drawings see T. Bowie and D. Thimme, The Carrey
Drawings of the Parthenon Sculptures (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1971).
13. Here Chandler makes the common mistake of assuming that Vitruvius’ account of
Caryatids refers to the Porch of the Maidens of the Erechtheion. On this confusion see
Alexandra L Lesk, “Caryatides probantur inter pauca operum: Pliny, Vitruvius, and the
Semiotics of the Erechtheion Maidens at Rome” in Arethusa, Volume 40, Number 1,
Winter 2007, pp. 25-42.
14. Idem, Vol. 1, Chapter 2.
15. From the Saronic island of Hydra in the Aegean sea.
16. Some decades later, Byron added to this mass of graffiti by infamously scratching
his own name on one of the columns of this temple; Beard, op. cit., p. 14.
17. Idem, Vol. 1, Chapters 9-10. The modern name for Alexandria Troas, which is situated on western coast of Turkey, is Eski Stambul.
18. A bath-gymnasium complex built by Herodes Atticus.
19. Idem, Vol 1, Chapter 42. William Pars here depicts Richard Chandler already on
the ferry and dismounted, while Nicholas Revett and Pars himself are about to board.
20. Idem, Vol. 1, Chapters 43-4.
21. See Ionian Antiquities, Vol. I, 1769, Chapter III.
22. Idem, Vol. 1, Chapter 56. Modern-day Milas in South-western Turkey.
23. Probably Revett, to measure the entablature as can be seen in Pars’ watercolor.
24. Idem, Vol. 2, Chapter 79.
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Mirror, Mirror…
Carl Laubin: Paintings
By John Russell Taylor and David Watkin. Designed by Norman Turpin.
London: Plus One Publishing, 2007.
Reviewed by Richard W. Cameron
FOR STUDENTS OF CLASSICAL ARCHITECTURE the 1980s
were exciting but fraught years—filled with the hope that postmodernism would evolve into a full-blown classical revival while we teetered
on the edge of deconstruction and a resurrected mid-century modernism. Those of us who began our studies at that time all remember
the “style” battles as they played out in the journals of the day—
Progressive Architecture, Architectural Record, Blueprint et al. In the midst of
this eclectic noise one journal often stood out—particularly because of
its striking covers. They occasionally broke through the cloud of argument like a beautiful tune out of the fog, beckoning us to a different
place: part an evocation of an idealized past and part a gently utopian
future. The journal was AD (Architectural Design, published by Andreas
Papadakis, who is sadly no longer with us), which was almost alone in
publishing the work of the artists and architects working their way
towards a classical revival. The most striking images AD published in
those years (to my mind) were two paintings: one a limpid view along
the Thames of a new housing project by Jeremy Dixon and Associates
for the Isle of Dogs (Dudgeon’s Wharf, 1986); and one a “Claudeian”
view of Léon Krier’s project for a new town on the island of Tenerife
(Atlantis at Sunrise, 1987). Both of these paintings (for they are clearly
that and not simply architectural renderings) have a kind of shimmering quality that simultaneously evoke painters like Claude and Corot
while clearly being works of contemporary realism. I remember
wondering at the time “who is Carl Laubin (the artist) and what is his
background?” I found out eventually that he trained at Cornell as an
architect and had worked for the London-based architect Jeremy Dixon
for a number of years (in fact it was through Laubin’s work for Dixon
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Carl Laubin, Dudgeon’s Wharf, 81cm x 110cm, Oil on Canvas.

that both became well-known in North America). The series of paintings that Laubin produced of Dixon’s project for the Royal Opera
House at Covent Garden conveyed a frolicking and lively reality, set
against the background of Dixon’s new buildings. They made the vision
of a revived traditional architecture seem entirely believeable and of our
time—if slightly theatrical and sanitized. Other striking images followed of projects by Léon Krier, John Simpson, and John Outram—
each one more convincing than the last. And then the moment passed.
Postmodernism ran its course and was quickly replaced by deconstuction and a return to conservative modernism. The new classicists went
on and the movement grew but it has lacked the visibility and vitality
that AD and Laubin’s paintings gave it in the 1980s. And of course
Carl Laubin kept on painting.
Now we have this marvelous new book Carl Laubin: Paintings by John
Russell Taylor and David Watkin, which draws aside the veil on the

artist and his practice—at least in part. We should all be grateful for
this book for several reasons, but the first and most important is the
publication of Laubin’s work to date. Not only are the AD cover paintings included, but much else which is equally, if not more important.
Laubin’s early work was influenced by artists like Hopper and
Hockney, and his own background as an architectural draughtsman
trained at Cornell. Laubin’s father was an instrument maker and an
amateur painter, and Laubin received his early artistic training from
him. Both essays by Prof. Watkin and Prof. Taylor (which run in parallel following Laubin’s career and work and provide two independent
assessments of it) give us a good feeling for his formation as an artist.
So there are early paintings like Holly Place, which combine realistic
painting with drawing in a finished work, playing with the conventions
of both, or Madame X, which combines a quotation of the famous
Sargent painting with fragments from architectural plans and profiles.
The other preoccupation in Laubin’s early work is with photorealism, which while technically virtuoso is somehow less appealing. There
are sweeping views of the English coast almost invariably including the
figure of the artist’s wife walking away from the viewer, paintings of
boats, of the seashore, and the British countryside, all rendered in
loving if sometimes hard-edged detail. These eschew any architectural
preoccupation and focus exclusively on the landscape in the changing
light. Prof. Watkin’s essay does a thorough job of placing Laubin’s
work in its historical context tracing both the contemporary realist
influences at work as well as the work of earlier painters like Claude,
Canaletto, Guardi, and others. Prof. Watkin’s focus on the capriccio is
significant because as Laubin’s career progressed he composed more
and more elaborate variations on the capriccio, not so much in its seventeenth- and eighteenth-century imaginary topographical mode—
though there are examples of this in his work—but the full-blown
architectural fantasy model of Joseph Gandy’s illustrations of the work
of John Soane. Gandy’s drawings, which influenced later architects like
C. R. Cockerell and others, show Soane’s work assembled as models
and drawings in interiors of Soane’s invention, often including the
architect in the view. There is a febrility and obsessiveness to these
drawings which adds to the virtuoso quality of the image and often
leaves one with the feeling of a kind of architectural monomania—
though highly pleasurable and stimulating. Laubin’s paintings in this
mode are almost too extraordinary to describe. From his Almerico to Zeno
of 1992 to the extraordinary Grotescha of 1994—a commissioned painting for the National Trust—Laubin pushes this type of painting to
technical and artistic levels that are genuinely novel. His eye for architectural detail, and for the material of building is unerring, and he
exploits this in most of the paintings in one way or another. So we are
presented with a series of images that almost overwhelm, first because of
the high quality of the architecture being represented, and secondly for
the compositional complexity. In one of these, Rowe Interotta of which
there are several versions, the face of the influential architectural historian Colin Rowe, peers out, ghost-like, from behind the reconstructed
and fragmented Tempietto of Bramante; a combination of Beaux-Arts
analytique and postmodern fragment worship that is almost eerie.

Laubin has been commissioned by a number of modernist
architects to paint views of their buildings, but in my opinion the
results are less compelling, perhaps because Laubin’s sympathies seem
to lie so clearly with his beloved surface rendering of traditional materials and their presentation in light and shadow with the effects of
weathering and time articulated in meticulous detail. The one exception
is the moving series of paintings of the ruins of the World Trade Center
entitled Elegos. The power of Laubin’s technique renders this not only a
compelling testament to the terrible attack on this country, but also a
prescient view of what many of our cities will one day look like to
future visitors.
If there is a regret about this book it is that there are too few of
the drawings and studies Laubin makes in preparation for the final
paintings. There are wonderful glimpses of them—like those for the
Villa Rotunda paintings or Si Monumentum Requiris—which give us a
sense of Laubin’s method from pencil sketches and drawings studying
the composition of the paintings, to loose oil studies that demonstrate
his facility in a more impressionistic style (it seems he would be as facile
in making paintings in the manner of Walcot as he is of Gandy). But
it would be instructive and valuable to have more.
Laubin’s voice, while it is absent in the written part of the book,
speaks exquisitely and voluminously through his work, and the book’s
lavish color gives a glowing sense of the impact the paintings must have
in a gallery or hanging on the wall of a private house. Many of the
collectors of Laubin’s paintings have commissioned multiple works,
and one can imagine them, like the great Canaletto collections, their
luminous views of great architecture shining out into majestic rooms
and halls. The Hon. Simon Howard, whose family owns Castle
Howard, is of particular note in this context. Envision Laubin’s superb
renditions of Vanbrugh’s great house, along with his other buildings,
and Hawksmoor’s brooding, solemn Mausoleum adorning the walls of
the very buildings they depict. There is a quality in all of this of a mirror world that is endlessly reflecting, refracting, recomposing, and representing the material world of architecture through Laubin’s fertile
imagination and his extraordinary facility as a painter. It comes very
close, it seems to me, to fulfilling the best of the promise of postmodernism, while maintaining the rigorous standards of great painting and
the architectural tradition. Of course if all of this becomes a bit overwhelming, one can return from the looking-glass world to the simple
beauty of Dudgeon’s Wharf and its depiction of a calm, rainpuddled world of Thames-side tranquility.
My final regret is that this book is not the catalogue to a gallery
show in this country of Laubin’s remarkable work. Even so, this book
serves as a splendid introduction to the painter and his paintings—and
we can always wait and hope.
Richard W. Cameron is a diretor of the Ariel Atelier. He also serves as vice-chairman
of the ICA&CA's Board of Directors.
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John Fowler Revisited
John Fowler: Prince of Decorators
By Martin Wood. London: Frances Lincoln Ltd., 2007.
John Fowler: The Invention of the Country-House Style
Edited by Helen Hughes. Shaftesbury: Donhead Publishing Ltd., 2005.
Reviewed by William Brockschmidt
THE NOTION OF THE ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE has,
throughout its history, transcended a great variety of architectural
expressions to represent an idealized lifestyle and elite status.
Regardless of whether the aristocratic dwelling house is a Jacobean pile,
a Palladian mansion, a “Gothick” folly or a Regency villa, it is the characteristically traditional decorating style of the mythic English country
house that has captured the popular imagination. It may surprise many
to learn that this attitude towards decorating, which emphasizes
continuity, expressions of innate taste, unpretentious elegance, and
unapologetic comfort, was created not so long ago in the vision of one
of the twentieth century’s most influential decorators, John Fowler.
Fowler is the subject of two recent books: John Fowler: The Invention
of the Country-House Style was edited by Helen Hughes and released
in 2005, and John Fowler: Prince of Decorators by Martin Wood was
published in late 2007.
Nothing may delight the practicing classicist architect bookcollector more than an architectural monograph or historical survey
that features clear photographs accompanied with useful scale
drawings. For the interior designer, however, nothing can compare with
large, detailed photographs for reference and inspiration. Martin
Wood, an English designer of textiles, interiors, and gardens, understands this well and has included in his book about the life and work
of John Fowler over 400 color illustrations in large format and striking colors. In addition to the evocative photographs showing complete
rooms, many of Fowler’s instructional design sketches are shown
juxtaposed with a photograph of the completed element. The sketches
most often describe the elaborate curtain designs for which he was
famously innovative. Fowler’s interest in historic document textiles,
wallpapers, and carpet patterns is presented with close-up details of the
designs he created and of the historic patterns he copied and re-colored
in his own interpretations. The splendid illustrations amply make this
book invaluable to decorators who will use it as a visual catalog for
inspiration without ever reading more than a few captions and chapter
titles. In fact, the book has been designed so that one can effectively
glean the evolution of Fowler’s style merely by observing the
photographs chronologically by chapter. Apparent is Fowler’s sophisticated mastery of color, often in unusual hues or combinations, but
so thoroughly integrated within the architectural elements, carpets,
curtains, upholstery, furniture, and art that the effect is perfectly
harmonized. Also evident is Fowler’s genius in placing furniture for
aesthetic effect and practical comfort. His respect for the details and
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proportions of fine period architecture, as well as inventive solutions
for less-than-perfect conditions are perceptible within the photographs.
However, it is well worthwhile for the decorator to read Martin
Wood’s text, which thoughtfully integrates the life and work of John
Fowler within the context of his era, from his early influences and
development, to his celebrity as a sought-after style-maker, and finally
to his authority as an historic figure in the history and evolution of the
English Country House. The biography charts Fowler’s early career as
a decorative painter of “antique” wallpaper and furniture. After he
established his own studio, John Beresford Fowler, he quickly gained
renown and success as an enterprising and creative decorator. There are
several illustrations of his well-published and influential flat on the
King’s Road in bohemian 1930s Chelsea in London, and several
illustrations of other early published projects. By the time he joined the
reputable society decorator, Sybil Colefax, eight years later, young
Fowler was already recognized as one of England’s top eight decorators.
The partnership with Lady Colefax merged her established clientele
with his younger set. However, the war diminished their business, and
then her declining health and personal finances forced her to sell Sybil
Colefax and John Fowler, Ltd., to the Virginian, Nancy Tree.
Nancy Tree, later Nancy Lancaster, was renowned for her highly
personal and influential redecoration of two eighteenth-century James
Gibbs-designed mansions, Kelmarsh Hall and Ditchley Park. Although
she did not officially practice decorating within the firm, Nancy
Lancaster worked as business-owner and client with John Fowler on
her house in London, her latest country house, Haseley Court, and later
her suite of rooms within the Colefax and Fowler shop. In this period,
most of the Colefax and Fowler clients were Nancy Lancaster’s English
and American friends or connections, so for ten years she actively participated in the projects. Both Fowler and Lancaster were headstrong
and opinionated, and although they were famously quoted as being
“the most unhappy unmarried couple in England” for their constant
bickering, they discovered much from each other. In particular, Fowler
was inspired by her notions of American comfort and observed how she
lived gracefully and stylishly within a great house.
The book essentially traces Fowler’s life and career chronologically,
but the author describes the full extent of the collaboration between
John Fowler and Nancy Lancaster in an early chapter. Two other
telling chapters also span Fowler’s entire life and career: One describes
his personal life and personality by focusing on his adored country
house called “The Hunting Lodge,” the design laboratory where he
spent weekends and holidays with friends and invited guests, and where
he also developed his beloved garden. Another chapter called “Elements
of a Style; the Inspiration of the Eighteenth Century,” describes the
work practices of John Fowler. For those who do not wish to read the
entire book, this chapter could be considered an independent essay,
illustrating the prevailing tastes and trends throughout his career, the
influences that he transformed into innovations, his preferences and
(opposite page): Staircase at the National Trust's Sudbury Hall, Derbyshire, as redecorated
by Fowler.
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sources for materials, and the way he worked with his clients, staff,
artisans, and craftspeople. It discusses specifically how he used fabrics,
passementerie, wallpapers, carpets, and furniture, and how he developed
paint techniques to give vitality to historic houses. The chapter ends by
describing how he achieved additional influence and authority by
co-authoring with John Cornforth the reference book, English Decoration
in the Eighteenth Century (1974).
The other chapters sequentially chronicle the many projects of
John Fowler. Within each project are portrayals of the clients and their
houses, the decorating programs, and Fowler’s decorative solutions in
great detail. Earlier projects undertaken during wartime and immediate
post-war rationing are characterized by chic austerity and creative uses
of available or salvaged fabrics and recycled materials, such as dyed
army blankets and table cloths. The more luxurious interiors that
Fowler created when comfort and optimism returned to England in the
1950s lead to Fowler’s preeminent position as a “haute couture
decorator” in which he could select his clients. His renown continued
throughout the 1960s when he was in his busiest and most prolific
period. In these chapters there are many beautiful projects welldocumented by color photographs and peppered with interesting
anecdotes. However, when the individual details for the curtains,
linings, trimmings, painted glazes, underglazes, and secondary and
tertiary paint colors are all recounted for every project, these chapters
of the biography can become a bit tedious. Conversely, as a decorating
resource, one truly appreciates the extent of written detail and the quantity of photographs, some of which are obviously unstyled snapshots
taken during site-visits. In fact, one wishes that the author had been
able to supplement the photos by conjuring up a John Fowler paintcolor chart to compare the photographic images with color chips illustrating the actual hues of tangerine-apricot, grey-white, lilac, or more
elusively described colors such as “mouse back” and “the soul of blue.”
Although John Fowler was urged by private clients to take on work
into the early 1970s, the last twenty years of his life were also occupied
by several projects for the National Trust, which had acquired many
properties due to the burdens of post-war taxation. Beginning with
Claydon in 1956, Fowler was asked to donate decorating services in
order to restore and preserve stately houses in such a way as to attract
visitors. Many of the houses, such as Sudbury Hall, were what Fowler
called “dead houses” in that they no longer had any furniture or art, but
were bare rooms. Throughout his decorating career, Fowler often took
cues from existing conditions, in particular “paint scrapes” from which
entire color schemes were inspired. In his work for the Trust, he would
utilise his talents and creativity as a decorator to accentuate the architectural character and capture the spirit of the room. In English Decoration
in the Eighteenth Century he describes his goals in his work for the Trust:
“Of course all attempt to play up the character of the decoration could
have been resisted, and the whole place could have been frozen, but particularly in a sparsely furnished house…whose sole use is to be shown
to visitors, the impact on those visitors must be considered and they
must be given an experience that is as rich and enjoyable as possible.”
Martin Wood admits that Fowler’s approach received some criticism
from historians and preservationists of the time, and that today’s atti-
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(above): Diagram from John Fowler's book on eighteenth-century English decoration,
showing his scheme for painting panelling in three shades of white.

tudes towards restoration are such that a fashionable decorator would
not likely be involved in period restoration work. However, Fowler’s
work on Trust properties is now worthy of preservation on its own
terms as a twentieth-century interpretation by one of the period’s most
influential British decorators.
Martin Wood’s John Fowler: Prince of Decorators, as the title implies,
celebrates the man and the influential work of John Fowler. As such, it
is an extraordinary visual assemblage and description of his work, and
is an important reference for the decorators and an enjoyable biography
for the enthusiast. On the other hand, John Fowler: The Invention of the
Country-House Style, would best be a supplement to those interested in
the work of John Fowler or a reference book to those interested in his
influence on preservation and restoration or the evolution of the
English country house in a more academic vein. The book is a collec-

tion of papers delivered at two conferences both co-organized by the
Traditional Paint Forum, the Kelmarsh Preservation Trust, and
English Heritage. The book was edited by Helen Hughes, the Head of
Historic Interiors Research & Conservation for English Heritage and
Events Organizer of the Traditional Paint Forum. The conferences
sought to discuss John Fowler’s work for the National Trust in terms of
his legacy to the English country house tradition as both a fashionable
decorator of the mid-twentieth century and an interpreter of historic
house restoration. Because the events were organized by the Traditional
Paint Forum, and also because the painting scheme was often the most
effective way to enliven the decorative scheme of “dead” houses, the
papers deal predominantly with Fowler’s paint treatments in historic
interiors. While admitting Fowler’s contributions to the continuum of
country house interiors, the papers typically admonish his interpretations, and caution against the role of the fashionable decorator within
the realm of preservation.
It is helpful to have a general knowledge of Fowler’s work when
reading this collection of papers, as the illustrations included are limited to specifically serve points made in the arguments presented. Even
the introduction by Helen Hughes presupposes an audience with substantial familiarity with John Fowler and his work with the Trust. The
first paper, “Working with John Fowler” by Peter Inskip, an architect
who worked with Fowler on some Trust properties, admirably describes
John Fowler’s working methods and character. Especially insightful are
Inskip’s recollections of the way Fowler reacted to evidence uncovered
during the restoration process that would influence the final interpretation for a room. In light of current research, Inskip concludes that
Fowler’s “historical” treatment of picking out architectural details in
three complementary shades was a romantic notion of how old paint
appeared rather than any treatment used in the eighteenth century.
“John Fowler and the National Trust” by Tim Knox, the head
curator of the National Trust, continues the theme of Fowler’s interpretive painting schemes with examples, some of which were contentious
at the time of the “restorations.” While Knox admits that the National
Trust, as a “guardian of historic-house museums, should not perhaps
have permitted a decorator to impose his taste upon them in a way that
a private proprietor might do” he also admits that Fowler’s approach
was grounded with historic sensitivity and provided neglected houses
with a strong architectural character, which in the best cases are worth
preserving as historic examples of his twentieth-century interpretations.
Christine Sitwell, Painting Conservation Advisor of the National
Trust, points out in “Recent Investigations of Fowler Schemes” that
recent scientific paint analysis confirms that Fowler actually misinterpreted paint evidence upon which his decorating schemes are based in
two Trust houses. While crediting his regard for the problematic paint
scrapes, she concludes that his interiors now require careful consideration
because, as Cornforth’s disclaimer explains, Fowler “strove for beauty
within the limits of that evidence rather than a strict reproduction.”
Private paint specialist, Patrick Baty, is more pointed in “Inspired
by the Past” in which he points out inconsistancies, contradictions, and
apparent misunderstandings written by Fowler and Cornforth in English
Decoration in the Eighteenth Century regarding historic paint techniques and

materials. Ian Bristol, an architect and consultant, implies criticism of
Fowler’s interpretation of color in his paper “Color in Historic Houses
in Public Ownership” in which he describes the development of more
conservative and authentic restoration approaches for such historic
house museums undertaken from the 1930s to 1980s. A paper by
Marianne Suhl, a surveyor for the Society for the Preservation of
Ancient Buildings and another paper by Ian Bristol focus on Nancy
Lancaster’s Kelmarsh Hall, in particular a thorough investigation of the
evidence and quality of the famous pink walls.
Finally, Louise Ward, a design historian at the Royal College of
Art, contributes “English Country-House Style: The English Country
House as it might have been but never was,” in which she describes how
the “fiction” of the English country house can be traced to the taste and
personality of Nancy Lancaster. She describes how the style was developed professionally with John Fowler to become the recognizable
Colefax and Fowler aesthetic. However, as a style it was imitated and
idealized, reinterpreted, and misinterpreted, becoming along the way a
hoax and fantasy.
Although Ms. Ward’s paper does not qualify as a conclusion since
John Fowler: The Invention of the Country-House Style is not conceived as a
book by one author, its tone does send a warning to the practitioner
who seeks only to emulate without more than a mere appreciation or
superficial understanding. However, one can be inspired not only by
the visual beauty of John Fowler’s country-house style, but by his
modern attitudes towards the integration of past and present, beauty
and comfort. In decorating and architecture, John Fowler admired and
respected the artistic achievements of the past, yet he did not set out to
recreate historically accurate period rooms, nor to create his own
recognizable brand of style. He worked instinctively to emphasize the
best qualities inherent in a room and his vast knowledge of historical
details and materials provided him with a language to create rooms that
were unique, personal, and beautiful—and so influential that the style
would become part of the cultural imagination.
William Brockschmidt co-founded Brockschmidt & Coleman, LLC, in 2001. He is
a Fellow of the ICA&CA.
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